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Editor's 
NOTEBOOK 
by Jon Sanborn 
Scptember is the month! Yes, it's the month for newer square dancer classes to start. Sometimes it becomes a chore to find 
people to start in the class. Sure it's hard work 
to get people to dedicate their "lives" to an ac-
tivity they know nothing about, but that is what 
we are asking them to do. We all know that 
being in class for each lesson is very impor-
tant. We also know that being on time, listen-
ing closely and working with seven other people 
is going to be a brand new game for some of 
our beginners. 
There are many ways to entice new people. 
That means we have to find the ones who 
WANT to be enticed. The bottom line is that 
WE ALL HAVE TO GET INVOLVED! It is 
going to take ALL our efforts to get square danc-
ing up and moving again. We cannot sit around 
and wait for it to get better by itself. We cannot 
daydream that it should be like it was thirty plus 
years ago; that will never happen. 
Square dancing is like any other activity—
it has to be given a boost regularly, perhaps 
yearly or even monthly. Whatever it takes will 
be a step in the right direction—flyers on 
bulletin boards, in store windows (with permis-
sion), public demonstrations, and not of the 
usual kind we see nowadays. Speaking of 
which, when you view a radical demonstration 
on TV, doesn't it grate a little, since our par-
ticular kind of square dance demonstration never 
gets any coverage? I guess that is because ours 
is so benign BUT BEAUTIFUL and should get 
some publicity. This would be a good place to 
start in your area. Instead of sitting on your 
hands and saying, "I just don't have time," or 
"I don't think it will work," get up and do some-
thing. Arrange to meet with some of the news 
media, try getting newspaper articles and TV 
coverage (even a five minute clip would do), 
mainly because wherever this is done, it no 
doubt will help square dancing all over the 
nation. 
%at'WCS\``YCC\i. cecocds 
PRESENTS BM 189 You Don't Care What Happens To Me by Mac 
BM 188 Am I Blue by Mac 
BM 1015 Big Mac Boomerang/Why Hoedown Mac McCullar 
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BM 1010 Ruby/Dragging The Bow 
BM 1009 Swinging Dolly/Cindy Clark 
PO Box 1448, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406 Tel: 805-543-2827 
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ON BEING AN ANGEL 
The dictionary def ines an Angel as a guardian spirit or guiding influence—a 	 kind and lovable person. 
For a square dancer to be an Angel, he/she 
must possess the one basic trait of being a kind 
and lovable person with the quality of patience. 
As an Angel you will become the guardian spirit 
and guiding influence to the new dancer. 
In teaching a beginner's square dance class, 
it is very helpful and necessary tor experienced 
dancers (Angels) to be on hand to be utilized, 
as needed, to help bring the students along. It 
must be realized that the function of an Angel 
is to be supportive to the class and not prima-
rily for the purpose of benefiting the Angel. 
It you are being considered as one of the 
Angels for a new class, you should certainly 
enjoy yourself. There are, however, certain 
guidelines that need to be followed, and if fol-
lowed, Angels can be a real boon to the caller/ 
teacher and to the class as a whole. 
1. You can help most by setting a good ex-
ample, by being a good listener—not talking 
while instruction is going on. Even though your 
corner asks you pertinent questions, give a smile 
and shake your head. You will probably get a 
strange look, but the moment the tip is over, 
answer his or her question, adding that you 
make it a rule not to talk when the caller is giv- 
ing instruction. Chances are that when a prob- 
lem pops up, the caller will already know what 
went wrong. But if you see something you feel 
the caller should be aware of, let him/her know, 
so that he/she can handle the situation with the 
new dancer rather than you. Remember that 
there can be only one teacher. 
2. Teaching by example is as important as 
teaching verbally. Convert your dancing style 
to what the new dancers are learning. Display 
your square dance knowledge correctly as it is 
supposed to be done ("by the book"), that is, no 
extra twirls, bumps or steps. Stick with the style 
and standards that are being taught. 
3. Always wear a friendly SMILE. Show that 
new dancer that square dancing is indeed a 
friendly pastime. Make the new dancer feel that 
they are the focal point of the activity. 
4. Your prime purpose as an Angel is to en-
sure that all students have an opportunity to 
dance, so if you see one of the class members 
sitting out, give the student your place. 
5. Never push or pull. It is tempting to "put" 
a new dancer where you think he/she should 
be, but don't. Many new dancers complain 
about being pushed and pulled. The object of 
the class is to get the dancers to think for them-
selves. If you see them doing something wrong, 
bring it to the attention of the caller. Granted, it 
takes time and a great deal of patience, but it 
does pay off. 
6. Finally, being an Angel is your opportu- 
nity to give back to square dancing some of the 
benefits and enjoyment you have received. And, 
for the "experienced" dancers who avoid be-
ginners entirely— in some instances, setting up 
squares to exclude dancers of less ability—they 
are missing the boat. We grow as individuals 
by giving. 	 ASP 
r HAktrirr 
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L.  Eiv-m_i N E 	dance fold? Then be sure to read and share with them 
An Open Letter to New Dancers from Bob Osgood. All 
beginner dancers will appreciate this letter, which introduces "the cast of characters" who "will be 
playing a large part in (the new dancers') emergence from plain John and Annie Smith to Square 
Dancers, first class." 
On the flip-side is another helpful article by Bob entitled A Time for New Dancers. This will 
definitely be of help to both dancers and instructors alike. And while you're at it, don't miss 
Learning the Language of Square Dancing by Kip Garvey, an interesting and informative article 
on the subject of our activity's language. 
Wanna go "Dancin' and Shaggin' Down the Boulevard"? The Country Line by Jim and Jean 
Choimondeiey "puts couples back together again." We like that! 
A Shot in the Arm shows us what pulling together (once again) can do for our activity. And on 
the same line, The Square Dance Marketing Board, An Idea who's Time has Come gives us all 
something to ponder. And while we're in the thinking mode, Positive Thoughts, put together by our 
own Dorothy Walker, is something else you may want to share with your beginners. Right from the 
"horse's mouth," there's nothing like a little testifying those involved in square dancing for several 
years to back up our claim that "Square dancing is fun set to music." 
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Ask Dave 
Got a dancing problem and need an answer or opinion? 
Dave speaks his mind, taking stands and answering questions as 
only he can, with plain talk, common sense and humor. 
It was great meeting so many of you at the 
conventions this summer. Your kind words were 
most encouraging. Thank You. 
Where can I find a catalog or listing of square 
dance attire for men and women? 
Vern Shackelford 
vshack@cheney.net 
The most common question I receive. Obvi-
ously, American Squaredance Magazine has 
many fine advertisers. The National Directory 
is another great source of suppliers. The Direc-
tory can be purchased by calling (800) 542-
4010. 
I am a square dance caller in Massachusetts. 
I am searching for the square dance record 
"Delilah," Blue Ribbon #261. I am interested 
in buying it from someone/somewhere. Can 
you help? Thanks. 
Jim Gill 
I checked with both Hanhurst Tape and Record 
Service (800) 445-7398 and Palomino Records 
(800) 328-3800. Both have the record in stock 
and will be happy to help. 
I am writing an article for a Dutch maga-
zine for C&W music about the history of 
square dancing. One of my sources is the Sets 
in Order Indoctrination Handbook. In this 
issue are a few (historic) illustrations that I 
wish to use. How do I get permission to do 
so? 
Erik Pluylaar 
Palomino Records now owns this series of 
booklets. You can simply contact them at the 
number previously provided. 
Why do traveling callers insist on calling 
"Soft Plus"? We rarely hear a Mainstream 
dance called and that to me is why we lose so 
many newer dancers, because they feel in- 
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adequate. We need a single level of dance, so 
everyone who attends can dance every tip if 
they so desire! 
Bob Farnell 
I wish it were that easy. Traveling callers are 
required to call what they were booked for. 
However, if the floor is incapable of dancing 
the advertised level, then that caller will make 
accommodations. Particularly if he/she wants 
to be booked again. 
The determination of whether the dance will be 
Mainstream, Plus or another level is made by 
the club, not the caller. If the dance is adver-
tised as a Mainstream dance, then Mainstream 
dancers have a right to expect to be able to dance 
ALL tips. If the dance is advertised as Plus and 
the dancers are not capable of handling it, then 
the wise caller will "soften-up" the Plus to a 
level they are capable of doing. 
From John Thomson, Editor, Canadian 
Dancers News, Calgary, Alberta: 
The cloggers have a deal in some clubs whereas 
the club buys new records for dances that are 
taught at workshops, so their instructor will 
teach them the routines. Some clogging clubs 
also pay the workshop fees for their instructors, 
so they'll attend and then teach them the new 
dances when they get back to their home club. 
What a nice idea! Aso 
Dave answers all questions: 
ASK DAVE—Dave Gipson 
3330 Oswego Avenue 
Fort Wayne, IN 46805-2126 
Phone: (219) 482-2565 
FAX: 	(219) 482-4281 
E-mail: dave@dave-gipson.com 
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PR 11 51 BRING ME DOWN by AI Horn 
PR 1153 TWO TIMIN GAL by Singing Sam Mitch€ 
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OR 55 OKLAHOMA CRUDE by Bobbie Hisola 
Recent Releases 
OR 57 A WHITE SPORT COAT by Gay Bible 
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An Open Letter to 	
, 
New Dancers , : 
from Bob Osgood 
(Please note: For the past 50 years or so, this 
rime of year has been set aside for new dancer 
classes. This article is directed to the new class 
members. If you feel that these words of en-
couragement may be helpful to your future 
square dancers, you may wish to share these 
thoughts with them—Bob.) 
Dear New Dancers . . . 
Welcome to the world of "What did he say?" and "Which is my left hand?" and "A pass thru what?" You might 
as well leave all of your cares behind for the 
few hours in class each week, because you'll 
have your hands and your feet and your mind 
zeroed in on the pleasures and mechanics of 
square dancing. 
First, let us introduce you to your cast of 
characters. These folks will be playing a large 
part in your emergence from plain John and 
Annie Smith to Square Dancers, first class. 
The Caller (also known as teacher, coach, 
your highness, etc.): This is where all the trouble 
starts. This is the person who issues the com-
mands (drill sergeant style), who makes you 
split two, go around one, dive thru, swing and 
much more. But most of all, this person is the 
one with the answers. Make it a point to get 
acquainted with him (or her). It never hurts to 
know the brass. You'll find out as time goes by 
that the caller really wants you to succeed. He 
really does. So don't be 
shy about asking 
him your ques- 
you is that you be 
on time, be a 
good listener and 




These great people are usually members of the 
club or group sponsoring your class. Their main 
job, in addition to putting the hall in order and 
assisting with the logistics now and then, is to 
help fill out squares, so that none of your class-
mates will have to sit out. You'll notice that 
truly helpful angels will be hard to distinguish 
from other members of the class. They'll leave 
all of the teaching and calling up to the caller 
and simply be in the right place at the right time. 
The Caller's Partner (sometimes the caller's 
wife or husband): Get to know this one. He or 
she can be your communication link with the 
caller in case, between the tips (squares), you 
find he's busy planning the next phase of his 
program, or trying to figure out what went 
wrong with the last one. The CP (Caller's Part-
ner) quite frequently assists the caller in teach-
ing the basics, simple couple dances, and so 
forth, so he or she should be well qualified to 
come up with an answer to such questions as 
"Which foot do I start on?" or "How come I'm 
always bowing to the backs of people?" 
Classmates (frequently referred to as corner, 
right hand lady, opposite, the head couples, the 
side couples or hey, you!): At first you'll look 
upon these individuals as hands stretching out 
to take yours for a swing, a promenade, or even 
a box your gnat. Gradually they'll become 
people with faces and smiles and names. You 
may even discover that they talk and eat and 
they may even sing along on some of the sing-
ing calls. One caution. As you get truly bitten 
by the square dance bug, these faces and hands 
and smiles could materialize into good and last-
ing friends. They could become your club offic-
ers in the future, or your strongest supporters if 
you someday move up to take a club office. So, 
treat them with care. 
Taw: You may never hear this term used, but 
it's old-fashioned, traditional language for part- 
ner. Because square dancing is and always has 
been very much a couple activity (it takes two 
to tango, too), both the Taw and the Pa, the Mr. 
and Mrs., the He and the She are important. 
tions. The prime 
;?. 	favor he'll ask of 
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Both must retain their interest in square danc-
ing if they're going to make it to the club 
phase—so, be gentle with each other. 
0 0 0 
Now that you know who you'll be dealing with, 
let's see if we can explain what square dance 
classes are all about. Perhaps you heard about 
the days before it was necessary to take lessons. 
Folks would simply attend a dance and although 
they'd stumble around a bit, they'd learn by 
doing. By the end of the evening the first-timer 
would be almost as proficient as the veteran. 
But, like everything else these days, square 
dancing has changed. 
Today we have a language peculiar to this 
memory.  Learning the basics, then, is one 
reason to attend a class. There's another / 
reason. We attend classes so that we can 
learn to dance, to react automatically ; 
to the calls and to move to the music. Ip 
There's yet another goal. In square 
dancing, seven other people in a square 
depend upon you doing your part cor-
rectly. So, learning to square dance is one 
thing. Learning to be a thoughtful and 
smooth square dancer is another. 
During your first few weeks it won't matter 
too much what basics you learn—they'll all be 
important. What will matter is that you learn 
to listen. Hearing the calls is important. Un-
derstanding what you're supposed to do with 
them is imperative. Actually, there are only a 
limited number of things that we do in square 
dancing. Oh, there are lots of calls, but most of 
them require walking (moving or dancing to 
music) and turning (sometimes alone, some-
times with one hand or arm or another, some-
times with your partner in your arms). 
Much of the language you learn will be just 
simple, garden-variety English—terms such as 
circle, forward, back, to the right, to the left, 
halfway, three-quarters, go, stop, divide, and so 
forth. You'll find these quick to pick up. And 
don't worry about the language peculiar to 
square dancing. We depend upon these calls to 
tell us what to do. Your caller will be doling 
these out to you carefully during the coming 
weeks and before you know it, they'll become 
as much a part of your own personal vocabu-
lary as any of the other everyday world you use. 
Actually, a basic command tells the dancer 
what to do in a simple key phrase made up of 
the fewest possible and most easily understood 
words. 
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For instance, unless he's teaching a brand 
new dancer the very first steps in square danc-
ing, the caller doesn't have to say: "Men face 
right, ladies face left. With the person you face, 
move forward and pass right shoulders. Then 
move to your own right as the other person has 
moved to your left. Then back up, passing the 
other person on your left, until you are again 
facing the same dancer." In the first place, there 
wouldn't be time. In the second place, all of 
this isn't necessary, for, instead of using these 
50 words to get a required result, the caller 
merely needs to say: "Partners, do sa do." And 
so it is with every good basic movement in 
square dancing. 
bination of basics. A good 
square dance is one 
where the basics it 
contains are well- 
chosen 	and 
blended with the 
help of clear de- 
/ 	 scriptive calling in 
such a way that they 
complement each other 
---- and tend to flow comfortably 
from one to the next. 
By flowing comfortably, for example, we 
mean without static or awkward body maneu-
vers. Right hand movements would of neces-
sity alternate with left hand movements. You 
would find it most awkward to turn your part-
ner with a left arm and then turn your corner, 
also with a left arm. 
There is another point concerning the basics. 
Because of the general acceptance of these 
movements, it is possible for a person to learn 
all that there is to know about square dancing 
in a normal progression. Each basic that is 
taught is dependent, to a degree, on what has 
already been learned. That's one reason why it's 
important that you attend your class sessions 
regularly. 
Even more important than learning new 
movements, however, is the value of first learn-
ing to react, automatically, the easy movements. 
The new dancer discovers as he goes along that 
eventually a fairly difficult movement becomes 
quite simple for him to learn. This is because 
he has developed his reflexes to the point where 
he (1) listens, and (2) applies his previous 
knowledge in moving automatically and effort-
lessly in the direction called for. 
Whatever it was that brought you into this 
activity, whether the recommendations of 
9 
activity that must be committed to
.. 	A square dance is simply a com- .. . 
friends, curiosity, or just the desire to learn 
something different, you will soon be finding 
reason after reason to be glad that you did take 
the big step. 
And so, this is your introduction to 
SQUARE DANCING. We hope that you enjoy 




LL American girls or women 
are fond of dancing, which 
is one of their greatest 
pleasures. The men like it al-
most as much. They indulge in this 
pleasure, either in the morning, from, 
eight to eleven, or in the evening from 
the end of the day far into the night. 
I believe i have already said 
elsewhere that dancing, for the 
inhabitants of the united, States, is Less 
a matter ofself-disp lay than it is of true 
enjoyment. At the same dance you 
see a grandfather, his son and his 
grandson, but more often still the 
grandmother, her daughter and her 
granddaughter. If a Frenchman com-
ments upon this with surprise, he is told 
that each one dances for his own 
amusement, and not because it's the 
thing to do. 
—Moreau de St. Miry 
Philadelphia, 1790s 
Reprinted with permission from the March/ 
April 1997 edition of the Country Dance and 
Song Society News 
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The Annie Easton Hoedown (flip called Plus), 
Mike DeSisto 	  DIM 108 
Will You Travel Down This Road With Me, 
Sam Lowe 	 Q 917 
Whatever Happened To Old Fashioned Love, 
Mac McCullar 	 BM 184 
Blue Highway, J.Jones & 
W.Baldwin 	  GMP 402 
Can You Hear Those Pioneers, Hi Hat Pioneers 
Sing Along 	  ELK 040 
Happy Birthday Square Dance, 
Mac McCullar 	  BM 183 
Suwannee, Johnnie Wykoff 	BS 2435 
Don't Take Her She's All I've Got, Elmer 
Sheffield 	  ESP 1018 
Lost Indian/Cracklin' Fiddle 	 BMV 08 
Bobbie Ann Mason, 
Charlie Robertson 	 LM 207 
I Love You Honey, 
SusanElaine Packer 	 EAG3403 
Light It Up/Dama De Espania 	LM 803 
Hillbilly Fever, Kim Hohnholt  MR 116 
For Once In My Life, Tom Miller 	 HH 5205 
1 Fell In Love Again Last Night, Grace 
Wheatley 	 DR 70 
Ruby Mountain, Invgar Pettersson 	SIR 209 
All I Need To Know, 
Mike Bramlett 	  GMP 206 
Peg 0' My Heart, Johnny Wykoff 	BS 2437 
My Hometown, Tony Di George GMP 917 
Jelly Roll, Wayne Morvent 	 RMR 122 
Little 01' Winemaker, 
Bill Harrison 	 JPESP 7007 
I'm The Only One, Speedy Spivacke 	CC 48 
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a re-design of the popular AC-201. 
The AC-205 now has adjustable 
input and output signal levels mak-
ing it more compatible with today's 
auxiliary signal sources. With this 
revision, recording and play back 
is easy from a MiniDisk, CD, tape 
player, or other devices. 
The AC-205 features: a variable speed turntable, record reset and 
remote music volume control from the microphone, two channel amplifier 
allowing one to be used for a monitor or combined for maximum output, 
two independent microphone inputs each with its own volume and tone 
control, dual jacks for remote reset and music control, four speaker 
output jacks, and low and high signal outputs for slaving or recording. 
Please contact us 
for your free copy 
of our catalog and 
price list. 
All Hilton Sound Systems carry 
a 2 year limited warranty. When 
a sound system is purchased di-
rectly from us all related acces-
sory items (speakers, micro-
phones, etc.) purchased at that 
time or within 90 days will he 
discounted 10%. 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
1033-E Shary Circle - Concord, CA 94518 
Phone: 510-682-8390 
FAX: 510-682-8497 - e-mail: HiltonAud@aol.com - Web page: http://www.ccnet.com/-hiltonap/ 
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For the solo/line dancers, I've been using a routine that they know well, but for a one-
night stand I have been using the familiar "Electric Slide" routine but changing the flavor 
of the dance by using a country-western tune, which is on the flip side of Achy Breaky 
Heart called... 
WHER'M I GONNA LIVE? 
Formation: Solo, no partners necessary. All begin facing the front of hall. 
Music: Wher'm 1 Gonna Live; Mercury 866 522-7 
Routine: 
Counts 
1-4 	Vine right. (Step side R, cross L behind R, step side R, touch L beside 
R.) 
5-8 	Vine left. Repeat 1-4 moving to the left. 
9-12 	Back up R,L,R, & touch L toe slightly forward and to the left. 
13-16 Rock forward on L, touching R toe backward, stepping back on the R, 
touching L toe forward again. 
17-18 Step L forward & brush R foot while pivoting L 1/4 ready to begin again. 
And for a comfortable fall evening, here is a simple waltz mixer named... 
STARRY NIGHT 
Formation: Couples in open position. Lady on gent's right. Gent begins on L foot, 
lady on R. 
Music: Any smooth flowing, slow 16 bar waltz. 
Routine: 
Measure 
1-2 	All promenade 6 steps forward 
3-4 All back out to a single circle in 6 steps 
5-8 	All forward 6 steps & back out 6 steps 
9-10 Ladies in 6 steps 
11-12 Ladies out 6 steps 
13-14 Gents in 6 steps (turning left face on steps 5 & 6) 
15-16 Gents moving diagonally right 6 steps to original 
corner lady to begin again. 
12 
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My daughter Jan called last June and asked me to go dancing with her out in the Grange 
Hall in Hamden, Ohio. What a treat it was. Ann DuFresne of Cleveland Heights, Ohio, 
was prompting to the music of the group called Rhubarb Pie. She offered the next two 
dances, which I don't ever remember dancing before and would like to share with you. 
The first was a square dance that she called the "Grapevine Twist," but having called the 
Grapevine Twist over the past 50 years, I had never seen it done quite the way it was 
presented. The routine was danced much as the children's dance by the name of "The 
Thread Follows The Needle." Here is... 
ANN'S GRAPEVINE TWIST 
Use any standard opener and closer, but the figure went as follows: 
Couple #1 out to the right and circle left around with couple #2. 
Active gent ducks. (Active gent then ducks under the arch made by his own right 
arm and his partner's left as the second lady circles to her right. All hands still 
joined.) 
Active gent ducks again. (Active gent then ducks under the arch made by his 
partner and her corner as the second lady continues circling to the right. All hands 
still joined.) 
Active gent ducks again. (Active gent now ducks under the arch made by couple 
#2.) 
Couple #1 with hands joined with couple #2 then lead on to couple #3 and they 
circle up 6. 
The entire ducking routine is repeated by gent #1 with the #3 lady circling to the 
right. 
Couple #1 then leads onto the last and after circling up 8, gent #1 repeats the 
entire ducking portion of the dance as lady #4 continues to circle to the right. 
Couple #2 then becomes the active couple. 
Repeat for couples #3 & #4. 
Note: A great little one-night-stand number. 
And for Ann's second contribution, she offered a dance that I have never done, with part 
of the routine employing the old "lady round two and the gent thru" figure. The dance 
was written by Ted Sannella, who named it the... 
NEW FRIENDSHIP REEL 
Formation: Alternate duple. 1, 3, 5, etc., active and crossed over. 
Music: Any 32 bar tune. 
Routine: 
Al 	Balance and swing with the one below. 
A2 In long lines go forward and back. 
Actives dosado, ending with the active lady facing out. 
B1 	Lady around two (above) and the gent falls thru. (Lady goes around 
inactives above, while the gent goes around only one.) 
Gent around two and the lady falls thru. (Follow the same pattern 
with the gent in the lead this time.) 
B2 	Same four circle left. 
Back with a left hand star. ISO 




Bev & Bob Casteel 
1540 Hull Lane 
Knoxville, TN 37931 
423-690-5498 





ROQ: Yvonne's Waltz 
by Dan & Doris Sobala, Chinook 1105 
1st Runner Up: Goody, Goody-TS 
by Ron & Ree Rumble, Col-0108 
2nd Runner Up: Rhythm 2 Step 
by Larry & Marg Clark, Grenn 14272 
Phase III 
ROQ: Won't You Fox-trot 
by Milo & Carol Molitoris, Roper 410 
1st Runner Up: A.T. & 
by Bob & Nora Slomcenski, Roper 312 
2nd Runner Up: Lucky Left- J 
by Ernie & Kit Waldorf, Grenn 14218/176221 
Phase IV 
ROQ: Nature Boy WZ 
by Bill & Carol Goss, SP (flip Paso Cadiz) 
1st Runner Up: I'll Take Care '97-FT 
by Dean & Betty Holm, MCA D-2405 
2nd Runner Up: Bamboozle-M 
by Warren & Sandy Teague SP 
Phase V 
ROQ: Tenderly WZ 
by Ron & Ree Rumble, Roper 402 
1st Runner Up: Paso Corredo—PD 
by Bob & Mary Ann Rother, Roper 248 
2nd Runner Up: Dream of Me-FT 
by Jerry & Diana Broadwater-SP 
Phase VI 
ROQ: How Little We Know-AFT 
by Brent & Mickey Moore-SP 
1sf Runner Up: Brazaila-R 
by Dick & Pat Winter-SP 
Tie: No Lady-WCS 
by Jerry & Diana Broadwater-SP 
CLASSIC LIST 1997-98 
ROUNDALAB (Press Release #21-2) 
Phase I/II 
All Shook Up (Becker)-TS 
Dreams Come True (Cooksey)-WZ 
Edelweiss (Kullman)-WZ 
Feliz Navidad #2 (Tracy)-TS 
Fiddlesteppers Polka (Brown)-TS 
If the Devil Danced (Wilhoit)-TS 
King of the Road (MacDougall/Cohen)-TS 
Maple Leaf Rag (Kern)-TS 
My Song (Colling)-TS 
Sam's Song (Kammerer)-TS 
Phase III 
Axle F +2 (Mathewson)-C 
Fascination +1 (Crapo)-WZ 
I'll Be the One (Jabour)-C 
Non Dimenticar +1 (Rumble)-R 
Sea of Heartbreak +1 (Wilhoit)-C 
Phase IV 
Calendar Girl +2 (Rotscheid)-J 
De Ja Vu +1 (Eddins)-R 
Manuela +1 (Rumble)-WZ 
Night Train (Lawson)-J 
Rainbow Connection (Childers)-J 
Phase V 
And I Love You So +2 (Childers) 
Let Me Show You How (Slater)-J 
Sunflower +2 (Tonks)-J 
Phase VI 
Kiss Me Good-bye Rumba (Lawson)-R 
Ramona (Krol)-TV 
Someone Like You (Barton)-TV 
Tango Capricciso (Ward)-T 
Classic Round of the Quarter 
4th Quarter-1997 
Maria (Wolcott) II + 1-TS/R 
Pop Goes the Movies (Raye) III +2-TS/FT/R 
White Sport Coat (Lefeavers) IV+1-FT 
Send Her Roses (Palmquist) V+1-FT 
KEY : 
AFT - American Fox-trot 
B - Bolero 
C - Cha Cha 
FT Fox-trot 
J - Jive 
M - Mambo 
MX - Mixed 
PD - Pasa Doble 
QS - Quickstep 
R - Rumba 
S - Samba 
SP - Special Pressing 
STS - Slow Two-Step 
T - Tango 
TS - Two-Step 
WZ - Waltz 
WCS - West Coast Swing 
ROUNDALAB ROC 
" Classic Rounds of 
the Month 
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Jim "Who" Cholmondely 
12610 Lusher Road 
Florissant, MO 63033-5127 
(314) 741-7799; FAX (314) 653-1441 
E-mail: JimWho 136@aol.com  
A full time traveling caller, Jim Cholmondeley is a retired Foreign Intelligence Officer. He is ASCAP/BM1 
licensed, a member of CALLERLAB and 
the St. Louis Callers and Teachers Guild, and 
caller/member of OSDA. 
Jim started calling in Europe 30 years ago 
and was a member of the ECTA and EAASDC. 
Jim and his lovely wife Jean started the Euro-
pean square dance magazine The Chatter-Box 
as well as the Friendship Badge, both having 
survived for over 25 years in Europe. 
For a period of three years, Jim and Jean were 
the Missouri directors for the National Teach-
ers Association (NTA) for Country Western 
Dance. They are presently enjoying teaching 
square and country western dancing. 
Jim once own and recorded on the Golden 
Eagle Label. He now calls through Plus DBD, 
traveling throughout the U.S. and overseas. Jim 
is the author of eight books on the subjects of 
square dancing, calling and country western 
dancing. He is a staff writer for the American 
Squaredance Magazine with a monthly article 
on country western dancing called "The Coun-
try Line." 
Jim and Jean are currently the dance coordi-
nators for the Dancin"N Branson daily televi-
sion program on the Las Vegas Television Net-
work, which will be launched in the fall. Filmed 
in Branson, Missouri, this exciting, new pro-
gram will include square, round and CW 






Home of Elvis 
WC101 
"ON A GOOD NIGHT" 
Caller: JERRY GRIFFIN 
Tupelo, MS 
601-841-0049 








Learning to square dance is just like learning a foreign language. Square dance calls are the nuncupative words 
of the language. New dancers learn square 
dance terms by relating a particular behav-
ior with each term. It can be confusing and 
difficult to learn, especially for English 
speaking people, because the square dance 
terms are combinations of English words. 
The joining together of two or more words 
to form a square dance term often results in 
the elimination of the previously understood 
meaning of those words. The resulting square 
dance term is a morphing of the words to 
which we attach a new meaning. The mean-
ing we attach represents an action or par-
ticular behavior we expect the dancers to 
execute. 
Look at the simple square dance term 
"Square Thru." It is comprised of the two 
English words "square" and "thru." With-
out excerpting the Webster's Dictionary defi-
nition of the two words, certainly we can see 
that the action we want the dancers to per-
form bears no relationship to the dictionary 
definitions of the two words "square" and 
"thru." We vocalize and demonstrate the 
definition of the action we want the dancers 
to perform. In doing so, we teach them to 
Square Thru. The dancers learn the defini-
tion of this term and perform a particular 
behavior. They Square Thru. 
Before long new dancers learn to differ-
entiate certain behaviors that are associated 
with different square dance words, even 
though the terms share very similar compo-
nents, much like learning to conjugate a verb 
in another language. They learn to differen-
tiate between Square Thru, Grand Square, 
and Square Up. They learn to differentiate 
between calls with "Thru" as a suffix: Square 
Thru, Star Thru, Pass Thru, Right and Left 
Thru, and so on. Each term becomes a new  
word in their developing square dance lan-
guage, each with its own behavioral 
definition. 
Proficient square dance linguists who 
have already learned square dance language 
are not always aware that learning is diffi-
cult. As a child grows up, the child learns 
the nuances of spoken language by interfac-
ing with family members. Similarly, experi-
enced dancers are very comfortable with the 
square dance language. It is easy for them to 
underestimate and over simplify the learn-
ing process because for them square dance 
terms are second nature. 
The new English morphemes are foreign 
to the learner. When is an English word ac-
tually an English word and not a square 
dance morpheme? "Scoot Back. Scoot Back 
again." The first time a newer dancer hears 
these two commands strung together like 
this, does he "do it again"? After all, how 
can the newer dancer know to "do it again" 
when he's not even in the same position to 
"do it again"! Or maybe, just maybe, "Scoot 
Back Again" is a new and different call. 
Maybe the word "again" has been morphed 
like so many other words, requiring a new 
action. If so, what could that action be? Or, 
ED FRAIDENBURG 
(Calling For You) 
* * * 
1916 Poseyville Rd. 
Midland, Michigan 48640 
Phone: 517-835-9524 
* * * 
Calling All Levels Thru A-2 
Call or Write for Rates & Dates 
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does the word "again" retain its English 
meaning? Certainly, once the dancer catches 
on to the intended action, it's really not that 
difficult to comprehend. But in the heat of 
battle, with no other experience with the 
phrase, the hesitant dancer may have inad-
vertently caused the square to stop moving. 
This causes embarrassment to the newer 
dancer. Even if it wasn't his fault, he thinks 
it is. 
In addition to the morphing of English 
words and the subsequent relearning of their 
new meanings, there is another dimension 
to the square dance language that makes 
learning it more difficult—that of 
conceptualization. Square dance terms be-
come complex when a term is defined using 
other square dance terms. Linguistically 
speaking, this is like learning a foreign lan-
guage that can only be learned if you already 
know the foreign language. This layering of 
linguistic comprehension is not in itself det-
rimental to learning. It becomes detrimen-
tal if the learner is not fully comfortable and 
capable with the simpler square dance words 
contained in the complex words. 
For example, most learners readily grasp 
the meaning of Pass Thru and Partner Trade. 
Each of these terms is easily explained and 
demonstrated using English (or native 
tongue) explanations of the actions associ-
ated with each call. With adequate experi-
ence in dancing these terms, the newer 
dancer will successfully differentiate between 
them all of the time. 
But if the square dance term "Trade By" 
is introduced too early in the learning pro-
cess, the learner may have difficulty in ex-
ecuting not only the Trade By, but also dif-
ferentiating between the Pass Thru action 
and the Partner Trade action. The term 
"Trade By" is a complex term in two major 
ways. First, the term contains in its defini-
tion the two simpler square dance terms of 
Pass Thru and Partner Trade, in and of them-
selves morphemes of the English words they 
contain. Second, and more important, the 
dancer must execute either the first or the 
second action depending on the dancer's 
understanding of his positional relationship 
with the other dancers in the formation. 
Since the centers must Pass Thru while the 
ends Partner Trade, the new dancer must 
react according to whether he is a center 
dancer or an end dancer. This requires 
the dancer to do one more thing; to 
BILL DAVIS SQUARE DANCE SERVICE 
THE EXTEMPORANEOUS CALLER — Second Printing 
The most comprehensive book on sight and extemporaneous calling ever 
written. 140 information packed pages cover Theory of Resolution, 
Formation Awareness, Arrangements, Get Outs, Programming, 2-Couple 
calling & lots more. By Bill Davis. 
$16.95 Plus $1 Post, US & Can. Add $7 for overseas 
THE ALL NEW 1996 BIG FIVE DICTIONARY 
and Square Dance MANUAL 
This edition has new larger type and is the most comprehensive 
definitions book yet. It contains official definitions of all calls in the 5 
CALLERLAB programs MS through C2 including the most recent 1996 
updates. It has lots of Get-Outs. It is filled with diagrams and examples 
plus in-depth commentary on: usage, teaching, flow, formation names, 
learning hints, and common misunderstandings. 
by Bill Davis & John Sybalsky - $9.95 plus $1 post in US & Can. 
NEW - 8.5 X11 DELUXE EDITION - $13.95 plus postage 
ORDER FROM: Bill Davis, 1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale, CA 94087 
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CALLERLAB was established in 1974 by 23 of the 
most dedicated, professional callers of that day. 
Today it is a non-profit organization with a member-
ship of nearly 3,000 professional callers from the 
U.S., Canada and 15 foreign countries. 
CALLERLAB is an involvement organization. Its 
members take an active part on over 30 standing 
committees, volunteer for caller education assign-
ments at the annual convention and take part in 
special projects, such as the caller training seminars 
conducted at National Square Dance Conventions. 
As dedicated professionals, CALLERLAI3 members 
subscribe to a code of ethics and work toward streng-
thening the square dance activity by striving for 
excellence in leadership, calling and teaching. 
CALLERLAB has a proven track record of accom-
plishments for over two decades. Its members contin-
ue to lead the field in working for the betterment of 
square dancing. 
For further information, contact: George White, 
Executive Director, 829 - 3rd Avenue S.E. Suite 285, 
Rochester, MN 55904. Phone (507) 288-5121. 
conceptualize the relationship of all danc-
ers in the formation and interpolate his pre-
cise action based on his position. The risk of 
failure and frustration is higher than when 
the dancer learns the simpler calls that do 
not require conceptualization. Again, this is 
certainly not a difficult task. It is just more 
complex. It becomes a problem when com-
plex calls of this nature are introduced too 
early in the learning phase, or are excessively 
stacked one upon the other in the learning 
process. 
Synonymous square dance terms are also 
a threat to learner success. Very early in their 
square dance education we teach the danc- 
ers to Swing. Then, some thirty-seven calls 
later, we teach Swing Thru. The square dance 
word "Swing" takes on a new meaning, a 
synonymous meaning, as well as an addi-
tional morphing of the word "swing." 
Some calls have synonymous actions. 
Wheel and Deal done from a one-faced line 
has a totally different feel than when done 
from a two-faced line, and certainly a differ-
ent ending formation. Since we are teaching 
a language where the definitions of the terms 
are actually behavioral actions, every time 
we modify the definition by introducing a 
new action, or a new starting point and/or 
finishing point of a previously learned ac-
tion, the learner is in essence learning a new 
term. The learner must be very comfortable 
with one action before he is introduced to 
the synonymous action or confusion and frus-
tration can result. 
The square dance call "Trade By" is the 
first of a long list of complex square dance 
terms the new dancers must absorb. It is 
number 39 in the teaching order. Have you 
noticed how the progress of a new class be- 
gins to slow down around this time? It's be- 
cause most of the calls from 39 to 66 in the 
teaching order are complex in nature, requir- 
ing prior knowledge and skill in executing 
square dance calls previously learned as well 
as a newly developing skill—that of 
conceptualization. If any of the foundational 
calls, numbers 1 through 38 in the teaching 
order, are not well learned and understood 
by the learners, the probability of these learn-
ers successfully learning the remaining calls 
without experiencing serious frustration is 
low. And yet, over the last two decades these 
foundational calls are the very ones we have 
de-emphasized both in execution and in 
depth of understanding as we rushed the 
dancers toward the Mainstream and Plus 
vocabularies they need to master if they are 
to survive. 
As we rush dancers through their educa-
tion, we are inculcating in the dancers the 
idea that progress equates with expanded 
vocabulary. With this upbringing in square 
dancing, newer dancers develop a low toler-
ance for dancing by definition or applying 
the definition in various situations, or even 
just dancing what they already know. Rather, 
dancers have come to expect their vocabu-
lary to expand by learning new terms. This 
is equivalent to progress in the dancers' 
minds. At least, that is what we have taught 
them to expect. This is the major reason why 
the activity cannot afford to promulgate a 
"thin" dance program. If a dance program 
has too few calls in it, dancers will rush 
through it and enter the next dance program 
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12 4 4 	• NEW BUCKSKIN RELEASES 
RWH-205 VAYA CON DIOS by Dale 
RWH-204 BYE, BYE BLUES by Larry 
RWH-203 YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE by Steve 
4 	• NEW RAWHIDE RELEASES 
12 BUC-1263 HONKY TONK ANGELS by Dave 
Stave Sullivan 
BUC-1262 COUNTRY ROADS by Jerry 
BUC-1261 LONESOME 77203 by Hank 
• SIZZLING SELLERS 
RWH-202 PUT YOUR ARMS AROUND ME by Otto 
BUC-1260 I'M WALKIN' THE FLOOR by Tom 
J2 
RWH-812 YOU BELONG TO ME by Mike Seurer 
115 	74..7 1 	RWH-804 ROCKY TOP by The Helms 
• NEW HOEDOWNS 





• NEW SING-A-LONG SONGS 
Hank Lutcher 	RWH-814 LONESOME 77203 (SAL) by Hank 
• NEW ROUND DANCES 
• COMING SOON 
RWII-206 TAKE THIS JOB & SHOVE IT by Tom 
RWH-815 SIX DAYS ON THE ROAD (SAL) by Dale 
Rawhide Records is 'Proud to Welcome' 









   
Dick Waibel Enterprises, 675 E. Alluvial Avenue, Fresno, CA 93720-2513 
Voice: 209-439-3478 — FAX: 209-431-5942 — E-mail: producer@rawhide-records.com  
Web Site: http://rawhide-records com 
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HEMLINE 
mftdlamaltrom 
by Phyllis Mugrage 
This month I want to start a series on creating sewing spaces in your home. The past few years I have been lucky enough 
to have one room devoted to my sewing. How-
ever, when I first started sewing—and danc-
ing—I had a portable machine that had to be 
set up on the dining room table and taken down 
each evening so we could eat. What a pain! 
To plan a sewing space you need to realize 
that this requires work areas devoted to spe-
cific tasks and equipment. Many who sew now 
have more equipment to account for, possibly a 
serger, a professional ironing system or even a 
computer. 
At the very least, you will need to plan space 
for three task areas—sewing, cutting and press-
ing. Depending on your personal circumstances, 
these may be all in one room or located in sev-
eral rooms. 
SEWING AREA: This should contain a 
sewing machine table and chair along with 
some storage for notions and tools directly 
related to this activity. Your sewing 
machine table should be sturdy, vibration-
free and the surface should be approxi-
mately 26 to 28 inches from the floor, so 
the machine bed is at a 30-inch height. 
CUTTING AREA: Ideally the cutting table 
should be 36 inches high and at least 32 
by 45 inches or longer to accommodate 
laying out and pinning as well as cutting. 
Of course, the good old dining room table 
can be used for this. Until two years ago, 
my dining room table served me well for 
this purpose. It is nice to have a place to 
store shears, pins, a measuring tape, and 
pattern weights. However, if this cannot be 
accommodated, a nice portable place is 
easily made from a small tool box or 
fishing tackle box. (Watch out men, your 
favorite tackle box may soon disappear!) 
PRESSING AREA: You need to allocate 
space for an adjustable ironing board, iron 
and various pressing tools (ham, clapper, 
point presser, etc.) along with a stui age 
area for pins and scissors (see portable one 
mentioned above). Most of the articles I've 
read on sewing rooms recommend setting 
your ironing board at an angle to your 
sewing machine and low enough to be 
able to swivel your chair to press as you 
go. For myself, even though I have the 
space to do this, I prefer to get up and 
walk to the ironing board. I have never 
been able to comfortably iron sitting down. 
Do what suits your preference. If you 
cannot locate your ironing board near you, 
it is possible to set up a small press area to 
the right of your machine using a portable 
padded mat, so you can press as you sew. 
In addition to these three primary areas, you 
may need space for the following: 
SERGING: When planning this area, include 
space for the serger on the sewing machine 
table or an adjoining table along with 
storage for serger supplies and notions. If 
your space is limited, store the serger out 
of the way on a wheeled cart (i.e., kitchen 
cart) that you can wheel out when you 
need it. Look for a sturdy cart with locking 
wheels you can actually work at if 
necessary. It must be vibration free, so you 
can serge at high speeds. 
FITTING: A door or wall mounted full length 
mirror is essential for this task and can be 
located wherever convenient. Of course, 
while we are dreaming, a three-way mirror 
is the ultimate on the want list. 
Well, I guess this gives you enough to think 
about this month. I will continue this series next 
month and, hopefully, give you some good ideas. 
Until next month. Happy Dancing and 
Creative Sewing. Aso 
Please send your comments, questions, or suggestions to: 
Phyllis Mugrage, 458 Lois Lane, Sedro-Woolley, WA 98284 
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This month let's look at the call EIGHT CHAIN THRU, but, of course, add a twist! 
1 HEADS SQUARE THRU TWO 
EIGHT CHAIN 2 1/2 
(ENDS IN OCEAN WAVES 
WITH GIRLS IN CENTERS) 
SWING THRU 
SPIN THE TOP 
RECYCLE; SWEEP 1/4 
LEFT ALLEMANDE 
2. SIDES STAR THRU 
DOUBLE PASS THRU 
LEADS TRADE 
EIGHT CHAIN 2 1/2 
SWING THRU 




RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
3. HEADS TOUCH 1/4 & WALK 
& DODGE 
EIGHT CHAIN 2 1/2 
SWING THRU 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
4. SIDES LEFT TOUCH 1/4 & 
THOSE GIRLS RUN 
EIGHT CHAIN 2 1/2 
EXPLODE THE WAVE 
BEND THE LINE 




RIGHT & LEFT GRAND  
5. HEADS LEAD RIGHT 
EIGHT CHAIN 2 1/2 
FAN THE TOP 
RIGHT & LEFT THRU 
DIXIE STYLE TO A WAVE 
TRADE THE WAVE 
SWING THRU 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
6. SIDES SQUARE THRU 4 
HEADS ROLL AWAY 
EIGHT CHAIN 2 1/2 
CENTERS TRADE 
GIRLS TRADE 
PASS THE OCEAN 
CIRCULATE 
LINEAR CYCLE 
SQUARE THRU, BUT ON THE 
4TH HAND, LEFT ALLEMANDE 
YOU'RE HOME 
7. HEADS RIGHT & LEFT THRU 
& LEAD LEFT 
BOX THE GNAT 








EIGHT CHAIN 2 1/2 
CIRCULATE 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
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9. HEADS PASS THE OCEAN 
EXTEND 
RECYCLE 






10.SIDES STAR THRU 
DOUR' F PARS THRLI 
LEADS U-TURN BACK 




RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
11 HEADS SQUARE THRU 2 
TOUCH 1/4 
GIRLS FOLD 
BOYS PASS THRU 
EIGHT CHAIN 2 1/2 
SCOOT BACK 
BOYS RUN 
RIGHT & LEFT THRU 
DIXIE STYLE TO A WAVE 
SQUEEZE YOUR LEFT HAND 
LEFT ALLEMANDE  
"JOHN'S NOTES it 
Monthly Note Service 
di) 6 For The Caller Who Cares 
by 
di° John & Linda Saunders 
Accredited Caller Coaches 
Choreo Basic - C-1, Singing Call Review, Contras. 
Lines, Partners Review and Much. Much More 	34 
YEARS of calling experience to share. Don't delay 
New for the busy caller Try our monthly note service on 
tapes. 
Write for FREE SAMPLE TODAY 
tot Cedar Dunes, New Smyrna Beach. FL 32169 
Telephone 904-428-1496, E-mail lohnnysa@aol.com  
12.SIDES PASS THRU 
SEPARATE AROUND ONE 
TO A LINE 
PASS THRU 
WHEEL & DEAL 
GIRLS PASS THRU 
EIGHT CHAIN 2 1/2 
BOYS RUN 
PASS THE OCEAN 
ACEY DEUCEY 
SCOOT BACK 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
13 HEADS TOUCH 1/4 & THOSE 
GIRLS RUN 
SIDES ROLL AWAY 
DOUBLE PASS THRU 
LEADS U-TURN BACK 
EIGHT CHAIN 2 1/2 
CENTERS TRADE 
CAST OFF 3/4 
ACEY DEUCEY 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
14.SIDES LEAD RIGHT 
SQUARE THRU 2 
BOYS FOLD 





RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
15.HEADS LEFT TOUCH 1/4 & THOSE 
GIRLS RUN 
SIDES ROLL AWAY 
ALL DO YOUR PART OF THE 
NEXT CALL: 
BOYS EIGHT CHAIN 2 1/2 
GIRLS EIGHT CHAIN 2 




PASS THE OCEAN 
SWING THRU 
EXTEND 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
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THE It'OREO ItORNER. ........ by Steve 
Let's stay with the EIGHT CHAIN 2 1/2 idea, but add another twist. 
HEADS LEFT SQUARE THRU TWO 
LEFT EIGHT CHAIN 2 1/2 
THEN: 
1. Boys Trade 	 2. Boys Cross Run 	 3. Left Swing Thru 
Left Swing Thru 	 Recycle 	 Girls Trade 
Girls Run 	 Pass to the Center 	 Trade The Wave 
Bend the Line 	 Centers Square Thru 3 	Extend 
Roll Away 	 Left Allemande 	 Right & Left Grand 
Square Thru 4 
Right & Left Grand 
You're Home 
4. Trade the Wave 	 5. Boys Trade 
	
E-mail us at: 
Scoot Back 	 Left Swing Thru 1 1/2 
	
s.kopman@juno.com  
Extend 	 Left Allemande 
Right & Left Grand 
/NA N rkI 
Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed people 
can change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has. 
— From the Internet 
http://members.aolcom/ipdosado/success/Index.htm 
Kopman's Choreography 
SOMETHING NEW TO OFFER !!! Now available: "SOFT" set of Mainstream, Pius, 
Advance and C1. 
• 50 sequences per set 
	
• $50.00 per set 
• Reduce your calling preparation 
	
• Immediate delivery 
• Easy to read 
	
• All requests confidential 
Send check or money order to: 
STEVE & DEBBIE KOPMAN 
1305 WHITOWER DRIVE 	MS 	PLUS 	A2 	CI (NEW "SOFT" SET) 
KNOXVILLE. TN 37919 
Phone: (423) 691-1580 	MS 	PLUS 	A2 	C1(HARD SET) 
E-mail; s.kopman@juno.com  
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BILL & BOBBIE DAVIS 
TAR" tips have been controversial since 
their inception. The "Anti(s)" used to 
say that star tips were a put down of the 
people who could not dance the tip level. Lately, 
we have found star tips being blamed for the 
dreaded "Rush to Plus." Let's examine the evo-
lution of star tips. 
When they first appeared in our area of 
Northern California, these special tips were at 
the "Challenge" level—in the days before that 
movement was split into Advanced and Chal-
lenge. At that time, the chasm between Main-
stream and Challenge was so wide that star tips 
were more intimidating that enticing. 
The advent of Plus and the separation of 
Advanced and Challenge (along with the sub-
sequent division of A-1 and A-2) provided 
more easily managed gaps to traverse. In short 
order Mainstream disappeared in our area. 
People, who had been dancing two or three 
times a week year-round for several years, were 
ready for something new. They quickly em-
braced the Plus program without ever having 
Plus star tips to lure them on. 
Advanced star tips became a popular addi-
tion to the end of dances. They served two pur-
poses. Clubs sponsoring Plus hoe-downs ad-
vertised star tips (if they had a caller who could 
handle Advanced), because they hoped to at-
tract dancers who might not otherwise attend. 
New Advanced dancers looking for any avail-
able floor time found the star tips an appealing 
addition to a hoe-down in an era when Ad-
vanced dances were not easy to find. 
These days our area has at least one 
Advanced club dance each night, Sunday  
through Friday, at least one Advanced hoe-
down a month (Saturdays are hoe-down 
nights), and all festivals offer Advanced pro-
grams. Some Plus clubs still offer star tips at 
hoe-downs; newer dancer hoe-downs don't 
have star tips; and some Advanced hoe-downs 
have C-1 star tips. 
But star tips are no big deal anymore. We 
remember when dancers would buzz all week 
about an upcoming dance with a star tip or 
about a tip they had danced. Now star tips are 
hardly ever mentioned; and because of the way 
the tips are handled, we think they have prac-
tically zero impact on the dancing community. 
Star tips are not treated as part of the regu-
lar hoe-down. They are not called until the hoe-
down is over, thank yous and good-byes have 
been said and time allotted for the hall to clear. 
By the time the star tip begins, the only people 
left in the hall, typically, are the people actu-
ally dancing and the host-club cleaning crew. 
The cleaners are too busy to be unduly influ-
enced, and no one else is around; so we see no 
harm in the tip. 
On the other hand, we have always objected 
to the idea of injecting star tips in the middle 
of the regular hoe-down. This creates major 
disruption to the flow of the dance. The caller 
has to change gears, as it were, and the non-
star tip dancers have too much time to wind 
down and lose enthusiasm. 
Of course, we do remember the time Bill 
was hired to do a dance in another state whose 
dance leaders proudly proclaim it a bastion of 
Mainstream dancing. The contract was 
emphatic that the hoe-down level was to be 
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That Girl's Been Spyin' 
On Me (Tom) 
SG 503 Something Tells Me I'm Into 
Something Good (Bob) 
SG 604 Country Crazy (Dean) 
SG 703 Love You Back (Don & Doug) 
SG 801 Party Crowd (Monty) 
SG 902 Mr. Inbetween (Round) 
Leta Thomas/Bob Paull 
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Mainstream. However, when we arrived at the 
dance site, Bill was asked to call a Plus star tip 
after every third tip. He questioned the advis-
ability of this plan, but acquiesced to the people 
who, after all, had hired him. As it turned out, 
of the 26 squares at the dance, 19 to 22 of them 
were on the floor for every star tip—and gen-
erally dancing well. Afterwards we wondered 
why the "leaders" of the area were so adamant 
that they were a Mainstream community when 
the dancers were obviously strongly Plus ori-
ented. It almost seemed as if the star tips were 
a lagniappe given to the dancers to keep them 
in line, so the "leaders" could cling to their fan-
tasy of "Mainstream purity." 
So where do we stand? In an area such as 
ours, where multi-level dancing is readily avail-
able, star tips probably no longer serve a use-
ful purpose. We can't remember the last time  
we heard of someone going to a dance because 
star tips were offered. Certainly no one com-
plains about the dances that don't have star tips. 
If these tips were no longer available, prob-
ably no one would notice or care for longer 
than a few seconds. 
In other areas, star tips might still serve a 
useful purpose, but we advise careful thought 
about the placement of the tips within the over-
all dance program. 
In the final analysis, neither star tips nor 
strictures from callers (or other leaders) are 
going to make a dancer go to another level or 
stay at a present one. Dancers have minds of 
their own and will eventually make their own 
choices about what they want to dance. They 
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(AND UNCLE SAM TAKETH AWAY) 
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JOIN THE TAPINGS OF 
DANCIN' N' BRANSON 
Trip includes 2 night's lodging w/full continental breakfast, 
2 tapings of the show Dancin' N' Branson, 
a lunch and dinner, one Branson Show and 
bus transportation w/air if necessary. 
If this sounds interesting, call us at 
800-333-7349 or (314) 741-7799 
Callers/Cuers and Leaders call us for incentive packets. 
We also need Country Western Dancers. 
If you are outside the U.S., let us design a special package for 
your group in conjunction with other activities. 
Call us as soon as possible. 
Many dates are open but they arefilling up fast. 
Jim and Jean Cholmondeley 
Square Dance Coordinators 
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A History of Square Dancing 
Presented with permission of 





Last month Ralph talked about the dancing 
masters of the early years and we learned that 
dancing schools consisted of more than just a 
course of lessons in the proper execution of 
figures. Deportment and etiquette were 
stressed and the ladies and gentlemen of the 
day were taught rules of conduct and manners. 
Ralph Page continues with a rundown of some 
of the figures taught in the 1800s. 
/
n a well ordered dancing school, the mere 
movements of the feet were not all that 
demanded the attention of the master. The 
pupils were taught correct and easy address, 
proper attention to superiors, good treatment to 
his equals, a becoming and manly civility to 
his inferiors, and not only the proprieties and 
graces of a ballroom or on public occasions, but 
a pleasing appearance to his friends and a high 
regard for his parents. In short, the dancing 
master endeavored to impress his young stu-
dents with an idea of good breeding in general. 
The student was taught that the proper way 
to invite a lady to dance was not to come for-
ward suddenly and abruptly present himself 
before her: rather, that he should walk forward 
with some deliberation and composure "and be 
mindful he is at a proper and respectful distance, 
and not directly in front of the lady, but a little 
on her right. When he solicits of her the plea-
sure of a dance, he will not be too hasty in pre-
senting her his hand before obtaining an affir-
mative answer. If the lady consents to dance, 
he will, with a little more activity and anima-
tion (as expressing joy for a favor), first bow-
ing, slide to the right and present to her his right 
hand (she giving her left) to attend her, as a 
partner, upon the floor." 
The ladies learned that if she declined an 
invitation to dance with one gentleman, she 
could not afterwards accept if a second invita-
tion from another gentleman of the same dance. 
After the dance was finished, the gentlemen 
bowed to their partner, then, presenting her their 
right hand to her left land, led her politely from 
the floor to a seat among the other ladies at-
tending the dance. 
While performing the dance you were taught 
to keep your attention constantly fixed upon the 
person with whom you were dancing, and to 
hand your partner from one to another without 
appearance of haste or awkward motions. 
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L.-7-17ED SPACE ON -1-Hti'S 
GET YOUR RESERVATIONS IN EARLY!! 
Per Person $1,195.00 Double Occupancy 
rOr'' BOSTON, MA crc ORLANDO, FL 
• .2.7A._ 	 C.:"--Er•Z 	• 
For More Information Or A Detailed Flyer, Call: 
DICK £ SUE LEGER 	TORTUGA EXPRESS TOUR GO., INC. 
4.01) 253-324-2 	 (714) 77z--3121 (Local) 
SKIP £ PAULINE SMITH 	 (800) 	 (ToI!-Free) 
z:-07; 207-&-.3-0 
Canadian Rockies 
FOR A DANCE VACATION OF A LIFETIME 
Here are some of the figures that the pupils 
were taught in the early 1800s at dancing 
schools. From Saltator's A Treatise on Danc-
ing, 1807 mss, comes the following: 
Allemande is to put one hand behind and 
reach the other out sideways, turning both palms 
backwards matching another person's presented 
in like manner, and arms interweaving them. 
Chasse is the five (or ten) steps to the right 
or left. 
Couesi is to chasse across, and swing the 
next person to you either to the right or left. 
Balance is ten steps (as shown by the in-
structor). 
Brise is to east around, or turn round another 
person or by one's self. 
Circinate is to give both hands, and dance 
quite round in a circle to your places. 
Demicircinate is to give both hands, and 
dance half around in a circle, and back again, 
to your places. 
Dance Address is to perform a set step, as 
the ballotte, or pas et basque. 
Clevettes is to interchasse. as in the com-
mon reel of three, with three persons on one  
side of the choir, and employ as much time in 
doing of it. as in right and left. 
Mullinett is to cross right hands with con-
trary partners, and pass round half of a circle 
and cross left hands, and pass back again to 
your places. 
Haze is a figure performed by the right and 
left of three or more persons on the same side, 
as in a three-hand reel. 
Poucette is to give both hands to partners, 
by couples and dance round each other, in the 
time of the right and left. 
Swing is four or more, or less, form a circle 
and chasse to the right or left. 
Turn opposite corners is the first gentleman 
swing the third lady and his partner swing the 
second gentleman, and reverse. 
First Promenade is one, two, or three or more 
ladies or gentlemen chasse round as many more 
on the opposite side, facing them at the same 
time. 
Second Promenade is to lead a lady with one 
hand or both hands from one place to another, 
or round any number of the choir. 
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The Choir is the whole number of couples, 
which belongs to the dance. 
Segments of a Cotillion 
Each part of a Cotillion was broken up into what 
would nowadays be called Introduction, Break 
and Ending. They were known then as 
"Changes" and "Figures." Willard Blanchard, 
Windsor, Vermont, in his A Collection of the 
Most Celebrated Country Dances and Cotil-
lions, 1809 says: "The figure of all Cotillions 
should be danced between every change. As in 
all Cotillions. the changes are similar, the se-
lection must be made according as the music 
will admit or fancy dictate, and when a part of 
the figure is the same as a change, the change 
may be omitted." He then lists the following 
"changes": 
1. Honors, eight hands half round and back. 
2. Take partners with both hands, and chasse 
out, turn partners half round, chasse back, 
turn partner to places. 
3. Ladies go forward, half round, balance, 
back again. 
4. Gentlemen do the same. 
5. The gentlemen turn the ladies inside with  
both hands, chasse fourth way round, 
ladies turn gentlemen inside, chasse to 
places. 
6. Gentlemen on one side, ladies on the other, 
set, balance two and two, back to places. 
7. Top couples set, side couples set, top 
gentlemen turn opposite top ladies round, 
side gentlemen turn opposite side ladies. 
8. Balance with partners, balance with left 
hand ladies, turn left hand ladies round, 
turn partners round. 
9. Top gentlemen turn right hand side ladies, 
side gentlemen turn right hand top ladies, 
turn left hand ladies, turn partners round. 
10. First top and first side couples change 
places with four hands half round, second 
top and second side couples also, top 
couples half right and left, side couples 
half right and left, first top and second 
side, second top and first side couples four 
hands half round to places. 
11. Gentlemen take right hand with left hand 
ladies, turn them half round, take left hand 
with next ladies, form a large ring, balance, 
















uditoriudi FOR ADVANCED TICKETS CONTACT: 
Judy & Jerry Biggerstaff 
P.O. Box 1306 
Marion, NC 28752 
(704) 652-6054 
Please send stamped self- 
addressed envelope for ticketsi 
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with next ladies, turn them half round, 
take next hand with partners and turn them 
round. 
12. Gentlemen change places twice, top 
gentlemen turn partners to places, side 
gentlemen do the same. 
13. Right and left round, rigadoon with every 
third lady. ("Rigadoon" was a fancy 
balance step.) 
14. Form a large ring of the whole, and go 
once round to places. 
One of the figures that Blanchard eives looks 
interesting, and any competent square dance 
leader could teach this with little difficulty. 
Blanchard calls it "Queen of Diamonds." It goes 
like this: 
Gentlemen take the left hand of the ladies in 
their left hands while the ladies take right hands 
across the middle forming straight lines through 
the whole and balance, ladies four hands across, 
go half round in the middle while the gentle- 
men go outside until they meet their partners, 
take their left hands again and turn them out-
side, then the gentlemen cross hands forming 
straight lines as before, gentlemen go to their 
places with hands across, while the ladies go 
outside to their places. 
For the first few years the directions for the 
earliest Cotillions and Quadrilles told you: "A 
man and a lady" do thus and so, or "A man and 
his opposite lady" do thus and so. As you would 
expect, this led to all kinds of confusion. It was 
too interesting a dance form to lose by default. 
By the 1820s, the dancing masters had decided 
(unofficially, of course, since there were no danc-
ing masters' associations then) that "A man and 
a lady" meant the "First man and his opposite 
lady." They went one step further in deciding 
that the "first man" was the gentleman in the 
number one position and that the number one 
position was held by the "first couple," and that 
the first couple was the couple standing with 
their backs to the music. For a short time "the 
first two" meant the first gentlemen and his op-
posite lady (number three lady), but you can find 
plenty of evidence that it meant the first lady 
and her opposite gentleman. By the 1830s, it 
had been decided that the "first two" would 
mean the number one lady and the number three 
gentleman. It stayed that way for the next hun-
dred years. The "next two" meant the number 
two lady and number four gentleman, then the 
number three lady and the number one gentle-
man, and finally the last two indicated the num-
ber four lady and the number two gentleman. 
This, too, lasted well into the twentieth century. 
A very common figure of Quadrille danc-
ing, especially as the first figure of the set was: 
"The first four right and left." This came to mean 
the number one and number three couples, the 
"side four" meaning the other two couples in 
the set—the number two and number four 
couples. The first figure of a Quadrille set was 
looked upon as sort of an introductory figure; 
the more interesting figures were usually the 
second and third figures of the set. The last fig-
ure of a set was quite often in faster tempo with 
a lot of swinging corners and promenading cor-
ners until everyone reached their original part- 
ner and place in the set. 	 ASO 
PO BOX 216 GRENN BATH, OH 44210 
    
New SQUARE DANCE suitable for one-night-stands or Community 
Dance Program 
GR 12182 The Moon Is Making Eyes called by Ron Thornton, 
Canada square dance music played pizzicato 
style provides tremendous rhythm. 
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THE COUNTRY LINE by jim and jean cholmondeley 
A dance that has been a hit in the Carolinas since the 1920s, the "Shag" has been found again and 
is sweeping the country. Alabama's Dancin' and Shagin' Down the Boulevard along with John 
Cougar's The Carolina Shag have been responsible for the resurgence of the dance. 
Although the following description looks easy enough, don't be fooled! The dance, when executed 
properly, is full of attitude, style and almost seductive. It is something a little different than a line 
dance. It is called "Touch Dancing," which puts couples back together again. This next month, let's 
try it and put some style on your dance floor. 
THE BASIC SHAG 
MUSIC : Dancin' and Shaggin' Down the Boulevard by Alabama 
The Carolina Shag by John Cougar 
Note: The WOMAN begins on her RIGHT foot 
The MAN begins on his LEFT foot 
(Remember, start with both feet together) 
1. Women move their R foot slightly fwd. Men move their L slightly fwd. 
2. Women move their L foot up next to the R foot. Men move their R foot up next to 
the left foot. 
3. Women move their R foot back slightly behind the L foot. Men move their L foot 
back slightly behind the R foot. 
4. Women move their L foot back slightly behind the R foot. Men move their R foot 
back slightly behind the L foot. 
5. Women move their R foot back slightly behind the L foot. Men move their L foot 
back slightly behind the R foot. 
6. Women move their L foot up slightly in front of the R foot. Men move their R foot 
up slightly in front of the L foot. 
7. Women move their R foot beside the L foot. Men move their L foot beside the 
R foot. 
8. Women shift or rock their weight to their L foot. Men shift or rock their weight 
to their R foot. 
Another way to remember it is using the count "Up-2-3, Back-2-3, Right, Left. 
The couple begins the BASIC standing face-to-face about an arms length away from 
each other. The arms should be bent at the elbow to allow a forward and backward 
movement. The elbow should be straight down from the shoulder and should stay at 
waist level through all of the BASIC step. 
The BASIC movement in the body is from the knees down. This means that the hips 
should not sway side-to-side nor up-and-back and the shoulders should be kept facing 
your partner. 
The BASIC is a forward-and-back step, not side-to-side nor up-and-down. 
The whole body should be relaxed to create a smooth, non-jerky movement. 
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Dancing 
Contra 
with Don Ward 
This month's contra comes from Becky Hill of Cleveland Heights, Ohio. Becky is well-known throughout the Northeast 
where she makes her personal appearances. Her 
book Twirling Dervish, featuring her own 
dances, has been circulated around the world. 
Kopps On The Loose was written for Carol 
Kopp, who is a frequent caller and rarely has 
the opportunity to dance. Becky called it for the 
first time when Carol was on the dance floor. 
Here's Kopps On The Loose. 
The formation is an alternate-duple with al-
ternating gender along the line. Partners are 
across from each other. The dance begins from 
an Ocean Wave formation. (Men face left, la-
dies face right and do sa do to an ocean wave, 
Women join left hands in the middle. This is 
actually accomplished in the last part of the 
dance.) 
A 1 ; BALANCE THE WAVE (4), TURN 1/2 
BY RIGHT, remake the wave. (4) 
BALANCE THE WAVE (4), TURN 1/2 BY 
RIGHT, do not make a wave (4) 
A2; LADIES ALLEMANDE LEFT* & 
PARTNER SWING (16), end the swing 
with your partner beside you and face a 
new couple diagonally to your left. 
B1; DIAGONALLY LEFT, RIGHT & LEFT 
THRU (8), finish the courtesy turn to face 
straight across to another new couple. 
STRAIGHT ACROSS RIGHT & LEFT 
THRU (8) 
B2; (Same two couples) CIRCLE LEFT 3/4 
(8), this will place the active couples 
facing down the set with their partners 
beside them, others will be facing up the 
set. 
WITH ONE YOU FACE DO SA DO TO 
OCEAN WAVE (8) The one you now face 
is the lady that was on your left in the 
circle. Be sure to position yourself to face 
as couples up or down the set to do the do 
sa do. Be sure to use a back to back do sa 
do. You are now ready to repeat the dance. 
* The original version of this dance has the 
ladies walking straight across the set, passing 
left shoulders for a 12 count swing. 
Music for this dance seems to be critical, 
working best with "jigs." We no longer have 
square dance music played in "jig time," how-
ever, Just a Little Fond Affection on J Bar L 
#1001 was recorded nine times through, just 
for this dance. This is a relaxed dance that 
should not be rushed! Just relax and enjoy it. 
E-mail: dward@loop.com or Postal Mail: 
Don Ward, 9989 Maude Ave., Sunland, CA 
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6ioie gRounl 
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert 
IF I HAD MY WAY 
GRENN 17074 
Choreography by Hank & Jetty Walstra 
A nice P-3 waltz to good music. 
WEDDING BELLS 
GRENN 14300 
Choreography by Hank & Jetty Walstra 
A comfortable P-2 two step to good music. 
RAINBOW II 
GRENN 14283 
Choreography by Hank & Jetty Walstra 
An easy going P-2 two step to good music. 
THAT SONG 
GRENN 17226 
Choreography by Howard & Anna 
Hoffman 
A nice comfortable basic P-4 Fox-trot with 
two step ending cued by Howard. 
THE MUSIC SAYS QUICKSTEP 
SPEC PRES 
Choreography by John & Jean Wilkinson 
A P-V+l quickstep to good music. 
I WANT TO BE A COWBOY'S SWEET-
HEART 
Choreography by George & Pam Hurd 
A P-2+2 (Susie Q & figure 8) good, snappy 
two step to a good vocal including yodel. 
COME ALONG WITH ME VI 
SPEC PRESS 
Choreography by Kay & Joy Read 
A P-6 waltz to very pretty music. 
SNOWY FOXTROT 
SPEC PRESS BG 100 
Choreography by Bill & Carol Goss 
A P-6 Fox-trot to pretty music. 
FAVORITE THINGS 
SPEC PRESS BG 100 
Choreography by Bill & Carol Goss 
A P-6 Viennese waltz to pretty music. 
MR. ALADDIN 
SPEC PRESS IB 697 
Choreography by In, & Betty Easterday 
a 	A P-6 quickstep with the usual Easterday 
flavor to good music. 
MAGIC RUMBA 
WINDSOR 4-535 
Choreography by Larry & Marg Clark 
A P4+2 (sweethearts & full nat top) rumba 
to a good instrumental. 
SLIPPING AROUND 
RANWOOD 847 
Choreography by Dick & Pat Winter 




Choreography by Don Gilder & Mary 
Trankel 
A P-2+ (Susie Q) two step to the novelty 
vocal by Bobby Pickett. 
STARS OVER TEXAS 
ATLANTIC 7-87052 
Choreography by Sue & Phil Harris 
A comfortable P-3+ weave waltz to a Tracy 
Lawrence vocal. 
TWIST & SHOUT 
COLL 03013 
Choreography by Brent & Mickey Moore 
A P-3+1 (time step) cha cha to a swinging 
Isley Brothers vocal. 
YELLOW BIRD 
COLL 3800 
Choreography by Jim & Linda Klein 
A nice P-3+2 (alemana, chase peek-a-boo 
double) rumba to a pretty Arthur Lyman 
Group instrumental. 
HOW THE TIME FLIES 
COLL 3388 
Choreography by Bob & Dee Voshell 
A P-2+1 (SD Stairs) +1 up 5 ct routine to a 
Jerry Wallace vocal. 
SUKIYAKI 
STARDUST 1264 
Choreography by Milo & Carol Molitoris 
A good P-2 two step to a pretty oriental vocal. 
BURNIN' 
WB GWB0513-CTN 2130S 
Choreography by Ron & Ree Rumble 
A fun P-2 two step to catchy 
vocal by Eddie Rabbit. 
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SOUVENIRS OF ITALY 
SPEC PRESS 
Choreography by Carmen & Mildred 
Smarrelli 
A P-6 waltz to pretty music. 
LET'S GO TO VEGAS 
WB 7-17817 
Choreography by Misty & John Hannah 
A flowing P-2+ whaletail two step to Faith 
Hill's swinging vocal of Downtown Vegas. 
YOU BELONG TO MY HEART 
BR 1022 
Choreography by Bob & Linda Berka 
A comfortable P-2+ fishtail two step cued by 
Bob. 
THE LONELY BULL 
COLL 75021-8501-7 
Choreography by Kaye & Dan Palenchar 
A P-4+2 (natural open out & sweetheart) 
rumba with "Bull Fight" music. 
SPANISH EYES RUMBA 
COLL 6077 
Choreography by Pat & Jerry Mitchell 
An easy going P-3+ flirt rumba to a good Al 
Martino vocal. 
MUST'VE HAD A BALL 
ARISTA 07882-13048-7 
Choreography by Myrna & Clint Shaw 
A P-2+2 (strolling vine & chair) two step 
played at 50 RPM, Alan Jackson vocal. 
MAGIC WALTZ 
WINDSOR 4703 
Choreography by Bob & Shirley Barnes 
A P-2 waltz with part-A in skirt skaters to 
nice music. 
JUST AROUND THE CORNER 
WINDSOR 4703 
Choreography by Bob & Shirley Barnes 
A little different P-2+2 (strolling vine, fan 
tch) two step to a good instrumental. 
EMOTIONAL GIRL 
MERCURY 314-574-016-7 
Choreography by Susan Healea 
A P-2+ fishtail two step to a Terri Clark 
vocal. 
A WHOLE NEW WORLD 
COLL 38-74751 
Choreography by Peggie & John Kincaid 
A comfortable P-4 rumba to a Peabo Bryson/ 
Regina Belle vocal. 
PRETTY WOMAN 
ERIC 7101 or COLL 4603 
Choreography by Walt & Estalee Liggin 
An interesting P-4+2 (stop & go & whip trn) 
combination Fox-trot & jive to a good Roy 
Orbison vocal. 
THE LIGHT IN YOUR EYES 
CURB D7-76959 
Choreography by Nancy & Dewayne 
Baldwin 
A P-3+1 (alemana) cha cha to a Le Ann 
Rimes vocal. 
WATCHING ALL THE GIRLS 
COLL 4609 
Choreography by Hank & Judy Scherrer 
A P-5+2 Fox-trot to a good Four Lads vocal. 
CRAZY LITTLE WOMEN 
COLL 1625 or ERIC 161 
Choreography by Ellen & Les Robertson 
A three part P-4 jive to a Kansas City vocal 
by Wilbert Harrison. 
I'LL TOUCH A STAR 
ERIC 155 or COLL 1291 
Choreography by Bob & Jackie Scott 




Choreography by Dixie & Eldon Hager 
A P-3 five count routine to the Flying W 
Wranglers vocal. 
NEXT DOOR TO AN ANGEL 
RCA 447-0701 
Choreography by Rich & Alison Lock 
A P-4+1 (she go, he go) jive to a Neil Sedaka 
vocal. 
WE'LL MEET AGAIN MEDLEY 
BLUE STAR 2430 
Choreography by Clyde & Evelyn Kirk 
A good P-3+2 (diamond & weave) Fox-trot to 
pretty music—cued by Clyde. 
I DREAM OF TANGO 
ROPER 414 
Choreography by Howard & Anna 
Hoffman 
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DANCING WITH TEARS IN MY EYES 
SPEC PRESS 
Choreography by Ed & Carolyn Raybuck 
A comfortable P-5+1 (spin & twist) waltz to a 
good instrumental. 
SAMANTHA 
SPEC PRESS CDN007 
Choreography by Peter & Beryl Barton 
A three part P-6 waltz to pretty music. 
ESTA RUMBA 
SPEC PRESS CDN 006 
Choreography by Peter & Beryl Barton 
A nice P-3+2 (fan & alemana) rumba to 
pretty music. 
LET'S TALK ABOUT YOU 
RCA 62755-7 
Choreography by Jack & Ann Von Der 
Heide 
A good P-2 two step to a good Aaron Tippin 
vocal. 	 ASO 




SQUARE DANCE TAPES 
I. BASIC 1 TRAINING TAPE - (1-23) 
2. BASIC 2 TRAINING TAPE - (24-49) 
3. MAINSTREAM TRAINING TAPE 
4. PLUS TRAINING TAPE 
5. SINGING CALL TAPE - MS & Plus 
ADVANCED SQUARE DANCE TAPES 
6. A - 1 PART A 
7. A - I PART B 
8. A - I DANCE TIPS 
9. A - 2 PART 1 
10. A - 2 PART 2 
ROUND DANCE TAPES 
II. WALTZ BASICS 
12. TWO-STEP BASICS - No. I 
13. TWO-STEP BASICS - NO. 2 
14. EASY LEVEL ROUND (12 Two Step, 6 Waltz Routines) 
15. PHASE III Waltz'Foxtrot 
16. PHASE III Cha ChaRhumba 
17. PHASE III Tango'llye 2 Step 
IS. PHASE IV Waltz 
19. PHASE IV Foxtrot 
20. PHASE IV Cha Cha'Rhumba 
21. PHASE IV live/West Coast Swing 
22. PHASE IV Paso Doble'Quickstep 
23. Dancing Easy Level 
NEW 
24. DBD Plus 





HOW TO ORDER 
Send a check or money order in C.S. dollars payable to 
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
(53.50 for shipping, handling and insurance for each tape). 
AMERICAN CURRENCY 
(Shipping and handling 812 each tape outside the U.S.A. 
S5 each tape for Canada). 
GOLD STAR VIDEO 
PRODUCTIONS 
P.O. BOX 1057 
SISTERS. OR 97759 
CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-87-HINGE 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 









NIcDonak:1 auVrcly Weasel Ertio Kinrev 	ram Perry 
HI Ht~t Pioneers 
KEEP 'EM SQUARED UP WITH HI-HAT & 
BLUE RIBBON DANCE RECORDS 




JOSOrt DOW aue Stone 	David Mum.? Dove Parka+ 	Jeiry 
Banersluti 
Earl ',V43,51 
HI 4 HAT RECORDS 
HH 5208 - This Piece of Wood by Ernie 
HH 5207 - Blue by Deborah 
HH 5206 - Ghost Riders In The Sky by Buddy 
ELK 040 - Can You Hear Those Pioneers (Sing-a-long) 
by Hi-Hat Pioneers 
RECENT BEST SELLERS ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS 
HH 5205 - For Once In My Life by Toni Miller 
HH 5204 - Cowboy Rough by Kip 
HH 5204C-Cowboy Rough (With Harmony) by Kip & Ernie 
HH 5103 - You'll Never Know Just How Good You've Got It by Bobby 
ELK 039 - Vaya con Dios (Sing-a-long) by Hi-Hat Pioneers 
You may order the HI-HAT PIONEERS cowboy topes from the producer. 
BLUE 	RIBBON RECORDS 
BRAND NEW ON BLUE RIBBON & DJ 
DJ 	125 - Honky Tonk Dancin' Machine by Dan & Joe 
BR 295 - Old Bones by Bill Donahue 
BR 1022 - You Belong To My Heart (Round) by Bob & Linda Berka 




BR 1021 - Colors Of The Wind (Round) by Bob & Linda Berka 
DJ 	124 - Put On A Happy Face by Joe 
BR 294 - Piano Roll Blues by Bill Stone 
BR 293 - Country Boy by Jason 
 
SI Donahue Jerry Gr.AXIQ0 
PRODUCER: ERNIE KINNEY ENTERPRISES - 3925 N. TOLLHOUSE RD., FRESNO, CA 93726-7437, 
PHONE: (209( 227-2764 FAX: (2091224-1463 
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THE 
     
HONORS BOOK CALLERLAB 
       
JINI MAYO-MILESTONE-1984 
There was a time, some years ago, when, if the term "New England Caller" was mentioned, one might 
expect a person attired in anything but 
western wear calling the traditional dances 
of the area. The scene changed by the mid-
1950s and the New England area is proud of 
its western style callers. One of those who 
has helped to create the new image is Jim 
Mayo of Hampstead, New Hampshire. 
Those who have known Jim, recognize 
him as an outstanding caller and teacher. The 
callers themselves look upon him as a leader 
among leaders. Over the years, countless  
numbers have attended callers' schools, clin-
ics, or workshops conducted by Jim. All have 
been impressed by his depth of knowledge, 
by his availability to those who seek assis-
tance, and by those who have come to him 
for leadership training. 
Jim started his dancing in 1947. His days 
of calling started a few years later and al- 
though he has become familiar to dancers 
and callers across the country, he is looked 
upon by his fondest supporters as a "home-
club" man, a caller who has not only taught 
the newcomers, but has kept them happily 
dancing over many years. 
Jim has written articles for a 
number of publications and is the 
author of a series of booklets on 
various aspects of square danc-
ing. He has recorded on a num- 
ber of square dance labels, and 
over the years his calling has 
taken him across North America 
to Australia, New Zealand and 
Europe. 
As a charter member of 
CALLERLAB, Jim has served 
the organization as its first Chair- 
man of the Board, an accredited 
caller-coach and in many other 
ways. Together with his wife Jo 
Ann, the Mayos are very much a 
part of the square dance scene. 
In 1978, Jim became a mem-
ber of the Square Dance Hall of 
Fame. In 1993, the New England 
Square and Round Dance Co-op-
eration Committee presented the 
Mayos with the Yankee Clipper 
Award for distinguished service 





CHAIN REACTION FROM 
A LEFT V4 TAG FORMATION 
Chain Reaction from a left 1/4 tag is usually danced hesitantly by the dancers simply because many callers 
are afraid of it and thus do not call it very 
often. Since many dancers doing Advanced 
do not belong there, this reluctance by call-
ers to use Chain Reaction from this set-up is 
understandable but disappointing. 
There are several "crutch definitions" out 
today for Chain Reaction. A crutch defini-
tion means that the action and/or thought 
process will enable dancers to survive the 
call with no idea of the true definition. Of 
the six starting formations for Chain Reac-
tion (all variations of the 1/4 tag formation), 
only one formation—the standard 1/4 tag (and 
left 1/4 tag)—is permitted at Advanced. The 
rest are allowed at C-1. 
Since only one formation is allowed at 
Advanced, some callers justify using a crutch 
definition by saying that people do not need 
to know the true definition, because they will  
never be exposed to the other formations. 
This is true at Advanced, but what if they 
move on to C-1? "Tough," say these callers, 
"that's their worry, I'm only concerned with 
Advanced." This is the same idea as the 
tenth-grade math teacher telling students, 
"I'm going to give you some math rules, but 
if you go on to eleventh grade you will have 
to learn new rules, because what I'm telling 
you is not really correct." 
What is the true definition of Chain Re-
action? It consists of four parts, which apply 
to all six possible starting formations. The 
CALLERLAB definition is (1) The very cen-
ters Pass Thru with the dancers they are fac-
ing, while the ends of the center line/wave 
Promenade 1/4 around the outside of the set. 
(2) The original very centers and the danc-
ers they are next to, Hinge. (3) The centers 
Star (or Diamond Circulate) one spot, while 
the outsides Trade. (4) Those who meet now 
Cast Off 3%, while the others move up (as in 
Hourglass Circulate) to become the ends of 
parallel waves. 
No crutch definitions of Chain Reaction 
will be given here as this would merely give 
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Chest Springs, PA 
Tim Marriner 
Register, GA 
them publicity. But this brings us back to 
Chain Reaction from a left 'A tag formation. 
In an effort to try and "help" the dancers, 
some callers tell them to do a left shoulder 
pass on the initial Pass Thru. 
Why is this wrong? Because it is an iron-
clad rule in square dancing that every Pass 
Thru is with right shoulders. The only ex-
ception to this rule is if a specific call spe-
cifically says in the definition that a left 
shoulder pass will occur. If a few people start 
passing left shoulders when everyone else is 
passing right shoulders, you could have 
people slamming into each other with some-
one getting hurt. 
(The following paragraph is technical. If 
you don't like technical things, skip it.) 
Callers who advocate the left shoulder 
pass here claim it helps the dancers, because 
it puts the person from the center of the wave 
who is walking forward close to the outside 
dancer with whom they are going to do the 
Hinge. The problem is that it forces the out-
side dancer who is coming into the center to 
move outward to the side, thereby forcing 
them to stretch their arm sideways in order 
to form the center star. The most important 
thing on Chain Reaction is that the center 
star is formed, so here is an action that works 
against that. The right shoulder pass results 
in these dancers forming a tight, compact 
star. 
As long as people in one club all pass left 
shoulders on Chain Reaction from a left 1/4 
tag formation, they can get away with it. But 
woe be to them if they ever dance away from 
their own club, because they run the risk of 
physical injury from being walked into by 
those doing the call correctly. 
So do not let a caller or dancer tell you 
that Chain Reaction in this situation should 
be a left shoulder pass. The definition of Pass 
Thru is always right shoulders. 	,4SD 
Friday Evening 
	Rounsis 
Julie & Gary Dixon 
Mays Landing, NJ 
Amy & Ken Shotting 
Laurel. MD 
Saturday Evenin9 
Roy & Betsy Gotta 
N. Brunswick, NJ 
Mary & Jack Pickett 
Berkeley Heights, NJ 
For additional information contact: 
Pat Tardiff 
9071 Mill Creek Road, Apt. 1904 
Levittown, PA 19054 
(215) 946-0492 
Or 
Mike (703) 713- 0821 
Square Dance attire requested at evening sessions only 
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Plus Quarterly Selection Committee 
When the caller announces that he is going to 
teach a new QuarterlySelection, do you ap-
proach it with a sense of anticipation or groan 
with regret? What are these calls that we dance 
a few times and usually never hear again, and 
why do we have them? 
If you have been dancing less than ten years, 
you probably are not aware that new calls used 
to be an everyday occurrence at club dances. 
Sometimes, several calls would he taught at 
each dance. There were so many new calls, 
known as experimentals, that many leaders of 
the square dance activity wanted to limit the 
number of calls being introduced. Hence, the 
Quarterly Selection programs were created. The 
programs were intended as a tool to limit the 
influx of new calls while allowing quality calls 
to be given exposure in the general square dance 
community. These calls are to be used either as 
workshop material or, if widely accepted, for 
eventual inclusion into one of the dance pro-
grams. Over the years, several calls that were  
first introduced as a Quarterly Selection have 
become part of one of the square dance pro-
grams. For example: Recycle, Spin Chain the 
Gears, Ping Pong Circulate and Chase Right 
were all introduced as Quarterly Selections. 
Today, we do not have a large number of new 
calls being written, but the Quarterly Selection 
programs still serve to provide suggestions for 
those callers or clubs that want to use a call not 
currently on the dance program. The screening 
process for Quarterly Selections ensures that 
many callers have used and endorse this call 
for use at the specified dance program. The pro-
cess also ensures, as much as possible, that the 
action of the suggested call does not exist on 
another program by another name. 
Here's how it works. The Mainstream, Plus, 
and Advanced programs each have a Quarterly 
Selection committee. The chairman of each 
committee prepares a ballot of four or five calls. 
The calls appearing on the ballot have been ei-
ther suggested by committee members, pub-
lished in a callers' note service or brought up 
from history books. The ballot contains vital 
information about each call such as definition, 
timing, starting and ending formations and sev- 
eral dance examples. The ballot is first sent to 
the joint Q.S. chairman whose job is to stan- 
dardize the three Q.S. committees. The final 
ballot is sent out from the CALLERLAB home 
4U 	 American Squaredance. September 1997 
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office in Rochester, Minnesota, to the members 
of the respective Q.S. committees. Each of the 
three Q.S. committees has approximately 100 
members living all around the globe. When the 
committee members receive the ballot, they have 
about three weeks to work with and analyze the 
calls before they respond with their votes. They 
can vote for any ONE call or the selection "No 
New Movement." The members return their bal-
lot to the chairman. The chairman tallies the 
voting and notifies the CALLERLAB home 
office to issue a press release of the new selec-
tion. The whole process takes about two months 
and is repeated three times a year for each com-
mittee. Originally, we would select a call four 
times a year, hence the name Quarterly Selec-
tion, but we found that three times a year was 
plenty. Selected calls are reviewed every eight 
months. The first review is conducted by the 
respective Quarterly Selection committee, who 
will either continue the call for another eight 
months or drop it from the program. The sec-
ond review is conducted by the entire 
CALLERLAB membership, again with a vote 
to either keep it for another eight months or drop 
it from the program. Eight months after the sec-
ond vote, with a total life of two years, the se-
lected call must be dropped from the Quarterly 
Selection program. It can be added to one of 
the regular dance programs or returned to an 
experimental status. 
In recent years, some have suggested that 
the Quarterly Selection programs have outlived 
their usefulness and should be eliminated. The 
majority of callers, however, seem to want to 
keep the programs intact to provide quality 
workshop suggestions and to serve as a method 
of field testing new ideas for possible inclusion 
to one of our dance programs. Keep in mind 
that the Quarterly Selection calls are voluntary. 
Callers do not have to teach these calls, and 
dancers are not expected to know them at an 
open dance. 
The Quarterly Selection programs are not 
trying to flood the square dance activity with 
new calls. The process is simply trying to pro-
vide variety and a method for quality calls to be 
given some wide scale attention. ASO 
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New Lancers 
by Uob Osgood 
This month we'd like to talk with all of you, dancers and callers alike, who are about to embark on a new series of 
square dance classes. Few phases of the 
square dance activity deserve more attention 
and more words of encouragement than the 
class periods and the metamorphosis of the 
non-dancer into a happy, enthusiastic square 
dance regular. Perhaps the reason we place 
such an emphasis on this plateau of the ac-
tivity is because there is no other phase of 
contemporary western square dancing that 
deals with so many people. 
Somebody once said that the most diffi-
cult movement in square dancing is the 
movement it takes to get Mr. and Mrs. Av- 
erage Citizen out of their comfortable chairs 
in front of the TV and through the door of 
the square dance hall for the first time. Once 
this has been accomplished the rest of the 
job should be a snap. We all know square 
dancing can be an enjoyable recreation; now, 
during the coming class period, is our op-
portunity to prove it. 
Callers and dancers alike need to under-
stand what the non-dancer is looking for 
when he comes into that first night of be-
ginners' class. Let's review what we have 
promised him. (1) Square dancing is fun! 
(2) Square dancing is a friendly activity. (3) 
Square dancing is inexpensive. Failure to 
deliver on any of these "promises" could cost 
us potential dancers. 
To say that square dancing is fun means 
that it should be enjoyable from the first day 
of beginners' class and continue right 
straight through all the class sessions and 
into club dancing and workshops. The word 
"fun" needs to be understood. It refers to the 
exhilaration of satisfactorily following the 
calls, of moving to the music, of being able 
to react automatically. The joy of dancing 
must be present in the square dance activity 
if we are to expect the newcomer to "hang 
in there" and become a member of the square 
dance community. 
Square dancers are friendly. This just 
doesn't mean that we are friendly to those 
we feel are the quickest to learn, but to all 
those who answer our invitation and come 
into our classes. Once class time is over the 
friendliness must continue. Sometimes, 
when newcomers come to our clubs, we still 
expect our callers to call for us on the level 
that we, the club members, have attained. 
We, perhaps, are impatient with the awk-
wardness of the new dancers, intolerant 
sometimes of their inability. However, if we 
are to retain these potential dancers as fu-
ture club members, we need to take a good, 
long look at our own attitudes. We must make 
sure that the square dance club is ready to 
provide the friendly atmosphere we have 
promised. 
Square dancing is inexpensive. When 
looking at other forms of entertainment— 
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motion pictures, stage shows and night-
clubs—square dancing is a tremendous value 
and it is important that its cost be kept within 
an acceptable range. 
A Note to the Caller 
Whether this is your first class 
season coming up or your 
twenty-first, each new class 
represents a different com-
posite group personality. 
There is no stereotyped way 
` 	of teaching as long as the 
sir journey through the learning 
period is enjoyable and the goal 
of retaining as many of the new danc-
ers as possible is achieves. Remember 
that class time is not just teaching a collec-
tion of basics. It is the transference of knowl-
edge of how to dance, how to move, how to 
listen to the calls. Learning the basics serves 
to illustrate these things and, as a result of 
attending class, the new dancers should 
know how to move and react automatically 
to what is called. 
It's painful to note that teaching begin-
ners is sometimes treated as a "chore" and 
that for this particular responsibility the new 
caller, the inexperienced teacher, is often the 
one who gets the assignment. It makes as 
much sense as saying that the horse that has 
never been ridden should first be ridden by 
a person who has never before ridden a horse. 
There's a proper time and place for the stu-
dent-caller to practice the art of teaching, 
but it should not be at the expense of the 
new dancer. 
Despite all of this, however, whether 
you're reasonably new at teaching or are an 
experienced caller, as you approach your 
coming class, treat it as something special. 
Give considerable thought to your prepara-
tion. Keep good records of the progress of 
the class, making notes where trouble spots 
arise and going back to polish up before pro-
gressing. If your new class is a small one 
rather than the large one you had hoped it 
might be, don't allow your disappointment 
to show. Give your dancers just as much en-
thusiastic teaching, just as much in-depth 
preparation and just as much individual help 
and counseling as you might with a capacity 
crowd. You'll find that your positive attitude 
will accomplish much and that your present 
crop of new dancers will become recruiters 
for your future classes. 
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Not all classes are alike. Sometimes a 
group will be brought together that has an 
unusually fast rate of learning. On other oc-
casions the makeup of the class will require 
that the caller/teacher go slower, reviewing 
more frequently and covering the basics less 
rapidly. 
❑ ❑ ❑ 
Undoubtedly you are looking forward to 
the day when the class members can join in 
club dancing—but, be patient. Remember, 
it's one thing to teach. It's quite another to 
learn. A caller may teach the dancers all they 
need to know in just a few weeks. However, 
only by continued repetitive practice will the 
new dancer start to react automatically and 
truly learn to square dance. The caller needs 
sufficient time to thoroughly indoctrinate the 
new dancer. Let him have it. 
About Being Helpers 
Square Angels are those experienced danc-
ers who help with the new dancers during 
their class time. If this is to be your opportu-
nity during the coming months, then treat 
the responsibility with great care. 
Remember that each class can only have 
one caller at a time. Your job is not to teach, 
to serve as a policeman while a square is in 
progress or to anticipate what the caller may 
eventually teach when he feels the time is 
right. Your job is to fill in a square, so that 
all the new dancers may dance. It means us-
ing only those movements and styling points 
that the caller has already introduced to the 
group. It means being in the right place at 
the right time, moving correctly to the 
rhythm of the music and executing the ba-
sics in their standardized form. 
Your manner of dress, your attitude and 
your friendliness will serve as an important 
visible part of the learning process. Be a good 
representative of square dancing and you will 
truly be an "angel"! 
Good luck to you all as this new year of 
square dancing begins. Make it your personal 
goal to help open the door of the wonders of 
square dancing to a new generation of square 
dancers. ASO 
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WE HAVE MOVED !!! 
EFFECTIVE AUGUST 1, 1997, 
SEND ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO: 
IA PALOMINO RECORDS, INC TOM & PAM DILLANDER 1404 WEAVERS RUN ROAD WEST POINT, KY 40177 
SAME OWNERS, SAME PRODUCTS, 
SAME GREAT SERVICE !!! 
ALL "TOLL-FREE" PHONE NUMBERS 
WILL REMAIN THE SAME ! 
YOU CAN STILL REACH US 
BY E-MAIL AT: 
palominorecords@att.worldnet.net  
WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER 
OF SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE RECORDS 
OVER 450,000 RECORDS IN STOCK !!! 




WE'VE MADE IT EASY AND 
"COST-FREE" 
FOR YOU TO PLACE YOUR 
ORDERS WITH US !!! 






(ABSOLUTELY NO COST TO 
YOU) 






NEW ZEALAND: 0800-440-629 
SWEDEN: 020-793550 
UNITED KINGDOM: 0800-89-5192 
USA & CANADA: 1-800-227-5420 
ALL OTHER FAXES: 1-502-922-0270 
VOICE ORDERS (USA & CANADA) 
1-800-328-3800 
VOICE ORDERS (INTERNATIONAL) 
(1-502-922-0074) 
CUSTOMER SERVICE (ALL) 
(1-502-922-0370) 
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ARE YOU A "NEW" 
CALLER/TEACHER 
CAN YOU USE A HAND 
WITH YOUR UPCOMING 
CLASS? 
Not everyone is a born teacher. 
As a matter-of-fact some of the most 
popular callers are the first to admit 
that teaching is their downfall. We all 
recognize that the first and lasting 
impressions of square dancing come 
during the initial learning period and 
for that reason the caller/teacher is a 
very important person. If you need a 
hand improving your teaching skills 
or if you're just setting out and need 
guidelines on establishing a workable 
teach plan, we'd like to introduce you 
to. 
The 
CALLER TEACHER MANUAL 
by Bob Osgood 
This is a workable plan, developed 
over a period of many years, which 
places all of the Mainstream Basics in 
a proven teaching order, offers a clear 
description of each movement along 
with timing and styling notes and 
teaching procedure. Completely 
illustrated and handy to use, the 320-
page Manual is printed on quality 
8'/" by 11" paper stock. It is loose-
leaf in a heavy-duty, 3-ring, plastic 
binder, which allows you to move 
and add pages as required. 
ON SALE NOW @ ONLY $21.95 (+P/H) 
(REGULAR PRICE $29.95), FOR A 
LIMITED TIME !!! ORDER TODAY !!! 
Palomino Records, Inc., 1404 Weavers Run Road, West Point KY 40177 
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People / Events 
IN THE NEWS 
If you have square dance news you would 
like to share with ASD readers, please send it 
to us, along with your name, address and phone 
number (type written, if possible, but not nec-
essary) to ASD Magazine, 661 Middlefield Rd., 
Salinas, CA 93906-1004, or FAX it to us at 
(408)443-6402. We'll do our best to include it 
in a future issue. 
CELEBRATING 60 YEARS TOGETHER 
California—Ivan and Marion Hasbrouck 
celebrated their 60' Wedding Anniversary on 
August 14, 1997. They started their square 
dance calling and teaching career in 1952 in 
Sacramento. Ivan began learning to call from 
Congratulations go to Ivan and Marion 
Hasbrouck of Sacramento, Calif., on the 
celebration of their 60th Wedding 
Anniversary! 
such well-known callers as Lee Helsel and Bill 
Castner. Ivan has called all through the state of 
California along with state and national 
conventions. Ivan and Marion started the Hoot 
Owl Dance, which ran from 1961 to 1973. They 
were also very active in the local CALLERLAB, 
acting as presidents on more than one occasion. 
They also volunteered their time teaching square 
dancing throughout the community for various 
social groups, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, and even 
high school kids for many years. 
The Hasbroucks began calling and instruct-
ing for the North Highland Lads and Lassies in 
1952, the Woodland Beaus and Bells in 1955, 
the Carousels Round Dance Club in 1958, and 
the Sacramento Starlite Shufflers also in 1958—
where they remained caller, instructor, and 
round dance instructor until this year after re-
tiring from calling. 
In 1966, Ivan and Marion started a comedy 
demonstration group called the Starlite 
Stumblers, made up of very dedicated members 
of the Starlite Shufflers club. This group has 
performed all over California, Washington, and 
Nevada, including national and state conven-
tions. The Stumblers remain extremely active 
and perform frequently throughout the state. 
Congratulations on your 60' Wedding An-
niversary and 45 years of enhancing square 
dance and for bringing fun and joy into our lives. 
Linda Jeffery, Volcano. California 
MINNESOTA MEMORIES 
Minnesota—The 6' Bi- Annual Wheelchair 
Jamboree held July 4-5, in Minneapolis, Min-
nesota, was another extremely successful event. 
The entire weekend was spent in the spacious 
Raddisson Hotel South. It was superbly hosted 
by Warren Berquam and the Perfect Squares, 
with 18 dancers. Attending with the Swinging 
Spokes from Edmonton were ten dancers and 
one support. With caller Al and Peggy Deby, 
was my group, the Wheeling Eights with nine 
dancers and one support. Missing from our 
"family" this time was Jym Herrington's group 
from Hamilton Ontario. Where were you? 
My group flew in on Wednesday and spent 
some time Thursday with a visit to the "Mall of 
America." This is a huge three story shopping 
mecca, complete with "Snoopy's Fairground," 
which includes a Ferris wheel, water slides, and 
other attractions. The evening was the custom-
ary wine and cheese get together reception, 
where registrations and dancing schedules were 
given out. Most of the Edmonton group went 
for supper. They had just arrived, having flown 
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to Toronto and then back to Minneapolis, 
missing their main meal on both flights. 
Our mostly Mainstream dancing schedule 
started at 10:00 a.m. Friday morning, with each 
of the three callers having equal "mike" time, 
continuing through the day with plenty of rest 
breaks until supper. A delicious chicken dinner 
was served to us as a group in the hotel. This 
was certainly much more efficient than finding 
your own way in the restaurant, where inevita-
bly they are not set up to accommodate that 
many wheelchairs at one time. We were also 
entertained with keyboard and guitar by two 
members of Warren's sight-impaired square 
dance group, the Midnight Squares. Dancing 
resumed after supper until 9:30 p.m., when we 
broke with most of us taking a ride all the way 
to the 22" floor, overlooking the city to watch 
and witness the many fireworks that were be-
ing let off to celebrate the 4Th of July. 
Dancing continued again on Saturday at 10 
a.m., with the dancing level moving up to in-
clude more Plus movements. Talk about being 
Handicapable dancers! Warren had them really 
zipping through Hour Glass Circulate! The ban-
quet that evening was again served to us by the 
hotel staff, and we were again entertained, this  
time by a non-dancing friend of Warren's in a 
wheelchair, who sang to taped music accom-
paniment. 
Our Saturday evening highlight always has 
been and always will be, parading down the 
hall by clubs in the Grand March. Three sepa-
rate groups bonded together with a common 
purpose, "friendship set to music." Proud of 
their accomplishments, no matter what the na-
ture of their disability—providing beyond a 
doubt that given the opportunity, one CAN 
square dance in a wheelchair, and have FUN, 
and eventually become a most "Handicapable 
Square Dancer." 
Dancing continued for the balance of Satur-
day evening, with a mix of squares and rounds, 
plus a contra with everyone involved. All too 
soon it was over, but not until we had all sung 
the traditional Friendship Ring, with the prom-
ise to meet again soon—in 1999. Where? That 
is the question—Portland, Hamilton or 
Edmonton? We hope to have a decision by De-
cember. It would also be absolutely wonderful 
to see everyone next year in Ottawa at Conven-
tion '98. We can only hope and wish for the 
funding that would make this trip a reality for 
all of us. 
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Luxurious nylon organdy is used for this full, but light weight, petticoat. All bottoms are 
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Honored by the Happy Gang from Canada are (L to R) Normand Brunet, Pierrette 
Brunet, Shirley Lajoie, and Berl Lajoie. 
No dancing was 
scheduled for Sun-
day, so I imagine 
most of us slept-in 
somewhat. (I know I 
did!); a good time to 
recharge tired batter-
ies and bodies! The 
Edmonton dancers 
left for the airport 
just after lunch. All 
the Vancouver group 
piled on to the local 
Handidart buses to 
meet some of the 
Minneapolis group 
for a three hour din-
ner cruise up the 
Mississippi River on 
the Anson Northrup 
paddle wheeler. This 
was complete with a 
chicken and ribs din-
ner plus live enter-
tainment. We were extremely fortunate to have 
a beautiful sunny day for this event, consider-
ing the previous week's rain and storms. 
Monday saw the rain return, so as our flight 
did not leave until later in the day, we checked 
out late, then sat around the hotel socializing 
and playing cards. Then it was a short 3 I/2 hour 
flight to Vancouver to be greeted by yet more 
rain which lasted for the next few days! 
We have all dried out now, and are left with 
more fond memories of yet another successful 
Wheelchair Jamboree. Though our dancing 
numbers seem to be dwindling, and our respec-
tive ages are all moving along, we are really 
aware that we need new members in our seg-
ment of this great recreation in order to keep it 
alive. If you know of a wheelchair person, why 
don't you introduce them to square dancing and 
all of the opportunities it has to offer, then form 
a group in your area. There is plenty of help out 
there to get you started. 
Thank you for your interest. 
Ken Oakley, Vancouver, B.C. 
BESTOWING HONORS 
Canada—The Happy Gang of Greenfield Park, 
Quebec, held their Second Annual Presidents' 
Dance on February 22, to honor Border Boost-
ers Association's club presidents. With 160 
dancers on the floor and 12 clubs represented, 
it was deemed a big success. Medallions 
were presented to Shirley and Bert Lajoie of 
Swinging Stars and, Pierrette and Normand 
Brunet of Harmony Squares in recognition of 
having the largest number and largest percent-
age of club members in attendance. Callers 
Holly and Gerry Gilligan provided their special 
blend of live music and interesting choreogra-
phy, which kept the dancers on their toes. Re-
freshments provided by the members of The 
Happy Gang were plentiful and very delicious. 
Feedback from our guests was excellent and we 
plan to hold our Third Annual Presidents' Dance 
on February 28, 1998. 
Holly and Gerry Gilligan 
The Happy Gang Square Dance Club 
A HOT TIME AT THE...LAWRENCE WELK 
SQUARE DANCE JAMBOREE 
Florida—The 1997 Lawrence Welk Square 
Dance Jamboree at the Welk resort in Branson, 
Missouri, July 1 1 — 1 3, was "wunnerful, 
wunnerful, wunnerful," and proved once again 
that nothing can stop the marvelous keep-smil-
ing spirit of square dancers. We went over early 
in the afternoon preceding the Friday evening 
kick-off dance and couldn't believe that in mid-
July the organizers planned to have us folks 
dance in an open-sided tent. The floor was a 
dancer's dream, floating wood and polished 
smooth. The callers were terrific—Jerry Junck 
and Larry Letson, both top-notch national stars. 
But despite dozens of pedestal fans, the huge 
tent was stifling hot. They'd held a ballroom 
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dance festival in this same tent a month earlier, 
but ballroom is not nearly as active as non-stop 
square dancing. Our old bones shrank from the 
thought of dancing in an oven, so we elected 
not to dance that first night but came back on 
Saturday hoping it might be cooler. It wasn't. 
In 90-plus temperatures and high humidity, 
we stomped the boards and like everybody else, 
kept on smiling as our socks and all else grew 
soggy with perspiration. After dancing two tips, 
we made a mad dash for the cool comfort of the 
resort's air-conditioned lobby. In about half an 
hour we revived enough to go back and dance 
another two tips. After that we got sensible and 
went home, with great reluctance. 
The floor was jammed with happy people 
dancing with high enthusiasm, the callers were 
superb and lovely Welk country star Ava Bar-
ber, clearly impressed by the spirited dancing 
that heat couldn't stop, performed a special sing-
ing-call song for us. But the heat and humidity 
took its toll. Even the vendors packed up their 
goods a day early and left—it was just too hot 
and sticky to try on shirts, skirts, petticoats, and 
the like. We cowardly skipped the Farewell 
Dance on sizzling Sunday evening and instead 
took in the Lawrence Welk Show in the resort's 
air-cooled theater. That WAS "wunnerful." Af-
terward, wearing square dance outfits, we 
sneaked into the Farewell Dance after-party in  
the Stage Door Canteen, pretending we'd been 
at the dance. Ava Barber, JoAnn Castle, the 
Lennon Sisters and other stars from the Welk 
show came in and entertained until almost mid-
night and everybody had a grand time. 
The Welk Square Dance Jamboree will be 
an annual event and we hope dancers every-
where will support it because it's a national 
showcase for square dancing. But let's all pray 
for cooler weather next time. 
Ed Johnson, Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida 
COVERED WAGON 
LOST ON THE TRAIL? 
Nebraska—Have you seen this "covered 
wagon" at one of your dances lately? (see be-
low) We have not heard of its whereabouts since 
September 1, 1996, when it was taken from the 
26'h National Singles Dance-A-Rama in Den-
ver, Colorado, by a Mr. Gary Schubert, Route 
I, Box 108, Owatonna, MN, who indicated he 
danced with the Do Si Do Club. I have written 
twice to Mr. Schubert with no response. 
Self-addressed, stamped postcards were in-
cluded, requesting that you let our club know 
of its whereabouts on the first of each month. 
We are beginning to wonder if the little green 
overnight bag that contained this wagon is in 
someone's car trunk or closet collecting dust. If 
you have seen this covered wagon in the past 
Watch for this "covered wagon" at your next dance. Last known location, Owatonna, Minnesota 
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SQUARE DANCETIME TEACHING PROGRAMS 
This program has special age-appropriate programs for 
every grade level from kindergarten through university. 
Help your school bring their square dance program up-to-date. 
• Great music! 
• Excellent records for teaching each program. 
• Special dances for every grade level. 
• Superb calling by many of square dancing's most popular callers. 
GRADE LEVEL 
142 	FlitlitinEPSPROARAM 	 (Record Order  No.) 
• FIRST STEPS A & B SD 1001. SD 1002 
• CIRCLES AND PROMENADES 	  SD 501 
HALF DIAMOND PROGRAM 
• INSTRUCTIONAL ALBUM, LEVEL I 	 WW 6001 
• TEACHERS STARTER SET #1 	  TSS #1 
• VIRGINIA REEL 	 SD 506 
OJAMONO_P_FLOGRM 
• ALL RECORDS FOR HALF DIAMOND, PLUS 
• TEACHERS STARTER SET #2 	  TSS #2 
•:EMRKEIcT- 	  GK-M 
ALL 
~MQND.  RAM 
HALF DIAMOND PROGRAM, AND 
• DIAMOND PROGRAM, PLUS: 
• FUND. OF SQUARE DANCING, LEVEL II 	  WW 6002 
• FUND. OF SQUARE DANCING, LEVEL III  WW 6003 
Several additional records are available to make your square 
These programs are 
dance unit fun and interesting. Purchase records at any 
endorsed by Callerlab. 
square dance record store or write to address below. 




year, please let us know when and where at the 
following address: Delmer and Betty Pufahl, 
Route 2, Box 1275 Madison, NE 68748. 
The 49'ers Square Dance Club of Norfolk, 
Neb., is currently making plans to celebrate their 
50th Anniversary as a square dance club, on Sat-
urday, October 9, 1999. Jerry Junck will be our 
caller. Recently a "covered wagon" replica be-
gan a journey to announce this celebration to 
the square dance world. It is being transported 
from dance to dance by the dancer who travels 
the farthest to attend a given dance. Periodi-
cally a postcard is received to bring the club up 
to date on the whereabouts of the covered 
wagon. 
The 49'ers Club was formed on November 
12, 1949, when a group of 32 people met at Ta 
Ha Zouka Park for an evening of fun and fel-
lowship. During those first years, the club 
danced to calls on records, and they met in the 
basements of club members. There were a lim-
ited number of recorded calls in those days, and 
the group hired Ralph Creek, of Correctionville, 
Iowa, to come and call about one dance a month. 
Throughout the years the club has danced in 
homes, at the Methodist Church, Issac Walton 
Club House, Pufahl's Barn, Pleasant Valley, the 
Sunset Plaza Mall, and the Norfolk Junior High. 
Club callers through the years have included 
Dave Chambers, Jerry Junck, Dennis Kelley, 
Roger Getzler, Bob Johnson, and Ron 
Schroeder. Currently, we are having guest call-
ers. The members participate in an activity that 
includes fun, fellowship, good food, friends, 
callers, conventions, square dance attire, all 
night dances, after-parties, lessons, graduations, 
banner stealing and much, much more. 
Come and join us in this wholesome activ-
ity—help us celebrate 50 years. 
VALLEY TRAILERS—AT IT AGAIN! 
California—The Valley Trailers of Northridge, 
Calif., are happy to report that their Radio Ad-
vertising Benefit Dance, which was held on July 
13, 1997, succeeded in raising over $1,500. 
From 12:00 noon to 6:00 p.m., over 20 squares 
of dancers enjoyed the calling of Charlie 
Robertson, Mark Clausing, Johnny Preston, 
Don Schadt, Michael Kellogg, Rod Shuping, 
Dick Hodnefield, "Wild Bill" Horst, Vic Kaaria, 
Dennis Mineau, Steve Wendell, Ray Flick, and 
Rob Grigsby. Rounds were cued by Gus and 
Lynn DeFore, Nicole Fairchild, and Steve 
Wendell. Don Ward prompted a little contra. 
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Above: Lea Vernoica, Editor, Open Squares (and the force 
behind the radio ads), Charlie Robertson from Thousand 
Oaks, Calif. (emcee), and Mark Clausing from Fairfield, 
Ohio, during the Valley Trailers' of Northridge, Calif., Radio 
Advertising Benefit Dance, which was held July 13, 1997. 
Barry and Lynn Selbst of the Boots and Slip-
pers of Simi Valley, and Gerry and Deborah 
Lancaster of the Dons and Donnettes of 
La Crescenta, each won special drawings for a 
square dance party with three squares of their 
friends. The party is to be held at the home of 
Jim and Lea Veronica, with Dick Hodnefield 
calling and Gayle Hodnefield and Lea prepar-
ing dinner for all. 
Walt and Denise Prara of the Boots and Slip-
pers outbid two other challengers for the week 
at the Enterprise Bed and Breakfast in the Grand 
Cayman Islands, which was donated by David 
and Laurel Greenstein (owners) and members 
of the Valley Trailers. 
The Valley Trailers wish to thank all of the 
callers, cuers and dancers along with all of the 
individuals and businesses that donated prizes. 
You are the ones who really made this dance a 
success. See you next year! 
Josh Nash, Valley Trailers 
Northridge, California 
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NATIONAL TRAIL DANCES 
Florida—Many, many dancers are al-
ready making plans to attend next 
year's National Square Dance Con-
vention in Charlotte, N.C. It is never 
too early to start planning. Something 
everyone should keep in mind are trail 
dances—be they called trail in or 
trail's end dances, try to find a few to 
attend. You'll have an exciting 
evening. 
For those of you who are new to 
the nationals, let me explain. A trail 
dance is any dance available for you 
to attend as you travel to a national 
(or other gatherings such as state con- 
ventions and festivals). A trail dance 
can be held two to three hundred miles 
away from your destination—the 
weekend before, the days before, or 
at the Wednesday evening dances held 
at the convention center for those who 
arrive early. 
There is something "special" 
about these dances. First, they are of- 
ten attended by dancers from various 
parts of the country—you never know 
who you will meet. Second, those at- 
tending are in a party mood—and that 
is part of what makes these dances so 
very exciting. 
The Young & Restless Square 
Dance Club of Kissimmee, Florida, 
and their caller, SusanElaine Packer, 
planned for two years to host two trail dances 
on the Monday and Tuesday before the National 
in Orlando. 
SusanElaine a caller for 29 years, and re-
cording artist for Eagle Records, had a "Wish 
List" for the dances. Would it work? Would they 
come? Like any special dance, you never know 
until the last moment how many dancers will 
attend. There are so many "ifs" when planning 
a special event. 
Mommy (BettyLee Talmadge, also of Or- 
lando) said, "Let's go for it!" and they booked 
the hall. Phone calls went out to the Red Boot 
Boys and to those lively cuers, Carol and Jimmy 
Griffin from St. Petersburg, Fla. Would they like 
to do the Monday night trail dance? Each one 
gave a resounding "Yes." 
Twenty squares attended with guests com-
ing from all over Florida, England. Germany, 
Switzerland, Canada and 17 states, including 
representatives from the next four nationals. 
Many of the Floridians attending were workers 
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who knew this would be their last chance to 
dance until after the national—and everyone 
truly enjoyed the fantastic calling of Mac, 
Johnny, Don, Mike, Jimmy and Carol. So much 
fun was had by everyone that the dance lasted a 
full 30 minutes longer than scheduled. 
The second trail dance was booked for Tues-
day evening. Again wishes do come true. Tim 
Mariner from Register, Georgia, said yes and so 
did that terrific round dance couple, Jack and 
Nell Jenkins from Leesburg, Florida. 
The weather was great. And they came—
from all over Florida, Germany, England, Canada 
and 19 states. The rounds started on time, but 
where was Tim? He still had not arrived. Just 
before the rounds were completed, SusanElaine 
sent some friends out to her van for her calling 
equipment. She knew that even if Tim were to 
arrive within the next few minutes, he would 
need equipment set up and ready to go. At eight, 
still no caller, so SusanElaine introduced her-
self as "Tim" and started the dance. 
SusanElaine released a record a few months 
ago on the Eagle Records label that says, "Hug 
and kiss me all you wanna, honey, while we're 
in Daytona, but you're never gonna Tampa with 
me." While she was on stage calling, the phone  
rang. It was Harry, her husband, telling us that 
Tim had tried to go to Tampa, but was now on 
his way back to Kissimmee, and was about fif-
teen-minutes away from the dance. When the 
second set was finished, the dancers let 
SusanElaine know they loved her fabulous voice 
and choice of songs. 
When Tim arrived, he was not permitted to 
change clothes until he had waved "Hello" to 
everyone. Then as soon as he put on his "calling 
duds," Tim took over and called an incredible 
dance. Again, everyone had so much fun that 
this dance also ran into overtime. 
In fact, after the dance was over, the dancers 
continued to socialize for well over a half an 
hour before anyone decided to leave. The Young 
& Restless Club members waited patiently at the 
door to say good-bye to all their new friends 
knowing that everyone had a great time together. 
Now, we hope we've given you enough rea-
son to go to a trail dance next year. Square danc-
ing with friends from around the world can be 
the most wonderful pastime a square dancer can 
have. 
We'll be looking for you on your way to the 
national next year. See you there. 
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Above: Jerry Biggerstaff, celebrates reaching the half-century mark 





Dancers came from far and 
near on July 16 to help caller 
Jerry Biggerstaff of North 
Carolina, celebrate his 50'h 
birthday. 
Caller for the Swinging A's 
club in Morgantown, N.C., 
Jerry thought he was to con-
duct graduation exercises for 
his A-2 class. Instead, he was 
greeted by a somberly deco-
rated hall and approximately 
150 dancers, 90 percent of 
whom were dressed in black 
to "celebrate" the big occa-
sion. 
When callers Jimmy 
Roberson of Oxford, N.C., and 
Gary Shoemake of Sevierville, 
Tenn., arrived, they placed 
Jerry in a rocking chair and 
called most of the dance for 
him. Callers Al Broadway, 
Hoyle Grose, and David 
Staples along with all their 
wives, were also present to pay tribute to Jerry. 
The surprise was the brainstorm of Jerry's 
wife Judy, who was ably assisted by club mem-
bers to make it an evening of great fun. 
Not only did the dancers travel many miles 
to enjoy the evening, they loaded down four 
tables with food, including four birthday cakes. 
They presented Jerry with many gifts, mostly 
dealing with aids for the aging process. 
It was a great evening in honor of a caller, 
who is much loved and appreciated. 
Many, many more, Jerry. 
Gaye Hinshaw, Swinging A's, 
Marion, North Carolina 40 
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Extra Heavy Duty Dye Penetrated 
Split Leather Soling 
ull Heel to Toe Vikafoam 
Cushioned Sock-lining 
X-tra Wide Steel Shank for Latenal Stability 
tiotaotoes 0 	MADE IN AMERICA 1-800-648-8126 (Orders) Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back 
NEW STYLES For Men 
Style: 	"Hartwick" #901 	 $75.00/pr. 
Colors: Black, White, Khaki, Black (Patent Lea). 
White (Patent Lea) available on special order. 
Last: 	Hartwick (Symetrically round, extra depth toe). 
Heel: 3/4" replaceable leather toplift. 
Style: 	"Chadwick" #902 	 $75.00/pr. 
Colors: Black, White, Khaki, Black (Patent Lea). 
White (Patent Lea) available on special order. 
Last: 	Hartwick (Symetrically round, extra depth toe). 
Heel: 3/4" replaceable leather toplift. 
\These shoes are 
manufactured 
in our factory, located in 
Gloversville, NY, USA. 
Thus, we are able to offer 
'ALL LEATHER' 
shoes of incomparable 
quality and price. 
 
 
Style:__ 	 Size: 	 Width: 	 _Color: 
Style:__ 	_Size: 	Width: 	Color:__ 
Expire. 	 
( ) MC 	( ) Visa Signature 
Sizing & Widths: (Men's) (Whole & Half Sizes) 
Medium (D) = 7-13, 	Wide (EE) = 7-13 
Send to: Tic-Tac-Toes Mfg. Co 
	or Call: 1-800-648-8126 during 
1 Hamilton Street 
	
factory hours M-F, 7. 30-5:00 EST 
Gloversville, NY 12078 
Add $4 first pair, SI 50 each additional pair for 
shipping and handling. 
NY residents add sales tax, and give county. 
Canada add $7:pair I1 





Pattern 125 price: 
$5.50 plus $2 S/H - Outside USA $4 S/H 
Brochure cost: $1.50, Outside USA $3 
C & C ORIGINALS 
202 North Oak, Harrison, AR 72601 
Phone: (870) 365-0470 
(Dealer inquiries welcome) 
FEEDBACK 
I would like to respond to Don Yosten's (Straight Talk, June/July '97) suggestion that our costumes are discouraging people 
from trying square dancing. 
I must agree with the suggestion that many 
people regard square dancing as an old-timey 
activity, something from the frontier days. But I 
don't think just changing our costumes will make 
a difference. I have found that many people of-
ten associate "country" music with square danc-
ing, so they won't try it because they don't like 
country music. I'm in the Washington, D.C., 
area, Very competitive, very "uppy yuppy." 
Square dancing is not "cool." People guard their 
images very carefully. An old-timey, country 
activity is not going to reach these people. 
Changing our slogan might be a good idea—
how about stressing the "Modern" aspect of it? 
"Modern square dancing—not like the old 
days." 
Then we have to talk to CALLERLAB and 
ask them to stop adding calls and to start con-
solidating calls or reverting to a few directional 
calls. For instance, Acey-Deucey is just one more 
thing new dancers have to learn, when it is just 
as easy for the caller to say "ends circulate, cen-
ters trade." The dancers already know how to 
circulate and trade. You couldn't call Relay the 
Deucey directionally; I understand that. But 
some of the others could be eliminated in favor 
of their directions. That would help keep the 
lesson time under a year! 
When we first signed up for lessons, the ses-
sion offered was for ten weeks. During the eighth 
week, the caller informed us that if we wanted 
to dance in clubs, we would have to sign up for 
two more sessions. He did not tell us that took 
us through Mainstream, and it would be several 
more weeks to go through Plus lessons. I think 
if we had known it would take a year, we prob-
ably would not have signed up at all. But after 
the first lesson, of course, we were "hooked." 
Now let's talk about costumes. Have you seen 
the ridiculous get-ups people will put on to ride 
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a hike or QO to an exercise class? And would 
you be caught dead in those plaid pants golfers 
wear? Sure, if you play golf. The point is, al-
most every activity has its "costume," and ours 
offers several nice choices for the ladies. 
To offer square dancing in "street" clothes 
would demean the activity. It would no longer 
be special. Go to a festival and observe the people 
dancing at the afternoon workshops in street 
clothes. Does that look like dancing? No, and 
most of them look really sloppy. OK for work-
shops, but please, not for dancing in general. 
I guess the real slogan should be, "Try it, 
you'll like it!" We did; we do. 





ONE DANCER'S VIEW 
by Ann C. Manley, Stanton, California 
tf
ow do we count the square dance 
population? When I first heard the 
arnings that it was diminishing, the 
method involved counting members of clubs that 
ran dances and were affiliated with associations 
of clubs. Then I wondered how they accounted 
for people who were not members or for people 
who belonged to more than one club or people 
who danced at caller-run clubs. Now we hear 
callers complain that no one is teaching beginner 
level dancers or that fewer prospective dancers 
are taking instruction. Sometimes the fact that 
clubs are disbanding or failing is cited. 
Solutions are sought by callers, editors of 
magazines, club leaders and various "profession-
als" in the square dance world. Reorganizing the 
teaching of the various levels is frequently dis-
cussed. We hear stories of how to "save" small  
clubs. More visitations are cited as encourag-
ing small clubs. Special events, theme dances, 
and special refreshments are among other sug-
gestions. 
However, it seems to me that there are other 
aspects of dancing that are overlooked. Many 
of us suspect that the increased need for two 
incomes in young families interferes with par-
ticipation. Younger dancers also need baby-sit-
ters, which can be expensive and hard to find. 
(When we started, lessons were $1 per person 
and the baby-sitter was getting 50 cents an 
hour!) 
Some reasons that might be factors in club 
failure: Square dance clubs, just as other types 
of clubs, churches and many jobs, tend to plan 
your time. Besides the dances, there are board 
meetings, committee meetings, visitations, an-
gling, baking, and so forth. There is no thought 
given to family responsibilities, job require-
ments, or higher education schedules. (No, I 
don't mean C-1 workshops!) 
We have been square dancing for 38 years. 
One or the other of us have taken classes at the 
college and graduate level during that time. At 
one time or another, clubs assigned us duties 
that would not fit into our calendar, and they 
were less than helpful in securing substitutes. 
Caller-run clubs tend to buy refreshments or 
ask people to volunteer to serve at a convenient 
time. Over the years we have served homemade 
EXPERIENCED, WELL-QUALIFIED 
CALLER-INSTRUCTORS 







2120 Jaynes, Fremont, NE 68025, 
PO Box 940, Rockwall, TX 75087, 
PO Box 2678, Silver Bay, NY 12874, 
5911 Oak Run, San Antonio, TX 78247, 
140 McCandless Dr., Wexford, PA 15090, 







DON TAYLOR Promenade Hall, 1212 Depot St., Auburn, IN 46706, 219-925-3818 
JOE UEBELACKER 	 1494 Clearview Dr., Peterborough, Ont, 
Can. K9K 2A4, 705-742-6368 
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RR-232 FEELIN' KINDA LONELY TONIGHT by Dee Dee 
RR-233 SCOTCH AND SODA by Bob 
RR-234 ONE PROMISE TOO LATE by Mike 
RR-235 FRIDAY NIGHT IN AMERICA by Wade 
NEW RELEASES 
RR-236 FIVE O'CLOCK WORLD by Wade 
RR-237 SEA OF HEARTBREAK by Bob 
RR-238 ALABAMA JUBILEE by Mike 
RR-239 TAKE IT BACK by Dee Dee 
RR-240 UP THE LAZY RIVER by Wade 








cookies, cakes, and even strawberry shortcake 
when we could. After awhile, it can become a 
chore to "bring finger food." At Christmas, for 
instance, requests for party food double up at a 
time when our family celebrations take prece-
dence. We dance four times a week both for plea-
sure and for exercise. We iurely eat at a dance. 
My question is, "Do we ask or expect too  
much of the dancers, thereby subtly driving them 
away?" 
After many years of participating in various 
levels, including the education committee at the 
1998 Anaheim Convention, we just want to 
dance. The "goodies" we want are a good floor, 
a good caller, good music and good fellow danc-
ers. Friends old and new serve as "icing on the 
cake." 	 ASO 
RHYTHM RECORDS 
GOLDEN TRIANGLE CALLERS COLLEGE 
September 7-12, 1997 




ALL STAR FESTIVAL 
February 12-14, 1998 
Wade, Mike, Dee Dee 
Bob. Ken and Gary 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
Exclusive Distributors for Rhythm Records - Palomino Records Inc., 1-800-328-3800 
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EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR OF ESP & JO PAT 









* 6 ANDNEW 
ESP - 1021 FOR ONCE IN MY LIFE 
ESP - 1020 I'VE GOT A FUNNY FEELING 
ESP - 1019 THAT'S THE WAY A COWGIRL 
SAYS GOODBYE 
RECENT RELEASES 
ESP - 917 THAT'S ALRIGHT MAMA 
ESP -1018 DON'T TAKE HER, 
SHE'S ALL I'VE GOT 
ESP - 1017 ONE NIGHT AT A TIME 
ESP - 1016 LEANING ON THE EVERLASTING ARM 
* BRAND NEW 
JP/ESP - 809 SHINDIG IN THE BARN 
JP/ESP - 7007 LITTLE OL' WINE MAKER 
RECENT RELEASES 
JP/ESP - 7006 PRIMROSE LANE 
JP/ESP - 809 SEMINOLE WIND 













QUALITY SQUARE & ROUND 
DANCE MUSIC BY 
SOUTHERN SATISFACTION 
Produced by ESP • 2213 S. Adams, Tallahassee, Florida 32301 
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"Who, me, a caller?" 










Fan the Boat (3/97) 













Run Family (9/97) 
MAINSTREAM 




(Anything) & Roll 
(Anything) & Spread 
3/4 Tag The Line 
Acey Deucey 




Cut The Diamond 
Diamond Circulate 
Dixie Grand 
Explode The Wave 
Explode & (Anything) 
(from waves only) 
Extend 
Flirt ThP fliarnnnd 
Follow Your Neighbor 
Grand Swing Thru 
Linear Cycle 
(from waves only) 
Load The Boat 
Partner Tag 
Peel Off 
Peel The Top 
Ping Pong Circulate 
Relay The Deucey 
Remake The Thar 
Single Circle To A Wave 
Spin Chain The Gears 
Spin Chain And 
Exchange The Gears 
Teacup Chain 
Track II 




One Year Two Year 
USA ( 	) $20.00 ( 	) $35.00 
NEW CANADA ( ) $23.00 ( ) $40.00 
RENEWAL FOREIGN ( 	) $32.00 ( 	) $59.00 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY, STATE, ZIP 
Mail to: ASD - 661 Middlefield Road, Salinas, CA 93906-1004 
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KNOCK, KNOCK 
Choreographer: Les Houser, 2211 3'd Ave., Dodge City, KS 67801-2536 
Record: Knock, Knock by The Hutchens, Atlantic 7-87092 
Footwork: Opposite for ladies 
Rhythm: Phase II Two Step 
Speed: 44 RPM 
Sequence: Intro-A-Inter-B-A-Inter-B-A-Inter-Break-B (9-16)-A-Ending 
INTRODUCTION 
NOTE: Partners facing with woman's hands palms vertical and toward man. Man make 




1-4 	KNOCK, KNOCK; SD DRW CL; BASKETBALL TRN;; 
1-4 Knock, Knock,-; sd L, drw R to L,-, cl R,-; fwd L trng 1/4,-, rec R trng 1/4,-, 
fwd L trng 1/4,-, rec R trng 1/4 end in OP,-; 
5-8 	CIRCLE AWY & TOG 3, STOMP & TCH;; KNOCK, KNOCK; SD DRW CL; 
5-8 Circle awy M If L, R (W rf),-; tog L, Stomp R, tch L,-; Knock, Knock,-; 
sd L drw R to L,-, cl R,-; 
INTERLUDE 
1-4 	LACE ACRS; FWD 2 STP; LACE BK; FWD 2 STP (SCP/LOD); 
1-2 Ldg W under jnd Id hnds fwd L chgg sds, cl R, fwd L,-; fwd R, cl L, fwd R,-; 
3-4 Ldg W under jnd trl hnds fwd L chgg sds, cl R, fwd L,-; fwd R, cl L, fwd R,-; 
NOTE:Third time thru end (CP/WAL) for the BREAK 
PART B 
1-8 	2 FWD 2 STPS;; HITCH 6;; OPEN SCIS 2X;; QUICK VIN 4 W/MANUV; 
PIVOT 2 (BJO/LOD); 
1-4 Fwd L, cl R, fwd L,-; fwd R, cl L, fwd R,-; fwd L, cl R, bk L,-; bk R, cl L, 
fwd R,-; 
5-8 Sd L, cl R, XLIFR to fc (W XRIFL),-; sd R, cl L, XRIFL (W XLIFR),-; sd L, 
XRIBL, sd L, XRIFL,-; pivot L, R (BJO/LOD),-; 
9-12 FWD LK FWD; FWD LK FWD; HITCH FWD; HITCH BK(CP/WAL); 
9-12 Fwd L, lk R in bk of L, fwd L,-; fwd R, lk L in bk of R, fwd R,-; fwd L, cl R, bk 
L,-; bk R, cl L, fwd R trng 1/4 R fc to wall & ptnr,-; 
13-16 1/2 BOX FWD; SCIS THRU; SLOW VIN 3, STOMP & TCH;; 
13-16 	Sd L, cl R, fwd L,-; sd R, cl L, XRIFL (W XLIFR),-; sd L, XRIBL, 
sd L, stomp R, tch L,-; 
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BREAK 
1-4 	(CP/WAL) BOX;; HITCH BK; SCIS (BJO);; 
1-4 Sd L, cl R, fwd L,-, sd R, cl L, bk R,-; bk L, cl R, fwd L,-; sd R, cl L, trng to 
BJO fwd R,-; 
ENDING 
1-3 	TCH, KNOCK, KNOCK; SD DRW CL; SNAP, APT PT; 
1-3 Tch L, Knock, Knock,-, sd L, drw R to L,-; snap bk on L, pt R,-; 
If you don't stop someone from dnving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes. 
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK. 
NEW LINE OF FASHIONS 
Orders Available from these shops 
CALIFORNIA 
DORIS'S Crystal Magic Petticoats 
8331 Pinecrest Drive 
Redwood Valley, CA 95470 
1-800-468-6423 
http://www squareshop corn 
Free Swatches. Flyers 
SQUARE D FASHIONS 
5821 Auburn Blvd.. Ste 5 
Sacramento. CA 95841 1207 
(916) 344-0346 
CAROL'S COUNTRY CORNER 
6520 Platt Ave . Ste 623 
West Hills, CA 91307 
(818) 347-1207 
ILLINOIS 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE 
7215 W Irving Park Road 
Chicago. IL 60634 
IOWA 
LUCKY CLOVERLEAF SHOP 
3720 N Division St 
Davenport, Iowa 52806 
Phone (319) 391-6586 
Skirts by Delightful Frocks 
LOUISIANA 
JANET'S 
1956 Cherokee Dr 
Lake Charles. LA 70611 
(318) 855-4470 
Visa & MC 
NEW YORK 
SHIRLEY'S 
Rt 9-0 Box 423 Dept A 
Hughsonville. NY 12537 
Square Dance Patterns 
Send $1 00 for Brochure 
NORTH CAROLINA 
CIRCLE W S/D FASHIONS 
Don & Jackie Wilkins 
193 Winery Rd.  
Sneads Ferry, NC 2E460 




SPECIALTIES, DANCE APPAREL 
119 West Main 
Moore. OK 73160-5105 
(405) 799-5602 Fax 506-799-5602 
Just outside OK City & worth the trip 
TEXAS 
THE CATCHALL 
2310 Brook Hollow Driv, 
Wichita Falls. TX 76308-2206 
Square & Round Dance Regalia 
Immediate Mail Order Service 
Call (817) 692-8814 
WASHINGTON 
PETTICOAT JUNCTION 
14523 Highway 99 #1 
Lynnwood. WA 98037 
Toll Free 1-800-344-3262 
Describe it, well find it,  
KANSAS 
BIT S 0 & WESTERN WEAR 
635 E 47th St. S. Wichita, KS 67216 
2 blk. W 011-35 Trnk. Exit 42 
(316) 522-6670, Closed Sun/Mon 
All New First Line Apparel 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
THE SQUARE DANCERS CLOSET 
Marilyn Adams 
2012 Warren Ct , N Augusta. SC 29841 
1(800) 476-2008 (803) 279-3687 
Send for FREE Catalogue 
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hat's Going On  
In 
'Arfgare Datleo% 
News from ROUNDALAB 
21" Annual Convention 
ROUNDALAB held its 21" Annual 
Convention in Orlando, Florida, June 22-24, 
1997. Round dance teachers from the U.S., 
Canada and Germany were in attendance along 
with honored guests from LEGACY, United 
Square Dancers of America and CALLERLAB. 
The convention theme for 1997 was Edu-
cate—Participate—Communicate. The business 
of ROUNDALAB is conducted at all conven-
tions, which includes committee meetings for 
Phase Standards, Standard Classic Dance Cues, 
Classics, Curriculum Development, Marketing, 
Round of the Quarter, Proposed Bylaws, 
Teacher Manuals, and Teacher Training. Edu-
cation is the primary goal of ROUNDALAB, 
and at each convention the attendees are given 
the opportunity to take advantage of many edu-
cational seminars and clinics. This convention 
offered new ideas on teaching techniques, how 
to conduct a new class, teaching new rhythms, 
understanding personalities, sessions with new 
and more experienced teachers, writing articles 
for newsletters, how to keep the body fit, the 
Internet and Web page, and moving dancers 
from one phase to another. 
Dick and Karen Fisher are the newly elected 
general chairpersons and Phil and Jane 
Robertson the newly elected vice chairpersons. 
Elected to the Board of Directors were Ralph 
and Joan Collipi, Pete and Mary McGee, and 
re-elected to another three-year term were Doc 
and Peg Tirrell and Ray and Virginia Walz. The 
remaining board members are Wayne and Bar- 
bara Blackford, Jerry and Diana Broadwater, 
George and Joyce Kammerer, Ann McCreary, 
Ron and Mary Noble, and Casey and Sharon 
Parker. The next annual ROUNDALAB Con-
vention will be in Columbia, S.C., June 21-23, 
1998, prior to the 47is' National Square Dance 
Convention in Charlotte, N.C. 
Awards and Recognitions 
Awards were presented at the ROUNDALAB 
Monday night awards banquet at the conven-
tion. Certificates for ten years of teaching 
round dancing were presented to Ernie and 
Loraine Cousins, Sharon Deal, Marie and Bill 
Prather, and Frank and Carol Valenta. Receiv-
ing a small banner plaque for 15 years were 
Jim and Sheri Brown, Ed and Elvira Glenn, and 
Jeanette Medeiros. A large banner plaque for 
20 years were Don and Loretta Hanhurst, Ed 
and Gloria Kilner, and Richard and Birget 
Maguire. 
The Maestro Trophy for teaching 25 years 
was presented to Ralph and Joan Collipi, Bar-
bara and Jim Connelly, Roland and Betty Hill, 
Ted and Evelyn Petz, Phil and Jane Robertson, 
and Dwain and Judy Sechrist. Recipients of the 
Maestro Trophy for teaching over 25 years 
were Pete and Jan Shankle-27 years, Ron and 
Donna Baba-28 years, Kenji and Nobuko 
Shibata-30 years, Don and Shirley Underwood-
30 years, and Charlie and Leona Lovelace-31 
years. 
Viator awards were presented to members 
attending for the first time, who reside outside 
the 48 contingent states: Bryan and Sharon 
Gerdes—Hawaii, Bob and Betty Beck—Canada, 
John and Beth Dickinson—Canada, John and 
Valerie Pinks—Canada, and Manuela 
Lindermayr and Karlheinz Suss—Germany. 
A special presentation was made to the phase 
chairman and the video clinicians for their out-
standing work and completion of the new 
phase books and addendum video tapes this 
past year. They are: Ernie and Lorain Cousins—
Phase 1 & II, Dan and Kay Palenchar—Phase III, 
Chuck and Sandi Weiss—Phase IV, Jerry and 
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Diana Broadwater-Phase V and the addendum 
videos, Gil and Judy Martin-Phase VI, Wayne 
and Barbara Blackford as chairman of standard-
ization and planning and addendum videos, 
Carlos and Nancy Esqueda-addendum video, 
Casey and Sharon Parker-addendum videos. 
The Board of Directors of ROUNDALAB 
granted honorary membership to Betty and 
Clancy Mueller for their many years of support, 
dedication and promotion of ROUNDALAB 
and the round dance activity. 
Names of seven ROUNDALAB teaching 
units were drawn to receive the Wayne Wylie 
Memorial Scholarship: Ed and Paula 
Broemmeling, Sharon Deal, B.J. and JoEtta 
Johnson, Earl and Goldie Restorff, Larry and 
Sharon Roberts, Bill and Jerry Saintly, and Dick 
and Vera Smith. 
New Apprentice Program 
The General Assembly of ROUNDALAB voted 
to add a new category of membership to their 
bylaws during their annual convention. The 
addition is "Apprentice Member." This new 
category is available to people interested in be-
coming a cuer or teacher but are not actively 
cueing or teaching. 
ROUNDALAB has developed many educa-
tional tools, i.e., phase books, teaching manu-
als, videos, standard classic cues, and so forth. 
These materials and Journal mailings will be 
available to prospective cuers and teachers when 
they join ROUNDALAB as an apprentice mem-
ber. 
For more information regarding this new 
apprentice program, contact the ROUNDALAB 
office at 4825-B Valley View, Yorba Linda, CA 
92886-3645; U.S. (800) 346-7522, (714) 572-
0480; FAX: (714) 572-0931; E-mail: 
roundalab@southland.net 
Lloyd Shaw Dance Archive 
Oral History Project 
Progress Report 
Following my trip to the National Square Dance 
Convention in Orlando, Florida, this project is 
about three-quarters or more complete with over 
60 interviews having been completed so far. 
Remaining are three Sets In Order hall of famers 
and two Milestone Award recipients, plus 20 
or so "old timers" around the country. 
The following people have contributed to the 
many expenses connected to this project. 
Alabama-American Callers Association; 
Arizona-John Cooke; California-Bob Osgood, 
Nita Page, Paul Moore, Edward Graff, Dick 
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Henschel (Hilton Audio), and the Ghost Riders 
Band; Canada-Gloria Roth, Fred Prowse, 
Frank Burgess, Frank Pearson, and Jack 
Mclrvine; Connecticut-Connecticut Callers 
Association, Cheshire Cats, Ledyard Squares, 
Town and Country Squares, Central Valley 
Squares, Windham Whirlers, Al Brozek, Bob 
Prentice, Ralph Sweet, Kathleen Hennessy, 
John Helm, Dave Hass, Ed Rutty, Jean Wydra, 
Chip Hendrickson, Sue Lucibello, Fred Gertner, 
Gene Kappus, Michael Grahm, and Bernard 
Hoyt; District Of Columbia-Naomi Rogers; 
Georgia-Bob Howe; Florida-Al Brundage, 
Frank Gornowich, and Robert Parkhurst; Illi-
nois-Fred Walker; Kentucky-Stew Shacklette, 
Doris Howatt, David Lewis, and Floyd Bohart; 
Kansas-Francis Zeller; Massachusetts-Red 
Bates, Veronica McClure, Ray Abut, Tom Potts, 
and Jane Carlson; Maryland-Nathan Gerber, 
Martha Yeager, and James Wass; Michigan-
Michigan Callers Association; Missouri-Don 
Armstrong and Diane Ortner; Nevada-Bill Pe-
ters; New Hampshire-Jim Mayo, Supreme 
Audio; New Jersey-Dick Pasvolsky; New 
Mexico-Central District Callers Association, 
Bill Eyler, Kris Jensen, Rich Stewart, Phil 
Barack, Pancho Baird, Jerry Barila, and Ruth 
Schippers; New York-Ed Friend, Orlo Hoadley, 
Clifford Wormell, George Alve, and John 
Callahan; Ohio-Bob Howell, Twell Grenn 
Records, Miriam Simmons, Henry Caruso and 
Wesley Senseman; Oklahoma-Tulsa Area Call-
ers Association and Shane Greer; Oregon-Ed 
Warmouth; Pennsylvania-Ed Foote, Bill 
Johnston, Willian MacLees; Rhode Island-Dick 
Leger, "Northeast Square Dancer Magazine"; 
Tennessee-Paul Henze; Texas-Tim Tyl; Vir- 
ginia-International Association of Gay Square 
Dance Clubs, James Joiner, Charles Crim, 
Leland Ticknor, and Lee Johnson; Washington-
Glen Nickerson and Luther Black; Wisconsin-
John Asmuth. 
I wish to offer my sincere thanks to these 
folks. Without their help this important work 
would not have been possible. 
Bob Brundage 
412 Alvarado SE #206E 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
John C. Campbell 
Annual Fall Festival 
October 4-5,1997 
Brasstown, North Carolina 
The Annual Fall Festival at the John C. 
Campbell Folk School always takes place the 
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first full weekend in October. This has been a 
tradition since 1974. The leaves changing in the 
fall offers one of the most beautiful times to visit 
the Smoky Mountains—and the Fall Festival 
makes the westernmost counties of North 
Carolina an even more attractive destination. 
This year's festival takes place on Saturday 
and Sunday, October 4 and 5, from 10:00 a.m. 
until 6:00 p.m. each day. With an average at-
tendance of 3,000, the festival is popular, but 
not overcrowded. The 372-acre campus bursts 
with the energy of over 100 juried visual artists 
and craftspersons, demonstrations of folk life 
skills (such as white oak shingle splitting, bas-
ket-making, blacksmithing, woodcarving and 
more), two music stages running simulta-
neously and featuring the best in regional moun-
tain clogging, other types of dance, bluegrass 
and Appalachian folk music. 
There are over a dozen food booths featur-
ing local and regional specific foods along with 
a petting zoo for kids. 
A kick-off concert is scheduled for 7:30 p.m., 
Friday, October 3, before the two-day festival 
officially begins. The band will be In Cahoots, 
a four-piece bluegrass and western music band 
from Chattanooga, Tenn. A Saturday night 
dance is also planned and will offer beginners, 
experienced, singles, and couples the chance to 
contra and square dance the night away in the 
historic Keith House, a building that was com-
pleted in 1929 and is still considered the "hub" 
if the campus. 
The John C. Campbell Folk School, founded 
in 1925, is located in Brasstown, N. C., 2 1/2 
hours from Atlanta, Ga., Chattanooga, Tenn., 
Knoxville, Tenn., and Asheville, N.C. 
Admission to the Fall Festival is $3 for 
adults and free to children under the age of 
twelve. 
For more information, please call 
the Folk School at 1-800-FOLK-SCH 
or (704) 837-2775. ASD 
Alaska Cruise for 7 Nights 
w ith 
Steve & Debbie Kopman and Lee & Lilith Kopman 
July 27 - August 3, 1998 
NCL's MS Windward 
Exclusive Glacier Bay Itinerary! 
Features Include: 
Seven nights aboard the Windward • Square Dancing Daily 
All meals, snacks, midnight buffets and 24 hour room service 
Entertainment including a full Broadway Production 
A private cocktail Reception 
Port Charges & Government Taxes are included 
Ports of Call 
Vancouver (Canada Place) • Cruise Inside Passage • Juneau • Skagway 
Haines • Cruise Glacier Bay • Ketchikan • Cruise Misty Fjords 
Inside Staterooms: $1599* • Outside Staterooms: $1699* 
Discount airfares available. 
For more information or reservations contact: 
'Based on 
	 Deborah Kopman: 1305 Whitower Drive, Knoxville, TN 37919 
Double Occupancy. 	423-691-1580 or 800-251-2027 (office) or s.kopmanGjuno.com  
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ALL REDS LEO TO 
THE WILLEY OF THE SIN 
The weather is Picture Perfect 
for any activity, and best of all, 
lots of Square and Round Dancing. 
Square and Round Dance to 
18 Professional Callers and Cuers 
of unequaled talent. 
Choose from over 40 sessions 
on any given day. 
If you don't yet Square or Round Dance, 
there's no better _place to learn. 
American Squaredance, September 1997 
Return to: 	MACCA 
Mesa & Apache Junction Callers & Cuers A's-sociation 
P 0 Box 30102 
Mesa, Arizona 85275 
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	 By Don Ward 
Member of 
American Callers Association 
and CONTRALAB 
September is here, Labor Day events have exhausted travelers and dancers, temperatures are cooling (hopefully) and 
it's time for classes and dances to resume. 
Before I cover anything else I want every-
one to know about two of the most gracious 
people and their heroic efforts in putting together 
the contra program for the 46th National Square 
Dance Convention. Shirley and I got to spend 
three days at the annual San Diego, California, 
Contra Dance Weekend getting to know Frank 
and Dorothy Gornowich, vice chairman, contra 
for the National. Despite family illness and road-
blocks seemingly put in their path, they pulled 
off a contra program that provided dancing for 
new as well as experienced contra dancers. 
I had remarked about the lack of publicity 
for the contra program in the last issue ofAmeri- 
can Squaredance Magazine. And much to the 
disappointment of the Gornowiches, every bit 
of contra information they tried to pass along 
(to the National committee) had to go through 
a "higher authority" that did nothing as far as 
keeping the contra community at large informed. 
Let's hope next year's National fixes this glitch 
(along with the sound). 
I'm writing this and it's still the first of Au-
gust, so many of the fall dance schedules have 
yet to be sent out. Here are a few of the early 
listings, though. 
A couple of new dance listings have been 
received from Southern California. In the San 
Diego area the San Diego Folk Heritage holds 
contra dances first, second and third Fridays of 
each month at Trinity Methodist Church, 3030 
Thorn Street, 8:00-11:00 p.m. September 5, 
Martha Wild will be calling with Lime in the 
Harp band. Martha is also a member of the Old 
Twine String Band, one of San Diego's most 
accomplished contra bands. September 12, it's 
JoAnn Koppany with the band Jump Fingers. 
Looking ahead to October 3, it's the Old Twine 
String Band with caller Joseph Taulane. 
Also new to our dance events comes word 
of dances in the Sacramento. Calif., area sec-
ond and fourth Saturdays at the California 
Middle School, Land Park and Vallejo Way, 
8:00-11:00 p.m. Fifth Saturdays they dance at 
the Grange Hall in Guinda. For more informa-
tion call (916) 756-8016. In Auburn (North 
Sacramento) dances are held third and fourth 
Saturdays in the Masonic Temple, 956 1/2 Lin-
coln Way. Lonna can update interested danc-
ers, (916) 663-1930. 
Across the country in Greenwich, Connecti-
cut, the Round Hill Country Dancers hold fourth 
and second Saturdays of every month. Septem-
ber 13, Peter Stix will be the guest caller. Peter 
is the author of Contra*butions, a collection of 
dances and dance tunes from the upper Mid-
west. I recommend this for any caller's library. 
The dances are held in the Round Hill Com-
munity Center, one mile north of the Merrit 
Parkway exit 28 on Round Hill Road. Tova 
Clayman, (203) 926-9029, can provide more 
information about this dance series. 
Looking ahead: If you live in the Austin. 
Texas, area you are in for a treat. The First An-
nual Contra Dance Weekend will be held Oc-
tober 31, November 1 and 2. The Halloween 
weekend will feature music of The Rodney 
Miller Band with caller Cis Heinkle. For a flyer 
about the event and registration details call 
Chris Kelly at (512) 441-4419. 
My comments about a one-level contra floor 
drew some interesting comments, which I'll 
condense for an up coming issue. Till then, keep 
supporting your local contra community and 
promoting contras. Contributions are always 
encouraged. Send them to Don Ward, 9989 
Maude Ave., Sunland, CA 91040 or E-mail: 
dward@loop.com 	 ,4,11/ 
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BY TOM DILLANDER 
PROVIDED BY PALOMINO RECORDS, INC. 
1-800-328-3800 or 614-389-5919 
CC-48 
I'M THE ONE 
Caller: SPEEDY SPIVAKE 
Heads promenade halfway, down the middle, 
square thru four, right and left thru, veer left, 
Ferris wheel, square thru three, swing & 
promenade! 
BS-2437 
PEG 0' MY HEART 
Caller: JOHNNIE WYKOFF 
Heads square thru four, touch a quarter, scoot 
back, boys run right, pass the ocean, ladies 
trade, swing thru, left allemande, promenade! 
PRAIRIE-1140 
BLAZE OF GLORY 
Caller: AL HORN 
Heads square thru four, swing thru, boys run, 
couples circulate, girls hinge, diamond 
circulate, flip the diamond, recycle, square 
thru three, trade by, swing & promenade! 
MOUNTAIN-116 
HILLBILLY FEVER 
Caller: KIM HOHNHOLT 
Heads lead right, circle four to a line, pass 
thru, wheel and deal, double pass thru, track 
two, recycle, pass thru, swing & promenade! 
DR-70 
I FELL IN LOVE AGAIN LAST NIGHT 
Caller: AMAZIN' GRACE WHEATLY 
Heads star thru, double pass thru, cloverleaf, 
pass thru, touch a quarter, scoot back, boys 
run, right and left thru, square thru three, 
swing & promenade! 
AUSSIE-1003 
SONG AND DANCE MAN 
Caller: KEVIN KELLY 
Heads promenade halfway, down the middle, 
pass the ocean, extend, single hinge, scoot 
back, single hinge, fan the top, recycle, slide 
thru, swing & promenade! 
GMP-206 
ALL I NEED TO KNOW 
Caller: MIKE BRAMLETT 
Heads square thru four, do-si-do, touch a 
quarter, scoot back, boys run right, right and 
left thru, dixie style, boys cross fold, pass 
thru, allemande left, promenade! 
GMP-917 
MY HOMETOWN 
Caller: TONY DI GEORGE 
Heads square thru four, do-si-do, swing thru, 
boys run right, half tag, scoot back, boys run, 
slide thru, swing & promenade! 
DJ-124 
PUT ON A HAPPY FACE 
Caller: JOE SALTEL 
Heads promenade halfway, down the middle, 
square thru four, right and left thru, veer left, 
couples circulate, half tag, scoot back, swing 
& promenade! 
v4se cord 
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Club Orders 20% off 	1-800-989-DOTS (3687) 
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LITTLE OL' WINEMAKER 
Callers: BILL HARRISON & 
TOM MILLER 
Heads touch a quarter, walk and dodge, touch 
a quarter, split circulate once and a half, girls 
swing thru, cast off three quarters, boys 
courtsey turn the girl, slide thru, square thru 
on the third hand swing & promenade! 
RMR-122 
JELLY ROLL 
Caller: WAYNE MORVENT 
Heads square thru four, do-si-do, swing thru, 
spin the top, pass thru, bend the line, square 
thru three, swing & promenade! 
SUPPORT NEW DANCERS! 
STING-209 
RUBY MOUNTAIN 
Caller: INGVAR PETTERSSON 
Heads square thru four, touch a quarter, scoot 
back, boys run, right and left thru, dixie style. 




"FOR THE TIME OF YOUR L/FE" 
13 SQUARE & ROUND DANCE WEEKS 
2 ROUND DANCE ONLY WEEKS 
5 SQUARE DANCE WEEKENDS 
45 YEARS OF SQUARE DANCE VACATIONS 
GREAT STAFFS 
GREAT FOOD 
GREAT SKITS AND AFTERPARTIES 
ON THE BEAUTIFUL LAKE OF THE OZARKS 
MARSHALL FLIPPO'S 37th SEASON AS RESIDENT CALLER 
CALL 1-800-295-2794 FOR A BROCHURE WITH MORE 
INFORMATION OR WRITE: 
KIRKWOOD LODGE 
PO BOX 37 
OSAGE BEACH, MO 65065 
ATTN: RESERVATION MANAGER 
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4-Bar-B 
,Kvy MorinKen Lee Man 	 v-ive 
918-4510114d 1.4 
GOLD RECORD AWARD 
to Sam & Stan for 
"Bandy The Rodeo Clown" 
Congratulations! 
HOT QUADRILLE RELEASES 
0-919 TEN POUND HAMMER - Shane 
0.918 CHRISTMAS IN YOUR ARMS - Sam 
Q-917 WILL YOU TRAVEL DOWN THIS ROAD WITH ME - Sam 
0-916 WRECK OF THE OLD '97/HOME SWEET HOME - Hoedown 
0-915 WHAT A WAY TO GO • Stan 
0-914 DESPARADO LOVE - Guy 








iw It4 4098 	918 485 8772 
sarneowe@stc. net 
HOT 4 BAR B RELEASES 
4B-6136 COLORADO SKY - Official Theme USA West 
4B-6135 OH, WHAT A BEAUTIFUL MORNING - Gary 
4O-G134 SWEET GYPSY nosE - 
4B-SA-3 PERHAPS LOVE - U-SING-IT - Dave 
4B-6133 WHEELS/BLACK MT. RAG - HOEDOWN 
4B-6132 IF I COULD MAKE A LIVING - Dave 
4B-SA4 CUP OF TEA - U-SING-IT - Gary 
Cardinal 
Jr 	 Mike Huddleson 	Hairy Koppel .novet 
417 
	
316 524 0997 614.231-7352 
HOT CARDINAL RELEASES 
CAR-35 YOU GOTTA LOVE THAT - Don 
CAR-34 SHALL WE GATHER AT THE RIVER - Harold 
CAR-33 I'D LIKE TO BE - Dr. Jerry Routh 
‘211‘ rtc 	 CAR-32 SOLID GROUND -Mike 
CAR-31 WINGS - Don 
CAR-30 BILLY BAYOU - Jerry 
CAR-29 LET A SMILE BE YOUR UMBRELLA - Harry 
Call or Write for our complete catalog. Four Bar B Records Inc., P.O. Box 7- I 1, Macks Creek. MO 65786 
(573) 363-5432 Fax: (573) 363-5820 E-Mail: audio@maitusmo.com  
International Distributor for Lloyd Shaw Foundation, Inc. 
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SCHOLASTIC TACTIC 
Auburn, Indiana—It was time again in mid-
June to play "Hoosier Corner" in the Antique 
Car Capital of the Hoosier State, where eight 
callers from five states came together for the 
13th Midwest Caller School. Instructors Don and 
Bev Taylor and I have been lucky to have a full 
house most every year for this school. This year 
was no exception. They came in (eight callers 
and seven partners) from Kansas, Indiana, Ohio, 
Michigan and New York. 
Most of them had little experience with pat-
ter calls, so Don and I had our work cut out for 
us, taking them through the intricacies of mod-
ules, image (windmill) and sight calling at the 
week-long school. Of course, we follow the 
complete CALLERLAB suggested curriculum, 
so there was Voice, Timing, Phrasing, Program-
ming, Teaching, Styling, Choreo (all phases), 
Business, One-Night Parties, Heritage, Lead-
ership and much more to cover. This year was 
sort of special with two women callers in the 
class, Jeannie and Verneda. Others were 
Howard, Ron, Rick, Cal, Phil, and Sonny, who 
was a returnee from 1996. 
Fortunately, we have an ideal location for 
this school, at air-cooled Promenade Hall, home 
of the Skirts and Shirts Club of Auburn, Don's  
regular club. Members of the S&S Club volun-
teered quite regularly afternoons and evenings 
to act as Caller Angels for us, a noteworthy 
achievement in these days of dizzyingly busy 
people. 
I enjoyed the luxury of flying in and out of 
Fort Wayne (30 miles from Auburn) for this 
school, staying at Don and Bev's home, enjoy-
ing a number of meals with them, and driving 
around in one of their extra cars. Just think—I 
may have slept in the same bed Cal Golden slept 
in! 
It's always a little amazing to me to see the 
progress callers make at a school like this. They 
come in with fear and trembling, taking their 
turns again and again at the mike, finally doing 
a creditable job at the graduation party dance at 
the end of the week. Added to that is the cama-
raderie that develops, the encouragement from 
fellow callers, the laughter at silly mistakes and 
the thrill of accomplishment. Needless to say, 
lifelong friendships develop. 
Another thanks plaque from the student call-
ers went on the wall at Promenade Hall at the 
grad party, alongside many others. There was 
the usual cake, photos and fun to climax a 
memorable week. Three awards were presented 
to lucky recipients—the celebrated "plucked 
chicken," the "zero box," and the "windy wind-
mill." Some of "the gang" stayed with us an 
extra night when Don and I called one for the 
S&S Club. 
Will there be a school in Auburn next year? 
You betcha, Basil! Don and I agree that adding 
a bit of skill training to fledgling mike manipu- 
lators is the most rewarding involvement we 
can have when temperatures rise, dancing slows 
down, June days drag along, and the need for a 
perky, adrenaline-pumping, pick-me-up for 
callers is called for. 
aLtico 
flossing 
We welcome mail orders and ship worldwide. 
Call for a copy of our extensive catalog - $4 cost refunded with 1st order 
"Square Dancers serving Square Dancers" 
Catalog 
Services 
407 Main St. 
Laurel, MD 20707-4115 1-800-627-0412 -A 
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Catalog $1.50 
plus $.50 postage & handling 
LOOKING BACK A BIT 
It wasn't always as easy to study in a formal 
setting the intricacies of this calling game. 
Caller schools proliferate today in most every 
area of the country, but when one goes back a 
few dozen years to the "old days," it was not 
easy to find a callers' school to attend. 
A couple of articles in the American Dance 
Circle (Lloyd Shaw Foundation quarterly) 
caught my eye this month. The first was by Bob 
Osgood (taken from ASD) telling about his first 
caller school 50 years ago, conducted by Shaw 
himself. Shaw initiated some of the first formai 
schools at that time. I like one of his early teach-
ings, "Rhythm is the essence of all dancing." 
Then, in the same publication, Dick Leger 
speaks of the need to teach choreography, mu-
sic and timing all at the same time at our caller 
schools, rather than try to "cover the waterfront" 
with a smattering of the many subjects 
CALLERLAB suggests in the curriculum. Dick 
is right, of course. In 90 minutes of lecture and 
demo, a caller-coach can only scratch the sur-
face on a subject such as programming, for in-
stance, but we have to do what we can with the 
time we have. 
For each prescribed subject we do a lecture/ 
demo/discussion with the students, covering 
guidelines galore (with handouts) and urge them 
to follow through via home study for the next 
year (or several years) to let this stuff sink in. 
It's not an easy task. 
The very next article in that same publica-
tion by Jerry Helt (a taped interview) again took 
us back to the early days, a half century ago, 
when the big rush to learn square dancing was 
in vogue. Jerry was featured on some of the ear-
liest popular square dance recordings. It "kept 
him out of jail," Jerry said, tongue in cheek. 
MY FIRST SCHOOL 
The year was 1953. Cathie and I met that year 
at Charlie Baldwin's New England Square and 
Folk Dance Camp at Becket in the Berkshires. 
Charlie took 20 would-be callers into a room at 
the camp every morning and peppered us with 
the rudiments of chanting with the music, 
"Swing and whirl that corner girl...one, two, 
three, four...." He'd dictate with didactic dic-
tion. Those words still ring in my ear. Well, 
"we've come a long way, baby!" Or have we? 
FIDDLIN' AROUND 
Bolton Landing, New York—What a thrill I 
had to call a dance at the prestigious Sagamore 
Hotel and Conference Center on Lake George 
for a few hundred CPAs, working with a four-
piece band, the Melody Hill Boys, and doing 
easy party-dance stuff in squares and circles. It 
had been umpteen years since I called with a 
live band. Many years ago I called at various 
festivals at Fontana Dam, North Carolina. The 
Fontana Ramblers were at-their best (Who could 
forget Doyle and Vance?) in that famous square 
dance resort. Those were the days when up to 
50 sets of dancers was not unusual. Louis 
Calhoun hired me for the staff, and later Tex 
Brownlee, for at least seven years of festivals. 
But I digress. Once more I could signal to Bob, 
the leader, and toe-tapping country music gen-
erated by fiddle, mandolin, steel guitar and bass, 
permeated the hall to inspire those good bean-
counters to "get off their seats and on their 
feets," as Bob Howell would say. Nothing beats 
a live band to activate square dancing's virtual 
vibrations up and down the vertebrae! 
Vibrations aside, it's time to shake a leg from 
these shindiggery-do's for the month and do 
some mundane task such as mowing the lawn. 
See you at the old garden gate next month 
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A SHOT IN THE ARM 
Ideas For Keeping Your Club 	<,,$)* 
ALIVE / 
We received the following letter from Manny 
Amor of Lakewood, New Jersey, telling us what 
her local square dance clubs are doing to give 
square dancing a "shot in the arm." They're 
getting results from their efforts, so Manny 
wanted to share this simple yet effective idea 
in hopes of helping others accomplish the same 
for their local clubs. 
Enclosed are some flyers and a letter (see below) of what we are doing in the shore area of New Jersey to help build up our 
square dance classes. There are 12 clubs in this 
area and though some are strong enough to have 
their own classes, 
most are not. The 
small flyers (see 
example at left) are 
what we pass out to 
perspective class 
members. They can 
put these in their 
wallets or purses 
and not have to 
keep the larger 
flyers (which are usually discarded). Right now 
we're trying to get as many dancers as possible 
to attend that free dance. A large crowd of danc- 
ers certainly looks like a lot more fun than one 
square demonstrating. 
I'll let you know how we made out. 
Squarely yours, 
Manny Amor 
0 CI 0 
Dear Fellow Presidents, 
We are all aware of the problems that are 
facing the square dance clubs of today. Atten-
dance at club dances are getting smaller and 
many clubs don't get enough people to run a 
class. Some clubs get people for their classes 
but can't afford a hall or a teacher. 
We've done much thinking about how to get 
dancers into our classes and graduating them 
into the square dancing world, and we've come 
up with a plan that we think will benefit every 
club. The idea is not new. It's what the four clubs 
in Staten Island have been doing for many years 
after starting RIOS (which stands for the first 
letter of the name of each club). Each club sends 
their class members to one central class, be it 
only one couple. All the class members are 
taught together and upon graduation they all join 
their sending club. This way, each club doesn't 
have to have any number of couples to start a 
class. All the clubs pool their prospects into this 
class and are encouraged to provide angels to 
help these prospective dancers. 
This year, the Star Thru Squares had their 
first class in many years. Every year we had 
two or three prospects but had to encourage 
them to join other classes, because we could 
not have a class through the Lakewood School 
System with so few members and couldn't af-
ford a hall of our own. If we had been using the 
RIOS system, we could have had another ten 
or so members in our club. I'm sure every club 
has had the same experience. 
What we offer is to pool our class members 
and have one central class. We are fortunate that 
we can use the Lakewood Community School 
to hold our classes, and we have Manny Amor 
to teach them. All fees are paid to the school, 
and this year they charged $50 a couple for the 
first 13 lessons and $50 a couple for the second 
13 lessons. This comes out to less than two 
dollars a person per night. We think we have a 
good situation and we're willing to share it with 
Share your ideas with us! 
Send them to: 
American Squaredance 
661 Middlefield Road 
Salinas, CA 93906 
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all the square dancing clubs. Don't lose any 
prospective dancers because you don't have 
enough for a class, a hall, or a teacher. If you 
only have one couple, at least you will be one 
couple richer at graduation, and you will always 
have new members entering your club. 
Of course, we hope that each and every club 
will have a gigantic class of their own, but if 
you are having problems getting this class to 
materialize, this central class seems like the  
solution to this problem. Let's not let any pro-
spective class members slip away because we 
couldn't get a class. 
Please let us know your comments and 
thoughts about this plan. 
Squarely yours, 
Don and Pat Stephens 
Bud and Barbara Magahan 
Co-Presidents, Star Thru Squares 
INTERNATIONAL NEWS 
Tony's Night 
By Mary Wu Lee 
Three years ago, I met Tony Oxendine at a caller school in Boston. Tony is the former chairman CALLERLAB and 
vice-president of the Royal Record Company. I 
appreciate his teaching and wished that he could 
come to Taiwan someday. 
Fortunately, he had traveling calls in Asia 
this summer. We were lucky to have a super 
caller to call for us. Tony took charge for two  
nights of dancing and fun on June 30 and July 
1, at the activity center if Taipei's Lungshan 
Middle School. On both nights 150 square 
dancing enthusiasts participated in the event. 
The school principal, Su Pin, is a square 
dancer too. She is the first principal to put 
square dancing in the seventh and eighth grade 
curriculum in our country. 
It is was honor to invite a special guest 
(Sheau-Lin Shann, director of the physical 
education deptartment of ministry of education) 
for the opening ceremony. She promises to be a 
square dancer in the near future. 
We may have caller schools and square 
dance conventions in Taiwan next year (1998). 
If you are interested in joining us, please 
contact Miss Jennie Wang, PO Box 109-621. 
Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C.; Phone: 886-2-7236417; 
Fax: 886-2-7231946. 
Below: Dancers in Taipei, Taiwan, happily enjoyed 
the calling of Tony Oxendine 
	1 




Enclosed is my check to renew the Ameri-
can Squaredance Magazine for another two 
years. 
Since I am a new caller, I really enjoy Flip-
Side Squares and Creative Choreography, to 
name a few. 
Phyllis Anne Rendon 
La Jara, Colorado 
SqThru4PARAaol.com 
Dear American Squaredance, 
Pleasc rcncw my subscription to your maga-
zine for another year. In addition, I wish to 
complement your editorial staff for the presen-
tation and content of your monthly magazine. 
Although I am a Traditional Olde Tyme caller, 
your articles provide new ideas as well as in-
formation on products and upcoming events. 
JOB WELL DONE! 
Yours truly, 
Bill Hands 
Weston, Ontario, Canada 
Dear Jon and Susan, 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank 
you for your monumental efforts on behalf of 
square and round dancers everywhere! You do 
a wonderful job, and I look forward to your 
publication every month! Thank you for all your 
efforts—they are greatly appreciated! 
Sincerely. 
Sandra L. Godfrey 
Long Island, New York 
Dear ASD, 
I understand CALLERLAB is working on a 
new list. I hope that they consider that the Plus 
Program is a very popular program. In fact, it's 
the most popular program in my area anyway. 
Most people that come to the Islands dance Plus 
if they have been dancing for any length of time. 
One of the things that makes Plus popular is 
the length of the calls. Many of the Mainstream 
calls are short and should be stacked to be 
danced properly. They also lend themselves to 
DBD for the callers who want to challenge their 
dancers. You can do a lot of mind bending with 
good old Mainstream. Plus is a good program 
and does not really need to be rewritten. What 
we do need is a program that will become a 
real Mainstream. 
A program that can be learned in a short time 
is the most popular program danced. My ad-
vice to CALLERLAB would be don't change 
Plus. Just take the most popular moves of the 
day and make them Mainstream. 
With my entry level program, I broke down 
Plus into three Phases. I have yet to teach the 
full, last Phase. (Although many of my dancers 
have gone through a Plus class.) I didn't have 
to throw any calls in the waste basket. They are 
still there in my back pocket. 
The main thing callers have to remember is 
that there is no call harder to learn than any 
other. When you teach a call once or twice a 
year, you don't learn new ways to teach it. When 
you teach it week after week, you learn to teach 
it faster and learn more about the call. After all, 
you are only teaching a few new people, not a 
whole floor of new people. A long call may take 
a little longer to learn than a short call, but when 
danced it's easier for the new dancer. Just tak-
ing away some calls to make a program easier 
to learn is not a solution. We need to make a 
program that allows salting to our own taste—
not taking away the salt shaker. 
Norman Hangman, 
(Via the Internet) 
NHANGMAN@JUNO.COM 
Dear Friends, 
I wish to thank one and all of the staff of the 
American Squaredance Magazine for the trib-
ute paid me in the August 1997 issue of the 
magazine. What a pleasant surprise it was to 
find my picture on the cover and read the trib-
ute paid to me. What an honor for something 
that I have had such fun experiencing these past 
fifty years in sharing my love for the American 
Dance and contributing to this fine publication 
in a small way for the past thirty years. The 
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pleasures I've had writing the "Easy Level" 
column have given me great joy. I am very 
pleased that the staff has honored me with such 




Fairport Harbor, Ohio 
Editor's note: Before releasing this publi-
cation to the new editors, we wanted to recog-
nize your contributions in our small way. It has 
been an honor working with you, Bob! 
Dear ASD, 
I learned two things this past weekend: First, 
you can't use entry level square dancing for a 
One Night Stand (or whatever they call it nowa-
days), even with square dancers attending. Sec-
ond, community dance and entry level are not 
compatible or even old style lessons. 
It had been a while since I had done a One 
Night Stand, because most groups want to do it 
on Saturday night when I have a club dance. 
One group I have called for, for about eight 
years, moved the night so I could call. What I 
had learned to call for entry was of no use. All 
the funny little "gotchas" that I had cut from 
my program is what they wanted, and after a 
year of tuning them out, I blended new and old 
dancers. I forgot where I put them for awhile; 
next time I'll try to shift gears before I go to the 
hall. 
For entry level dancing to work, you need to 
have a full evening to transform more dancers  
into dancers good enough to keep older (sea-
sonal) dancers happy. When you throw in a 
bunch of other activities, mixers, etc., it becomes 
like running a race, and just before you get to 
the finish line (and you're ahead), they stop the 
race. If you thought they were going to do it 
again, would you run? What if you knew they 
would? 
Entry level is here to stay! It is not for every-
one. It doesn't take the place of anything, it's 
just another option. Although I'm disappointed 
that it's not adaptable in every way, I'm still 
enjoying being able to use it foi what I devel-
oped it for. That was a bridge across that Plus 
river. The one used for dividing new dancers 
from those who have been dancing for awhile. 
Norman A. Hangman 
Ewa Beach, Hawaii 
To Jon and Susan Sanborn, 
Our sincere thanks for your service to square 
dancing as editors of ASD the past five years. 
You ably carried on the tradition of fine editors 
of national magazines (Bob Osgood, Stan 
Burdick and others). 
We are confident that Ed and Pat Juaire will 
also carry the magazine to new heights. 
Enclosed is a check for renewal, 2 years. 
Sincerely and again, thanks, 
Joe and Joy Vaccori 
USDA Past President 
and Credit Card Chairman 
ASO 
Have something on your vnind? Share your thoughts with other readers of 
American Squaredance Magazine by writing us at 661 Middlefield Road, 
Salinas, CA 93906-1004-, or E-vvtail us at avnsdvnagPdedot cove 
Pe/r/tet la, Peace Recinds clad Sceoliel 
Squares • Rounds • Country Western • Clogging 
1155 Lexington Rd., PO Box 69 
Nicholasville, Kentucky 40340-0069 
Message or Fax Call Toll Free 24 Hours 
USA 1-800-882-3262 
Canada 1-800-292-2623 
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Positive 
Thoughts • • . 
by Dorothy A. Walker 
Assistant Editor, ASD Magazine 
It was suggested to me that we place a questionnaire at our booth during this year's National Square Dance Convention in Orlando, Florida, ask-
ing those who stopped by the following 
question: 
"What POSITIVE things have 
happened to you since joining 
our dance activity?" 
We followed through with the sugges-
tion, which came via E-mail from 
Marianne C. Jackson of Cincinnati, Ohio, 
and placed a batch of questionnaires on 
the front table of the ASD booth. Here 
are just a few of the responses we re-
ceived through the mail. 
From Ann and Gordon Harper of 
Huntington, New York, comes this 
wonderful response: 
1.We have made many good friends. 
2. We have traveled to different places for 
special dances (San Antonio and 
Orlando). 
3. We can be as active or inactive as we 
want (such as clubs, organizations, 
etc.). 
4. We exercise (by dancing) a couple of 
times a week. 
5. We get to help our community by 
organizing and helping to run special 
fund raising dances (such as supporting 
our local food pantries). 
The most important thing is that we are 
doing something together that is fun, that is 
enjoyable, that is good for us and that is af-
fordable! 
Mike L. MacKenna of Leander, Texas, 
shared this: 
I met my wife while I was taking square 
dance lessons in Germany 25 years ago. We 
have been seen on television three times and 
in various newspaper articles. We have spent 
an entire weekend (Friday night until very 
late Sunday night) dancing and meeting new 
friends and only spending $5 the whole 
weekend. 
Just look in a fun badge book and you 
can see some of the crazy places we have 
danced—on ice, in a salt mine, five coun-
tries in one day... 
And finally, this touching response from 
Wendy Jo Brock of Niles, Michigan: 
Wow! Where do I begin? 
1. I've made lots of new friends, and I 
mean friends. These people held a fund 
raiser and dancers from as far as 150 
miles away came. This fund raiser was 
to raise money for our 20-year old son, 
who had no insurance, and had been in 
intensive care with seizures. One- 
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thousand dollars was raised by the 
dancers! 
2. It's been a great activity in which my 
husband and I both participate. My 
husband is a jock and I'm not, so we get 
our exercise together when we dance. 
3. It's also been a great family activity—
both of our sons dance with us. 
4. It's really helped my self-esteem. In 
school I was never involved in any 
activity. I thought I wasn't good 
enough. Since joining square dancing, 
I've been able to speak in front of 
crowds. I've been club president and 
second-vice president of our associa-
tion, secretary of another association, 
and a big step for me was to volunteer 
to help with a state convention. 
I can't imagine not being able to square 
dance. We dance every weekend and all of 
our vacation time is spent at conventions and 
square dance weekends. My husband and I 
are in our early 40s and hope to spend many 
more years dancing. 
My thanks go to those of you who took 
the time to return our questionnaire. Your 
testimonials were refreshing and posi-
iiveiy expressed. 
I never tire of hearing about the great 
things people involved in our activity 
have helped to accomplish. As one of 
my former pastors enjoyed telling his 
congregation, "Keep on keepin' on..." 





By Dick and Judy Sverance 
Manchester, New Hampshire 
playing a key role in our activity as a volunteer develops personal skills and strengths to be the best one can 
possibly be. It can be a rewarding 
experience. One must have a sense of 
mission and be willing to accept the 
challenge. To do so, one must seek the 
knowledge that comes from a new situation, 
so that the task is enjoyable instead of 
stressful. 
Sticking to your goals means getting the 
task done without losing sight of the big pic-
ture. When you encounter trouble, it means 
stepping back and deciding which battle to 
American Squaredance, September 1997 
fight and which will drain you of energy 
without accomplishing anything worthwhile. 
Sometimes getting the job done means 
breaking a few rules. One must learn to trust 
the group in which one works. 
Diversity creates strength. 
Self-confidence comes from succeeding 
in difficult spots, from getting up after be-
ing knocked down and learning how to make 
it all work. When confidence falters, then 
one must have faith in the 
cause . 
Miami Valley Dance News 
Florida. Sept/Oct. 1995 
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Make It Your Business 
To Avoid Being a Victim 
News USA 
(NU) - Many business travelers 
tend to take safety for granted be-
cause their attention is focused else-
where. 
Whether on the road, at the air-
port or at the hotel, you can reduce 
your chances of becoming a crime 
victim by staying alert when trav-
eling. According to the National 
Crime Prevention Council, you 
should watch out for staged mishaps 
that can divert your attention. Leave 
valuables at home, if you can, and 
avoid displaying expensive items or 
luggage that might draw attention. 
Here are some more travel safety 
tips: 
On the Road 
• Know your route before you 
start. 
• Make sure your rental car is in 
good operating condition before you 
leave the lot. Keep maps and the 
rental agreement out of sight. 
• Park in areas that are well light-
ed and close to buildings and walk-
ways. 
• Have the keys ready when you 
approach your car. Check the back 
seat and floors before you get in. 
• If your car is bumped by anoth-
er, signal that driver to follow you to 
a nearby police station or a busy area 
where it is safe to get out of the car. 
At the Airport 
• Don't let anyone but uni-
formed airline personnel handle or 
watch your bags. Keep a record of 
the contents of checked luggage and 
keep anything of value with you at 
all times. 
GOING OVERSEAS? 
The U.S. Department of 
Transportation has a Travel 
Advisory and Airport Safe-
ty Hotline (1-800-221-0673) 
to advise international trav-
elers of potentially danger-
ous airports and countries. 
The U.S, Department of 
State operates a National 
Citizens' Emergency Cen-
ter (202-647-0900) offers 
assistance in emergencies 
to travelers abroad, as well 
as travel advisories and 
alerts for various countries. 
News USA 
• Wear a money pouch under 
your clothing. Carry your purse 
close to your body or your wallet 
in an inside front pocket. 
At the Hotel 
• Never leave luggage unat-
tended. 
• Keep all doors and windows 
locked. 
• Don't display room keys. 
• Make sure your room has an 
indoor viewer and a dead-bolt lock. 
Verify who is at your door before al-
lowing them entry. Call the front 
desk if an unexpected visitor claims 
to be a hotel employee. 
This information is provided as 
part of the National Citizens' Crime 
Prevention Campaign, which is sub-
stantially funded by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice. 
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`Hurry Up Saturday Night 
rtl Tribute to Our ,...queir.z Vanetz Callgr* 
By Allyson Schinnel 
Perryville, Arkansas 
Here it's just Monday morning rollin' 
round 
And a Saturday night just can't be found. 
And we're just working the whole day 
through 
And countin' the days until Saturday nes.s! 
I wanna Veer to the Left, Veer to the Right 
Yes, I'm countin' the days until Saturday 
night. 
Countin' the days as they are passin' by 
and finally Friday rolls around... 
And I'm Promenading on high, 
Cause tomorrow is Saturday night! 
Here it is, a Saturday new, oh no, 
My partner just tromped on my new shoes. 
But that's all right, let's go another round 
Cause there's just no other fellowship 
like Square Dancin' round! 
Come on gang, let's give it a whirl 
Fellas, take your gal and California Twirl.  
Now Bend the Line, Couples Circulate too 
Chain Down the Line then we'll start 
anew 
We'll dance another round, ladies Center. 
men Sashay 
look our fellas, don't get in our way! 
Everyone Swing your Partner, then 
Promenade home 
Cause there's still plenty more of dance 
floor to roam. 
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Now, let's take a littl e break for the 
"Cotton Eyed Joe," 
But just don't forget, it's first your heel 
then your toe. 
A s we all sit down and take a little rest, 
We sit there and ponder how much we've 
been blessed. 
Wait, I hear Fred a c 	get out on the 
floor 
It's time to dance another tip, enjoy the 
evenin' even more. 
So when Monday conies calling 
and nothing's going right...just remember 
the fun you had Square Dancin' last 
Saturday night! 
Can This Bg. you? 
B etween square dance tips I sit on this 
nice, soft stool 
And shoot oft my mouth like a darned ol' 
fool. 
I say what I like, and sure I criticize 
And half what I say is nothing but lies. 
I can tell what is wrong with this club of 
ours, 
I could go on complaining for hours and 
h ours... 
What? ME attend meetings? 
Are you out of your mind? 
Of course I can't be [here. 
I don't have the ...time. 
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MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT 
by Stan & Cathie Burdick 
MONTHLY NOTE SERVICE 
FOR CALLERS 
COMMENTARY CHOREO AND SKILL TIPS 
WRITE - S&C BURDICK PO BOX 2678 






• An Idea...Who's Time Has Come! 
By Eddie Powell 
Square dancing (and I refer to the umbrella term including squares, rounds contra, clog, and country 
western) has never had an entity aimed at 
the advertising and marketing of the activ-
ity sum total. Certainly, we have entities 
aimed at preserving, promoting, leadership, 
caller/leader focused groups and others, but 
not one aimed at advertising and marketing 
of the activity. 
Because of this lack, clubs, councils, fed-
erations, associations and leaders within the 
activity have not had the necessary tools and 
knowledge of application to advertise and 
market the activity outside the traditional 
means of fliers, free newspaper listings and 
a demo or two here and there. To see a news 
story on television or an article like the one 
last year in the Smithsonian Magazine is vir-
tually unheard of and certainly not common-
place enough for any of us to take for granted. 
Fact is, all of this should and can change, 
but not without your help! 
The Square Dance Marketing Board 
PURPOSE: The purpose of The Square 
Dance Marketing Board shall be to adver-
tise, market, and facilitate these efforts for 
the activity; and, to present the square dance 
activity in a favorable light to the not-yet-
dancing public, so as to create a positive 
public image and encourage additional par-
ticipation in the activity. 
FUNDING: Funding for The Square 
Dance Marketing Board shall be derived 
from, but not limited to, any combination of 
donations, sponsorships, the sale or rental 
of advertising and marketing tools and the 
placement of advertisements or promotions 
in media for contracting entities. 
GUIDELINE: The Square Dance Market-
ing Board shall remain an independent, non-
political entity that counts all involved in the 
activity as allies and seeks to be a central 
clearinghouse for advertising, marketing and 
related activities concerning the square dance 
activity. 
What do we need from 
you immediately? 
We need your success stories! Tell us how 
you successfully recruited more dancers, 
what worked (and what didn't). Tell us how 
you promoted your club, area or association. 
If you currently use advertising (radio, TV, 
newspaper, signage, and so forth), send us 
examples. If you have ideas for items that 
may work but have not yet been developed, 
send them along too! Our view is that no 
one has the corner on the knowledge mar-
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%WEPT INTRO TO COSTR A 
IMPROVE YOUR 
DANCE SKILLS THRU 
What else can you do to help? 
Obviously, as we begin, funding is a ma-
jor issue. For us to be able to develop mar-
keting tools like television and radio com- 
mercials, newspaper advertisements, and 
other items that many be utilized around the 
globe, we must first have the funds to access 
these mediums. That's where you come in. 
We are accepting donations from indi-
viduals, clubs, associations, and others be- 
lieving in the future of our square dance ac- 
tivity and the importance of our mission. As 
we develop television commercials, for in- 
stance, we look forward to selling or leasing 
customized versions of them to interested 
clubs, associations, and others for a nomi- 
nal fee. We can also assist with placement 
and the purchase of advertising time in your 
area, again, for a nominal fee. 
In the future, we hope to attract corpo-
rate interest in our wholesome family activ- 
ity and thus, bring forth some corporate dol-
lars that we can use to further grow our ac-
tivity. Ultimately, this could bring us to a 
"boom" situation that has yet been unheard 
of for our activity. 
It All Begins With YOU! 
Please, support our efforts by forwarding 
your successes on to us and by helping raise 
funds to advertise and market the square 
dance activity NOW! 
The Square Dance Marketing Board, PO 
Box 404, Reynoldsburg, OH 43068-0404; 
(614) 755-9565; Fax (614) 866-2636. 
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10,000 clubs around the world 	44 0"  0 	 we Directories of festivals & conventions. 40 0 e 
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if 	$50.00 - Life Subscription 	ti.1 
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R & R VIDEO INTERNATIONAL 
3649 Whittier Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90023 (213) 262-5942 
NEW TAPES: 
BASIC SQUARE DANCE w ith Larry McBee 
Vol. I: Calls I Thru 23 
Vol. 2: Calls 24 Thru 49 
2.1 Vol. 3: Mainstream Cloverleaf to Recycle 
PLUS SQUARE DANCE with Lee Schmidt 
Tea Cup Chain to Spin Chain 
& Exchange The Gears 
PLUS SQUARE DANCE IN "D.FI.D." with Don Mc Whitler 
Vol. Tea Cup Chain to Relay the Deuce, 
Vol. 2: Cross Fire to Spin Chain & Exchange the Gears 
A-1 SQUARE DANCEe with Mike Sikorsky 
Vol. I: Acey Deucey to Cross Over Circulate 
Vol. 2: Quarter In to Mix 
A-2 SQUARE DANCE with Mike Sikorsky 
Vol. I: Pass The Sea to Zig Zagq_ag Zig 
Vol. 2: Switch To A Diamond to Trail OtT 
ROUND DANCE with Bob & Edna Faudree 
Phase I & II: Fraulein: St. Louis Blues 
-- Phase Ill: Answer Me: Desert Song 
.-- Phase Ill: Latin Basics (Four Dances) 
ROUND DANCE with Joyce (Doss) Lane & Jim Lane 
73 Phase IV: Till Tomorrow: Audios: Rainbow Connection 
CLOGGING with Marilyn Ilansen 
Beginning 
CONTRA 
With Mike Sear..tr:rn 
A-2 Spare Dance 
With MIKE SIKCE.SKY 
NAME. 










- Level I 
- Level 2 
DANCE 
To Contra n. 'Mike Seastrom 
Includes: 
Video, Audio Cassettes & Booklet (S44.95) 
ADDRESS: OTHER TAPES AVAILABLE: 
BALLROOOM, WEST COAST SWING, 
ETHNIC AND COUNTRY WESTERN 
CITY: 
ICA 001,1.. 
ATE:-- ZIP CODE: 
Shipping/HandEag 
Total Enclosed 
CATALOG AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST 
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The numbers before the states 
are the month and day of the activity. 
If you would like to list a festival, conven-
tion or other special dance (two days or longer) 
in a future issue, please contact the ASD office, 
or send us a flyer with information of the event. 
Please be sure to include a contact person. 
Dateline is published to inform you about 
dances and festivals throughout the world. In-
formation is submitted by clubs and individu-
als, and is also gleaned from flyers and press 
releases we receive. If you should decide to at-
tend a listed event, it is recommended you verify 
the accuracy with the contacts provided. 
FUTURE NATIONAL SID CONVENTIONS 
All National Square Dance Conventions 
begin the last Wednesday of June 
and end the following Saturday. 
1998 (47'")-Charlotte, North Carolina 
1999 (481")-Indianapolis, Indiana 
2000 (49'h)-Baltimore, Maryland 
2001 (50th)-Anaheim, California 
2002 (51')-Saint Paul, Minnesota 
OCTOBER 
1003-CANADA-A-2 Weekend, Oct. 3-4, 
Burlington, Ontario. Callers T.Crawford, B.Harrison. 
Info: (905)332-7597. 
1003-CANADA-The Western Workshop, Oct. 3-
5. Rainbow Motor Inn. Red Deer. Alberta. Callers 
S.Lowe, liestin; Cuer J.Jestin. Info: (706)754-4098. 
1003-VERMONT-Central Vermont Squares' 34th 
Fall Foliage Frolic, Oct. 3-4. Barre Town Elementary 
School, Barre, VT. Plus, Advanced, C-1 workshops/ 
dances; special MS/Plus live music dance on Sat. 
Callers D.Towry, A.Monty; Cuer J.Yakimowski. Info: 
Margy Bolus, 31 Highland Ave.. Northfield, VT 
05663; (802)485-6739. 
1010-ALABAMA-Druid Promenaders' 17th Fall 
Festival, Oct. 10-11, Tuscaloosa, AL. Featuring 
M.Luttrell; Cuers D&L Holladay. Mainstream, Plus, 
Rnds & Lines. Info: Elaine Sloan (205)556-7336 or 
Mel & Jean Estes (205)553-4355. 
1010-ARICANSAS-48. Ark. State SD Federation 
Fall Dance, Oct. 10-11, Robinson Auditorium, Little 
Rock, AR. CallerJ.Junck. Info: Ben & Nancy Harmon, 
8 Westchester Court. Little Rock, AR 72212. 
1010-TENNESSEE-42nd Chattanooga Choo 
Choo, Sq, Rnd, Line Dance Festival, Oct. 10-1 I, 1997, 
Choo Choo Convention Center, 1400 Market St., 
Chattanooga, TN. Callers D.McMillan, R.Mason; 
CASDA callers, cuers, line dance instructors. Info: 
Travis Jordon (423)355-4498. Gayle Gravitt 
(706)937-3434 or Joyce McCallie (423)622-0339. 
1017-CALIFORNIA-23m All-States S/D, Oct. 17- 
18, 29 Palms, CA. Caller P.Moore, M.Kellogg; Cuer 
A.Nomburg. On-site camping for self-contained rigs. 
Info: Gerry & Monty Montgomery, 72276 El Paseo 
Dr., 29 Palms, CA 92277; (619)367-3917. 
1017-INDIANA-8. Indiana S/D Cony., Oct. 17- 
19, Horizon Cony. Center, Muncie, IN. Pre-registra-
tion through June 30 eligible for drawing for free 2-
night stay! Info: Ken McGlashan, 8492 Prairie Dr., 
Indianapolis, IN 46256; (317)849-2822, or Nelson 
Burkholder, 19774 CR 142, New Paris, IN 46553; 
(219)831-4553. 
1024-CALIFORNIA-Harvest Hoedown, Oct. 24-
26, Yuba-Sutter Fairgrounds, Yuba City, CA. New 
dancer thru Adv., multi-level RD program, vendor hall, 
fashion show. Info Bob Clark/Sandi Boone (916)432-
0101. 
1024-INDIANA-4 I' Hoosier Sq/RD Festival, Oct. 
24-25, Vanderburgh Auditorium (Gold Room), Evans-
ville, IN. Callers M.Turner. B.Newman; Cuers N&W 
Carver. Info: Oscar & Anna Pitchers, 2501 
Rotherwood Ave.. Evansville, IN 47714-4715; 
(812)477-8665. 
103I-TENNESSEE-Get-A-Way Before The Holi-
day Festival, Oct..31-Nov. I , Riverside Motor Lodge, 
Gatlinburg, TN. Squares, Rounds, Lines. Info: 
(704)782-2616. 
1031-TEXAS-N. Texas Sy/RD Assoc.'s Round-
Up, Oct. 31-Nov. 1, Plano Centre, Plano, TX. Call- 
ers: W.Baldwin, R.Strickland, J.Miller; Cuers: J&A 
von der Heide, D&J Jones. Info: Al Jesse, (9721495-
1988. 
NOVEMBER 
1107-ALABAMA-Tennesse River Romp S/D 
Weekend, Nov. 7-8. Von Braun Civic Center. Hunts-
ville, AL. Callers E.Sheffield, S.Kopman, D.McMillan. 
Advanced tickets only—$35 per couple (full refund if 
you cannot come to dance). Info: Darryl McMillan, 
PO Box 5336. Decatur, AL 35601; Day (205)350-
9692; Night (205)353-1618. 
1107-INDIANA-Dance Weekend, Nov. 7-9, 
Potawatomi Inn (near Angola), IN. Plus level staff: 
C.Whitaker, B.Peterson, the Chesneys. Info: Bill 
Peterson, Ph/Fax (313)425-8447. 
I I07-VIRGINIA-42 Richmond Festival, Nov.7-
8. Holiday Inn Select, Richmond, VA. MS thru A2, 
Rounds. Callers B.Harrison, T.Crawford, T.Miller, 
D.Coe. Info: (804)749-3447. 
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1114-OKLAHOMA-H bar H Weekend, Nov. 14-
16, Western Hills Guest Ranch, Wagoner. OK. Staff 
E&B Haynes, B&J Fisher, E.Hom,C&B Burton. Info: 
Eva Horn, 1617 South 1 1 1. East Ave., Tulsa, OK 
74128. 
1121-N CAROLINA-18'h Cherokee Hoe-down, 
Nov. 21-22, in the Smoky Mts. Cherokee Indian Res-
ervation, Cherokee, NC. Callers, G.Hudson, B.Hollis, 
H.Thomas, P.Kubler, K.Rollins; Cuers D&L Hichman. 
Info: Bill Mitchell, PO Box 53, Liberty, SC 29657 or 
staff caller (864)843-5603. 
DECEMBER 
1205-FLORIDA-Dec. in Florida CI Weekend, 
Dec. 5-7, Melbourne, FL. Callers T.Scholl, R.Brendzy. 
Info: Doug & Joanne Bennett, 2017 Trevino Circle, 
Melbourne, FL 32935. 
1998 
JANUARY 
01I5-ARIZONA-50'h Year of Dancing Fun, 
Southern Arizona Festival, Jan. 15-17, 1998, Tucson 
Convention Center, 260 S. Church, Tucson, AZ. Call-
ers S.Kopman, T.Marriner, B.Wise; Cuers P&B 
Barton, B&M Moore; Clogging S.Bilz, C.Woodall. 
Info: Jim & Genny Young, 3242 N. Calle de Beso, 
Tucson, AZ 85750; (520)885-6273. 
0116-LOUISIANA-January Jewel, Jan. 16-17, 
1998, Christ United Methodist Church (activity build-
ing), 1204 Crabapple Dr., Shreveport, LA. "A gem of 
a weekend for new & not-so-new fun-loving round 
dancers." Phase 3, 4 & some 5. Featured instructors 
J&B Pierce. Info: Mary Hawkins, 8311 Greenleaf Ln., 
Shreveport, LA 71108; (318)686-8422. 
0122-FLORIDA-22n°Florida Sunshine Festival, 
Jan. 22-24, 1998, Lakeland Center, Lakeland, FL. 
Various callers/cuers. Info: John & Linda Saunders, 
101 Cedar Dunes, New Smyrna Beach, FL 32169; 
(904)428-1496. 
FEBRUARY 
0227-FLORIDA-Feb. Fantasy A2 Weekend, Feb. 
27-March 1, 1998, Melbourne, FL. Callers T.Scholl, 
T.Marriner. Info: Doug & Joanne Bennett, 2017 
Trevino Circle, Melbourne, FL 32935; E-mail: 
dbennett@palmnetnet.  
APRIL 
0409-CANADA-Chase the Bunny '98, April 9-
12, 1998, Ottawa, Ontario. Callers P.Waters. 
G.Ingram. Info: Larry White (613)738-2078; E-mail: 
bk191@freenet.carleton.ca.  
MAY 
0515-MICHIGAN-NW Michigan Sq/RD 
Council's 43 1̂ Spring Festival, May 15-17, 1998, High 
School, 1150 Milliken Dr., Traverse City, MI. Callers 
D.Nordby, J.Saltel; Cuers C&A Brownriggs. New fes-
tival format; entire program by national callers/cuers. 
Info: Ted & Beth Johnson. 218 Harris St., Cadillac, 
MI 49601; (616)775-2697. 
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0522-PENNSYLVANIA-Cannonaders' 39*S/D 
Roundup, May 22-23, 1998, Gettysburg College Cam-
pus, Gettysburg, PA. Callers J.Lee, T.Miller; Cuers 
D&L Prosser, T&N Eum; Emcee/Club Caller 
D.Miller. Info: Fred & Eleanor Cashman, 1203 East 
Berlin Rd., New Oxford, PA 17350; (717)528-4442. 
JUNE 
0604-AUSTRALIA-39'" Australian National 
Square Dance Convention, June 4-8, 1998, Adelaide, 
South Australia. Info: David Woodget, 31 Lorikeet 
Avenue. Modbury Heights, South Australia 5092. 
0624-NORTH CAROLINA-47• National Square 
Dance Cony., June 24-27, 1998, Charlotte, North 
Carolina. Info: Chairs Gene & Connie Triplett, 522 
Walnut Point Drive, Matthews, NC 28105-1558; 
(707)847-7722. 
JULY 
0716-CANADA-I1• Canadian National Sq/RD 
Cony., July 16-18. 1998. Ottawa, Canada. Info: Cony. 
'98, Box 5746, Ottawa Stn LCD-Merivale, Ottawa, 
ON K2C 3M1: Ph/FAX: (613)225-7904; E-Mail: 
ab719@freenet.carleton.ca.  
AUGUST 
0807-WEST VIRGINIA-27• Sq/RD Convention, 
Aug. 7-9, 1998, W Virginia Wesleyan College, 
Buckhannon, WV. Info: Diana Payne, 645 Locust 
Ave., Clarksburg, WV 26301; (304)622-0585. 
0814-MICHIGAN-37. Michigan State Sq/RD 
Cony., August 14-16, 1998, Battle Creek, MI. Info: 
Fred & Netty Wellman. 2812 Buglers Way, E. Lan-
sing, MI 48823; (517)351-5603; FAX: (517)351-
3147, E-Mail: Netty_Wellman@MSN.com, or Tom 
& Noreen Sidnam, (616)965-4952. 
0821-OHIO-Cincinnati Sq/RD Festival, August 
21-22, 1998, Sharonville Convention Center, 
Sharonville, OH. Callers Red Boot Boys, L.Smith; 
Cuers P&B Guenthner. Booster program—recruit 2 
sqs. & earn a free registration! Info: Fred & Barb 




0611-AUSTRALIA-40m Australian National 
Square Dance Convention, June 11-13, 1999, 
Brisbane. Queensland. Info: David Woodget, 31 Lori-
keel Avenue, Modbury Heights, South Australia 5092. 
0624-INDIANA-48th National Square Dance 
Cony., June 23-26, 1999, Indianapolis, IN. Info: 
Chairs Homer & Betty Unger, 6922 E Mount Moriah 




PALOMINO RECORDS, INC. 
Over 2000,000 records in stock 
Squares, Rounds, Clogging. and Country Western 
Current and Oldies 
Your 'One-Stop Shop' for all of your music needs 
2905 Scenic Dr., Marion, OH 43302-8386 
Voice Orders: 1-800-328-3800 or (614) 389-5919 
Fax: 1-800-227-5420 or (614) 389-4028 
SUPREME AUDIO/HANHURSTS TAPE SERVICE 
The Professional Source for Square and Round 
Dance Records & Equipment 
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
Phone: 1-800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3636 
Fax: 1-800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001 
E-mail. Supreme@supreme-audio.com  
Internet Homme Page: vAvwsupreme-audio.corn 
MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 82716 
Phoenix, AZ 85071-2716, (602) 993-9932 
Square, Round, ballroom, pop labels 
Specializing in mail & phone orders 
SILVER STAR RECORD & TAPE SERVICE 
10 Saint Moritz Road 
Winnipeg MB R2G 3J6, Canada 
Phone: (204) 668-2216 Fax: (204) 668-0140 
PERRY'S PLACE 
1155 Lexington Rd., PO Box 69 
Nlcholasvllle, KY 40340-0069 
(606) 885-9440 
-orders 
US 800-882-3262 Canadian 800-292-2623 
Intl. & Fax (606) 885-9235 
BADGES 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join Today. 
PO Box 57 
Westfield, MA 01086 
Cost $2.59 plus $.50 postage & handling. 
A to Z ENGRAVING CO. INC (847) 526-7396 
1150 Brown St., Wauconda, IL 60084 
Home of the Original ROVER Badge 
Custom Engraving from your Design, Fun Badges & 
Dangles Rhinestone Badges, Mini Purses (assorted 
colors), much more. 
Write for FREE Catalog - Since 1954 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO. 
Phone: (614) 471-3735 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps 
From our Design or Yours 
Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Road, Columbus, OH 43219  
ABC Sign Design 
117 West Main 
Moore, OK 73160 
Phone/Fax: (405) 794-5774 
CUSTOM I.D. (800) 242-8430 
Quality Engraving & Imprinting 
Quick Delivery - Satisfaction Guaranteed 
Custom badges, dangles, tun badges, etc. 
3506 E. Venice Avenue, Venice, FL 34292 
NOTES FOR CALLERS 
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Berquam 
3775 County Road 92 N., Maple Plain, MN 55359 
Notes sent First Class Mail 
Mainstream through A-2 
MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT 
Stan & Cathie Burdick 
PO Box 2678, Silver Bay, NY 12874 (518) 543-8824 
Write for tree sample. 
JOHN'S NOTES 
John & Linda Saunders 
101 Cedar Dunes Dr., New Smyrna Beach, FL 32169 
(904) 428-1496 Basic - C-1, with added Attractions 
Monthly Service. Send for Free Sample. 
CALLER LINK Australian Callers' Federation 
oio Jeff Seidel 
20 Eyre Crescent 
Valley View 5093 - South Australia 
8-263-5023 
TAPE SERVICE 
SQUARE DANCE AND ROUND DANCE 
TAPE SERVICE 
Over 90 minutes on each tape every month 
Call or write for FREE Samples 
Service with the 'Personal Touch' 
Palomino Records Inc. 
2905 Scenic Dr., Marlon, OH 43302-8386 
1-800-328-3800 or (614) 389-5919 
FREE! SAMPLE TAPE 
HANHURSTS TAPE & RECORD SERVICE 
MONTHLY TAPE Contains All New SD Music 
The Continuing Choice of 1,650 Callers 
Serving Callers Since 1971 
A Perfect Gift for Your Caller 
P.O. Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
PtIone- 1-800-445-7398 or (603)876-3636 
1-40-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001 
Eqnsi:Supreme@supreme-audio.com  
Internet Home Page: www.supreme-audio.com  
MACGREGOR MUSIC LINE 
FOR THE LATEST IN MACGREGOR RECORDS 
CALL OUR MUSIC LINE TOLL FREE 1-800-516-8336 
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LEARN TO YODEL - Teach tape by Joe Uebelacker. 
$20 U.S. FUNDS (Canadian funds for Canadian orders) 
Add $3 for S/H. 
YODELING SQUARE DANCE TAPE - all yodeling 
singing calls by Joe $10. If ordering both. $5 off. 
Joe Uebelacker, 1494 Clearvlew Drive 
Peterborough, Ontario, K9K 2A4. 
AUDIO TEACH & DANCE TAPES BY ED FOOTE. MS & 
Plus taught all-position to cl—cers who already know the 
calls from standard position. A-1 and A-2 taught with 
walk thru & practice of all calls. Teach tapes emphasize 
understanding of calls, are widely acclaimed as best on 
the market. Drill tapes, dance tapes & two-couple tape 
also available. Write for literature to: Ed Foote, 
140 McCandless Place, Wexford, PA 15090. 
BOOKS 
ASD BINDERS Protect you back 
issues of ASD. Holds a full year's 
issue of magazines. They open 
flat or quick and easy reference. 
2 for $6.00 +PH. Order from: 
ASD, 661 Middlefield Road, 
Salinas, CA 93906. 
COUNTRY WESTERN DANCING. Book I, Line, Partner 
& Couple dances. Book 11, Corffinues on !; Book III, 
Photographed Turns!: Book IV, Teacher's Manual: Book 
V, Line Dances Galore; Book VI, Partner Dances, 
Shuffles & Schottisches; Book VII, More Photographed 
Turns, Book VIII. Cha Cha, Book IX, West Coast Swing, 
Book X, El Garbage. Technique & Styling, Book XI, Hot 
Line Dances, Book XII Cool Line Dances. Order by 
number. $20 each includes p/h, add $2 each outside 
USA. 
Kelly Gelled°, PO Box 43425, Las Vegas, NV 89116. 
BURLESON'S SQUARE DANCE ENCYCLOPEDIA: 
Over 4800 different calls and rncAVOISONII.; $25.99 plus 
Si5 811-I 
0111181110 
801' hiliddielleild ROW, Sailnaa, CA SV-1140 . 
Phone. (408) 443-0761. 
POCKET DICTIONARIES OF SQUARE DANCE CALLS 
2 terrific books with exact CALLERLAB definitions for 
dancers and callers alike! Book 1 (Red) Mainstream $6 
(incl. postage); Book 2 (Green) Pius, Al & Azt6 (tra. 
postage). Specify which book and send your d1lak 
Supreme Audio, Inc, PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 
03465-0050 or contact your local square dance shop! 
SHARING - A TREASURE OF DANCES by Les Henkel. 
A unique collection of easy dances for one night parties 
through the community Dance Level. $24.95 + $3.50 
p/h. Order from Les Henkel, 301 Oak Street, Box 18, 
Tobias, NE 68453-0018 
LEARNING TO ROUND DANCE? Get the BEST book 
for beginning dancers. COLD FEET II: Beginning Waltz 
& 1Vro-Step Basics by Kaye Anderson. 135 essential 
terms, 177 two-step figures, 60 waltz figures, 33 
positions, 150 diagrams, descriptions for man & lady, 
thorough indexing. $15.95 & $2.50 p/h US (AZ only: add 
6.75% Sales tax). Dance Action, Dept. AS, 
PO Box 7182, Mesa, AZ 85206. 
Send SASE for more info on this & other books.  
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS. 1989 
Edition, Round Dance Basics Book, $8 ppd. Now 
includes 10-week dancer-proven course, dance 
positions, complete approved terminology, mixers, 
teaching hints, plus introduction into foxtrot, tango, cha 
cha and ballroom. Coordinates with the Grenn record 
teaching series. Order book and / or records from 
Frank Lehnert, 2844 S. 109th St., Toledo, OH 43611. 
EASY LEVEL SOLO DANCES: The Bob Howell 
Collection. Here you'll find everything to get your toes 
tappin' and hips swinging-the music, concise directions 
for all levels, plus interesting history of each dance. 
Cost: $21.95 per book. S/H $3.50 U.S. - $5.50 Canada. 
Order from Siddal & Ray Publications for Dance, 
1017 Williamsburg Drive, Charleston, IL 61920 
PLUS, ADVANCED & CHALLENGE DIAGRAM BOOKS 
FROM ED FOOTE. 5 books available: Plus, Al & A2 
(both in 1 book), C1, C2, C-3A. Each book diagrams all 
calls for the indicated program from a variety of 
positions, also includes helpful hints for dancing the 
calls. Books are 8 1/2 x 11 with spiral binding, laser 
printing provides clear sharp images. The most 
complete diagram books for Plus, Advanced & 
Challenge available today. Cost: $16.25 / book includes 
shpg. ($16.75 for C3A). (Canada add $ .80). Order from 
Ed Foote, 140 McCandless P1., Wexford, PA 15090. 
SQUARE DANCING FOR "KIDS" OF ALL AGES -
Complete teach book with complete wording and 
definitions for each call with lots of choreography. Great 
for teachers - you don't need to be a caller. Big printing 
for easy reading/calling. Absolutely complete wording 
everything including how to get them started in a circle 
and squares. Book I (Pre school thru grade 4) $25; 
Book II (Grade 4 thru Senior Citizen) $25; Both Books 
$45 U.S. Funds (Canadian funds for Canadian orders) 
Add $5 for postage. Joe Uebelacker, 1494 Clearview 
Drive, Peterborough, Ontario, Canada K9K 2A4 
Now owners of all 'New England Caller' products 
Caller Teacher manual, Caller Text, Mainstream and 
Plus 
Student Handbooks, Diplomas, Calendars, Line Dance 
Books. 
Videos, and lots more. Call or write for a price list. 
PALOMINO RECORDS INC 
2905 Scenic Dr., Marlon, OH 43302-8386 
1-800-328-3800 or (614) 389-5919 
RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
Continuing Dealer Management Program 
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
Phone: 1-800-445-7398 or (603)876-3636 
Fax: 1-800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001 
Supreme@supreme•audio.com  
Internet Home Page: www.supreme-audio.com  
PALOMINO RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
2905 Scenic Dr.. 
Marlon, OH 43302-8386 
Voice Orders: 1-800-328-3800 or (614) 389-5919 
Fax: 1-800-227-5420 or (614) 389-4028 
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PATTERNS 
SQUARE DANCE/ROUND DANCE THEME COUNTED 
CROSS-STITCH PATTERNS. 3 square books, 1 round 
book, 5 patterns each $5 ea.+ $1.50 pstg. per order. 
" State patterns available upon request at $1.50 ea.+$.50 
pstg. per order. Dealers welcome Ralph & Mary Ann 
Kornegay, 138 Mohican Trail, Wilmington, NC 28409. 
SQUARE DANCE PATTERNS. Full line of S/D patterns 
and western. Featuring snaps, elastic and many other 
items. Send your name and address along with $2 for a 
catalog. Aron's, 8974 E. Huntington Drive, 
San Gabriel, CA 91775 
VvIIOLESALE PRODUCTS 
FUN & FANCY ORIGINALS 
Manufacturers of the finest women's 
square dance apparel. 
Wholesale inquires welcome or 
ask your local square dance dealer about us 
Call or Fax 800-995-8011 or (916) 221-4666 
S/D PRODUCTS 
SUPREME AUDIO, Ipc. 
"The Professional Source For Dance Audio" 
Largest selection of professional calling and cueing 
equipment, 
records and publications available from one source! 
SUPREME SOUND COLUMNS, PHANTOM 480 
SPEAKERS 
DIRECTOR, DIRECTOR JR. ,YAK STACKS 
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
Phone: 1-800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3638 
Fax: 1-800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001 
supreme@supreme-audio corn 
Internet Home Page: www.supreme-audio.com  
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
amplifiers • speakers • microphones 
wireless microphones • speaker stands 
1033 E Shary Circle, Concord, CA 94518 
Telephone: (510) 682-8390 
NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT, Thmtables, Speakers 
microphones (standard and wireless), Speaker Stands. 
Your 'One-Stop Shop' for all of your music needs. 
Palomino Records, Inc. 
2905 Scenic Dr., Marlon, OH 43302-8386 
Voice Orders: 1-800-328-3800 or (614) 389-5919 
Fax: 1-800-227-5420 or (614) 389-4028 
WISSCO 
Rescue your EDCOR WIRELESS MICROPHONE! 
Rechargable Batteries - Repairs - New Equipment 
875 Production Place, Newport Beach, CA 92683 
Telephone: 800-854-6280 
PROMENADER DANCE BOOTS, LEATHER - Ladies' 
Low shaft $50; High shaft $60. Men's: $65. Limited to 
boots in stock. Call/fax/write for list. WORLDTONE 
MUSIC, 230 Seventh Ave., New York, NY 10011. 
Tel: (212) 691-1934 - FAX- (212) 691-2554 
RETURN ADDRESS LABELS 
Square Dance, Club, or Personal Logo 
Quick Delivery. Call or write 
CUSTOM I.D. 800- 242-8430 
3506 E. Venice Avenue, Venice, FL 34292 
VIDEOS 
CHOREOGRAPHY VIDEO, SIGHT CALLING VIDEO by 
Ed Foote, well-known caller instructor. Each Color Video 
about 90 min long. Presentations organized and 
complete. $39.95-one tape. $59.95-both tapes. 
Order from Dale Garlock, 2107 Shunk Avenue, 
Alliance, OH 44601 
VIDEO ALL POSITION TEACH TAPES BY ED FOOTE. 
Calls are taught all position for dancers who already 
know the calls from standard position. Numerous walk 
thrus of the more difficult calls at each CALLERLAB 
program, along with brief samples of dancing, and hints 
for successful dancing. Understanding of calls is 
emnhasi?ed 4 virigon tanac avaiiabie: mainstream, pius,  
A-1, A-2, each tape about 90 minutes long. VHS format. 
Cost: $39.95-1 tape; $59.95-2 tapes. Order from 
Dale Garlock, 2107 Shunk Ave., Alliance, OH 44601. 
KENTUCKY DANCE FOUNDATION instructional video 
tape series. 
"BOB HOWELL LIVE" $19.95 + $3 S/H. 11 "quick 
teach" dances for one night stands and recreational use. 
"KENTUCKY RUNNING SET' a traditional mountain-
style dance. Includes video and 2 audio cassettes 
(Dances From Appalachian and audio of Stew 
Shacklette calling the dance.) $29.95 + $2 S/H. 
"JERRY HELTS DANCE PARTY", featuring material 
useful for one night stands for community dance 
programs. Includes audio of Jerry calling the dances. 
$29.95 plus $3 S/H. 
"SCOTT MCKEE'S INTRODUCTION TO CLOGGING" 
makes clogging easy, even for the novice. 
$19.95 + $3 S/H 
"JERRY HELTS COMMUNITY DANCE PARTY" 
features a 24 basic square dance program suitable for 
community dance programs. Includes audio of Jerry 
calling the dances. $29.95 + $3 S/H. 
Send check to: Kentucky Dance Foundation cro Stew 
Shacklette 460 Long Needle Road, Brandenburg, 
KY 40108. Visa and MC accepted. 
Phone: (502) 422-2421 or 1-800-446-1209 to order. 
RESORTS/AMPGROUNDS 
DANCE CENTER OF THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY, year-
round 32 sessions of workshops and party dances per 
week. Built for dancers, owned and operated by 
dancers LAKEWOOD R.V. PARK, 4525 Graham Rd. 
Harlingen, TX 78552. (210) 423-1170. For reservations 
and information only 1-800-459-4525. 
WESTERN MONTANA, Square and Round Dance 
Vacation, May 29 - Sept 7, 1997. 11 miles south of 
Missoula. National Callers most weekends. Special 
round dance weeks and weekends. Camp among the 
pines on Lobo Creek. Write or call for brochure. 
Ray Granger, 9955 Highway 12, Lobo, MT 59847 
Phone: (406) 273-0141. 
STRAWBERRY SQUARE: Square & Round Dancing 
from Beginners thru C-2 and PH VI. Complete dance 
apparel shop. Mobile homes & camper lots for sale or 
rent. 4401 Boot Bay Road, Plant City, FL 33567 
Phone: (813) 752-0491 
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TOURS & TOURING MALE PARTNER available for National. Single senior, excellent dancer, SD plus, RD Ph 4, some 5. Will dance 
your level. You pay expenses. Call: (757) 718-5632. 
SQUARE TOURS-(NEW ZEALAND) 
Dancers (couples to large groups) catered for with 
dances, sightseeing and any other interests 
Itineraries and costs to your requirements. 
Square Tours, C/-T Norton, 8 Miller St. Rotoruna, NZ 
Ph (NZ) 64 7 3484 129 - Autofax 64 7 3489 508 
BE BRANSON BOUND 
Couples to Clubs, we'll plan complete show, meal, 
accomodation packages with sighseeing, guided tours, 
shopping and plenty of time for dancing. 
Just call 800-964-8687 and see just how easy it can be 
to bring you or your group to travel to Branson! 
Branson Area Reservations 
3524 Keeter St, Branson, MO 65616 
800-964-8687 or FAX (417) 334-7286 
CALLING EQUIPMENT 
SUPREME AUDIO, Inc. 
"The Professional Source For Dance Audio" 
Largest selection of professional calling and cueing 
equipment, 
records and publications available from one source! 
SUPREME SOUND COLUMNS, PHANTOM 480 
SPEAKERS 
DIRECTOR, DIRECTOR JR. YAK STACKS 
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
Phone: 1-800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3636 
Fax: 1-800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001 
E-mail: supreme@supreme-audio corn 
Internet Home Page: www.supreme-audio.com  
WILLIAMS SOUND EQUIPMENT DEALER 
HEARING ENHANCEMENT EQUIPMENT 
For information on transmitters, 
receivers and accessories 
Contact: (Caller) Jerry Walker, Rt #1, Box 79, 
Endicott, WA 99125 
Phone: (509) 657-3658 
ASHTON 50 WATT AMPLIFIER Like New 
One 812-S Mike with volume control 
One Speaker with Cover 
Asking $500 for all 
Call: (701) 256-5865 
HILTON AC 300 SERIES II 
(has volume control and record reset) $600 
Two folded horn speakers $75 ea. 
One Keltone column $125, 
One mike $50 
Call: (606) 299-5412 
HILTON AC 201 
With re-set microphone and cord; Jopat column 
speakers; Hamilton speaker stand; 150 records 
Telephone (606) 491-2522 
PERSONALS 
HAVE PETTICOAT — WILL TRAVEL - Enthusiastic 
dancer, 5'3", slender, seeks partner for Rounds and or 
Squares at weekend festivals, conventions and 
especially during the winter season in Arizona and/or 
Florida. Country Western and Ballroom ok too. 
If interested please call (954) 436-3016 and leave 
message. 
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SPORTSMEN GUIDING 
WIN WISCONSIN OR COLORADO HUNTING LAND 
Nonprofit, Children's Ranch Raffle, RR2 Box 238, 
Prairie du Chien, WI 53821, 1.800-946-7262 
MEDICAL SUPPLIES 
DIABETICS 
If you have Medicare or insurance you could be eligible. 
To receive, your diabctic supplics at. no cost. 
(Insulin dependent only) Call: 1-800-337-4144 
FOR SALE 
ESTABLISHED SQUARE DANCE SHOP for sale. Large 
inventory (includes two lighted show cases and all 
racks), 19 ft. trailer for setups available. 
PETTICOAT MANUFACTURING BUSINESS for sale. 
(includes two commercial sewing machines & cutter), 
also have a large selection of dress fabric, lace, ribbon 
and various other trims. 
Owner retiring and wants to travel. For information call: 
(281) 332-4933 or FAX: (281) 332-3368. 
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE 
38 VARIETIES - BOOKS FOR CALLERS, CUERS, LEADERS, DANCERS & CLOGGERS 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING $4 99 FUNNY WORLD OF SID (Cartoons) $399 
ADVANCED WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK $10.99 GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS $299 
ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Handicapped) $5.99 HOEDOWN HERITAGE (History) $399 
APPALACHIAN S/D FOR CLOGGERS $1099 LEADERSHIP-SHAPE (Tips galore) $799 
BURLESON SID ENCYCLOPEDIA $25.99 MAINSTREAM SQUARE DANCING (Diagrams) $1 99 
CALLER CLINIC (Variety of subjects) $6.99 MINI BOOK (Definitions of S/D) $799 
CALLERS GUIDEBOOK (399 page text) 514.99 MODERN CONTRA DANCING $399 
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS $6.99 MODERN MODULE MODE (Figures) $399 
L;LIY All I 1 (sketcnes. past-up) $6.99 MUSIC; 	IMINCi $10.99 
CUP ART 1 on 3.5 HD disks 175 images (pcx format) $15.99 PARTY LINE (After-party ideas) $699 
CLIP ART 2 (All different) $7.99 PLUS PROGRAM (Diagrams) $1.99 
CLIP ART 2 on 3.5 HD disks 200 images (pcx format) $20.99 PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP $499 
CLIP ART 3 (All different) $7 99 SET-UP AND GET-OUT (Modules) $6.99 
CLIP ART 3 on 3.5 HD disks 200 images (pcx format $20 99 SHOW AND SELL S/D (Bever promotion) $8.99 
CLOGGING (Basic book) $4.99 SOLO DANCES (Single. line routines) $7.99 
DBD & TOUGH PLUS $5.99 S/D STYLING (Smoother dancing) $499 
DIAGRAMED GUIDE TO BETTER S/D $799 TEACHING CLOGGING $799 
EASY LEVEL (0/N/S/ material) $699 WHEEL & DEALING (Handicapped) $5.99 
EASY SING-A-LONG (Adaptations) $399 WINDMILL SYSTEM (Image style) $599 
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA (Basic) $399 WORTH OF A SALESMAN (Showmanship) $10 99 
DIPLOMAS: SQUARE, ROUND, CLOGGING 
	
$.20 EACH; 100 - $15.00 
CERTIFICATES OF APPRECIATION 
	
$.20 EACH; 100 - $15.00 
MODERN SQUARE DANCING PAMPHLETS 
	
$.10 EACH 
CA residents add 7.25% tax 
POSTAGE & HANDLING 
$1 - $4.99 	$2.00 pstg 
$5 - $9.99 $2.75 pstg 
$10 - $19.99 $3.25 pstg 
$20 - $40 	$5.00 pstg 
$41 - $60 $7.00 pstg 
$61 - $100 	$10.00 pstg 
11COVE. 
Intuit Ill IllS 
44.7 
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery 
Due to the proliferation of copying devices, it is 
impossible to issue refunds on books orders, unless 
the book is defective. 
ws 
ORDER FROM AMERICAN SOUAREDANCE MAGAZINE 
661 MIDDLEFIELD ROAD SALINAS, CA 93906-1004 
Phone: 408-443-0761; FAX: 408-443-6402 (M-F 8:30am to 4:30pm Pacific Time) 
"Man is a special being, and if left to himself, in 
an isolated condition, would be one of the 
weakest creatures; but associated with his kind. 
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ruwor " INTRA OANC1NC 
IS SOPINI CUM 
STE 'WHY: 
HEAR HOW: 
YOU DO IT: 
"AN INTRODUCTION TO CONTRA 
DANCING with MIKE SEASTROM" SHOWS 
YOU STEP-by-STEP HOW CONTRAS ARE 
DANCED AND CALLED 
IN THIS FULL COLOR VIDEO. 
TWO AUDIO CASSETTES WALK YOU 
THROUGH EACH MOVEMENT OF THE 
DANCE AND THEN THE DANCE IS 
CALLED AGAIN WITH MUSIC. 
GOT A PROBLEM? 
REWIND THE TAPE AND START AGAIN 
YOU'VE SEEN THE DANCES! 
HEARD THE CALLS! 
ENJOYED DANCING CONTRAS. 
NOW YOU CAN EXPERIENCE THE FUN OF 
CALLING CONTRAS. 
THE ENCLOSED 50 PAGE BOOKLET GIVES 
COMPLETE WRITTEN INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
EACH DANCE. 
SEND TO: R & R VIDEO INTERNATIONAL 
3649 Whitier Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90023 
Yes! I'm ready to enjoy Contra Dancing. Send me my copy of 
"An Introduction to Contra's" with Mike Seastrom. 
Produced 
California 
Name: 	  
Address:  
City: 	 State: 	Zip: 	 
ENCLOSED IS A CHECK/MONEY ORDER FOR $48.95 FOR MY 
POST PAID COPY (INCONTINENTAL U.S.) 
CONTRA CALLERS I 
I 
Association 
GRUNDEEN's WORLD of SQUARE DANCING 	 
l3EGINNERIS SQUARE DANCE CLASS 
STARTS TONIGI-1T 8 PM k.-7-,-- 
1101111CIRST'S 
TOPE & RECORD SERVICE 
• Monthly Tape Contains ALL New 
Square & Round Dance Music 
• Fast Professional Service 
• Free Classified Ads to 
Subscribers...Buy or Sell 
• 24 Hour World-Wide Toll Free 
Fax & Order Lines 
• E-mail ordering 
• Same Day Shipment 
The Continuing Choices"' of 
more than 1,850 Callers! 
There's a reason! 
1-800-445-7398 
Phone: 800-445-7398 or 603-876-3636 
Fax: 800-346-4867 or 603-876-4001 
Foreign Toll Free: AT&T USA Direct * + 800* 
E-mall: supremeesupreme-audio.com  
Home Page: http://www.supreme-audio.com  
HANHURST'S TAPE & RECORD SERVICE 
P.O. Box 50 
Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
"First — we draw a square" 
a) a)  
5• CD 
.11) 
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